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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, MAY (>, 1908.
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Deposit your

s

money with the old

Resources above liabilities

In

than

ten
per cent,
deposits are exempt from municipal taxation. Has been
in business thirty-live years and will pay its Seventieth
semi-annual dividend on June I.
Money Deposited on

or

NEW ADVEKTI8KMKNT3

THts WEEK.

before June I, begins drawing

interest from that date. Home savings hanks for the asking.

Hancock County Savings Bank,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
J

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

First National Bank
Mai* Street.

FOR
Will"! nf hind situate
Th:., lot of land Is

Manic,

on

on south side and ai foot rl Sea street. Northeast Harbor
the shore and title given to low-water mark.

Farm with buildings In good repair. Acres line shore property. Fast llluehlll. Me.
One 11 story house newly shingled and painted New stable jua. New hennery mr>
wilt; or ''"-ut land more or b ss all free from rooks, with never-falling well ot water at the
door. Woisl-house and carriage-house eonoei'led with the house euts live tons of bay Tins
Us vny des,Mine location lor summer home, or fora market garden, being easily acessible
markets. Situated at Laumlue, Maine, about tw o miles from 1' a. Coaling
to Bar Hat"
sisnott.

Atabargain—the Sfmou Flood homestead at Surry, about so acres; i l story dwelling
Apply to C. W. & F. I,. Mason.
■

sml

The savings Institutions

buy

bonds

Why don't you buy
tbemyourselfandincrea.se your income? I am offering Bonds
which are backed up by security which is unquestionable.
use

your money to

—

O. W. TAPLEY, Ellsworth, Me.
InsuranceReal EststaInvostmonts

|

I

SEED OATS.
and Clover Seed.

CARPETINGS.
Carpets, Rugs and Druggets

in

W ool.

Cotton, Linen

and

Strut* Mattings, Chinese, Japanese, Plain White, Colors
and
Oil

Figured Designs.
Cloths, 1,11-2 and 2 yds. wide.
Linoleums, 2 and I yds. wide.

WALL PAPERS.

by

either concrete

or

Street

crushed rock.

Rolls of accounts

the

lows

were

passed

as

Name.
Eugene D Brann,

Police,

Eugene

Poor,
Insane,

Suptofschs,
;

heartily at its close. The general
trend of his thought outlined firmly the
position of the Congregational church
lated

School,

P

Warren,

city
estate of

vicinity.
With perfect weather conditions the day
at the lake was highly enjoyed by all who
went out. Several buck board loads of at-j
torneys made the trip, and with the cares
and w orries of a long term over, they made

Charles A. Hanscom and wife, of Baltimore, who were called to Ellsworth by
the death of Mrs. Hanscom’s mother, Mrs.
W. B.
will leave for Boston the
last of this week. After a short visit
there, Mrs. Hanscom expects to return to
Ellsworth for the summer.

a

happy party. The committee in charge
of the arrangements left nothing undone
that would add to the pleasure of the occasion, and plenty of amusement and
entertainment was provided until time to
return to the city.
M. Von Stuertz, the genial steward of
the Niben club, had a delicious dinner,
such as only he can prepare, waiting the
hungry lawyers and their honored guest.
Included in the

nectady, N. Y., took place Saturday evening at the home of the bride’s sister, Mrs.
A reception
O. N. Dana, in Schenectady.
followed. Ellsworth friends extend con-

WHITINC BROS.

Estate for Sale!
The S. L. Lord estate—Residence on Bridge
Hill; Carriage Shop and Stock; Pasture and
ood Lot on Surry Road; Shepard's Wharf

and lot.

desired.

E. W. LORD, Executor,
24 W. Main St., Ellsworth, (until May 13).
■

menu were

Penobscot

salmon, which the steward claimed

river
was

ELLSWORTH.
Hancock hall
Happy Hour theatre*
Moving pictures and illustrated songs;
afternoons fr^m 2 to 5; evenings, 7 to 10.
Admission, 10c.; children under 12, at all
times, 6c.
—

fol-

Friday, May 8, at Hancock hall—“When
Were
Young,” by U. of M*
club, followed by dance.
Saturday. May 9, 7.30 p. m., at Hancock

Hearts
Amount.
$ 6 25
45 00

Andrew M Moore.
Horace F Wescott,
M J Drummey.
N E Tel & Tel Co,
John A Scott,
John F Royal.
James W Lymburner,
C S Johnston.
Charles E Pio.

Mary

A

Hodgkins,

Schoolhouse, Lyman DeWitt,
Mrs H H Emerson,
Library,

Fire

dept,

A

60
9u

50

24
1
7
23

ment

STATE.

Wednesday,

00
25
66
60

95

ROLLS.
81
53
34

SALARY ROLL.

Common schools.
High school.

PRICE

pay, was presented but not allowed.
A. E. Moore offered the use of his lot on
High street, formerly used for the same
purpose, for a city dump for the sum of
$25 yearly, he agreeing to take care of it
and dispose of refuse matter that can be
burned. The matter was referred to the
committee on streets.
The board voted to allow Wm. H. H.
Rice post, G. A. R., $50 toward the expenses of Memorial Day, and to give the
free use of Hancock hall for exercises on
the afternoon of Memorial Day, and for
a union service on the Sunday evening preceding Memorial Day.
A petition from the board of health in
relation to the ventilation of the Gem
theatre was laid on the table pending in-

the first that had been served in the city,
and was the real thing, and native broilers, native because Al. Von Stuertz raised
gratulations.
them himself.
Desert
The Sunday train on the Mt.
Following the dinner Matthew Laugh- vestigation.
branch will begin running next Sunday.
lin, acting as toast-master, expressed the
Eugene D. Brann was appointed a conThe train will leave Bangor at 6.10 a. m.,
pleasure of the association in having
arriving in Ellsworth at 7.20 and Bar Har- justice King as their guest, and called on stable-at-large.
The finance committee was authorized
bor at 8.40. Returning, the train w ill leave him (or a few remarks.
Justice King
to negotiate a temporary loan of $5,000.
Bar Harbor at 5.40 p. in., Ellsworth at 6.10.
Various members
gracefully
responded.
There was considerable discussion in reThe summer train schedule will go into of the bar were called on to
respond to gard to the building of the new roads on
effect June 22.
toasts, and wit, brilliance and eloquence of the east and west sides of lake Leonard.
The State convention of the Knights of sjieech sparkled about the board.—Banyor ;
Several of the bidders for the work on the
Columbus will be held at Ellsworth next Commercial.
west side withdrew their bids. A contract
Tuesday. The business session will be i
for the work on the east side road, the
held at the hall of Philip H. Sheridan
ELLSWORTH.
work on which was awarded to Roscoe
NORTH
council in the afternoon. In the evening
Holmes, was submitted, but as no bond
there will be a banquet at the American
Rev. Alfred McGown, of
Yarmouth, accompanied it as required by the board
house. It is expected that about seventycalled on friends here Tuesday.
by its vote awarding the contract, it was
live delegates will be in attendance.
referred back to the committee on streets.
Mrs. Leonard DeWitt, of Tracy Station,
Rev. \V. F. Emery, the newly-appointed
The road matters will be considered at the
N. B., visited relatives here last week.
It is probrecess meeting this evening.
pastor of the Methodist church here,
Benjamin Mitchell is at work in Ells- able that the aldermen wilt finally decide
preached bis initial sermon in this pas- ! worth
in C. H. Curtis & Co.’s ship yard.
torate last Sunday. The subject of his
not to put the work out at contract and
The farmers’ club will meet at the hall the city will build the roads itself.
morning sermon was: “The Christian's
The committee on streets was instructed
Hope,” and it was ablv treated. In the to make choice of new officers for the year
evening he spoke on the value of work. on Saturday, May 9.
by vote to examine the private way leadBoth sermons were enjoyed by large conNeighbors of Lewis Flood met at his ing from Oak street to the Isaac Davis
gregations.
home and split his pile of wood. Mr. house, and report at next meeting.
The new ordinance for the government
The marriage of Miss Mattie L. Oren, Flood is in poor health.
of the fire department, which is printed in
to Hollis C. Joy, son of Calvin P Joy and
There will be a nickel sociable at Mr.
full elsewhere in this issue, was passed.
took place April
wife of Ellsworth,
Priginore’s camp Wednesday evening,
A recess was taken to Wednesday, May
30, at the home of the bride in Boston. May 6. Cake and coffee will be served.
A reception followed. Ellsworth friends of
6, at 8 o’clock.
as
to
Hancock
will
Maddocks
go
Harry
the groom extend congratulations. Miss
from this Sunday school to atMabel N. Joy, sister of the groom, went to a delegate
convention of Sabbath
I
of M. Dramatic Club.
Boston to attend the wedding and to re- tend the county
schools.
The University of Maine dramatic club
a
short
visit.
for
main
“When
Hearts Were
Mrs. Mary Moore is spending a few davs will appear in
The Oak-Park-Lincoln streets branch
with Howard McGown and wife before she Young,’’ at Hancock hall next Friday
of the Villiage improvement society will
to Brewer to spend the summer with evening, under the auspices of the junior
sale
hold a rummage
Monday, Tuesday
The cast of
class of the high school.
er daughter, Mrs. Spofford DeWitt.
and Wednesday of next w’eek at the store
characters is as follows:
on Main street recently vacated by Harry
Contributions for the sale are
O. Tracy.
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Richard Clarew.O A Wakefield
Sir Horace Plumely, but commonly called
solicited from all who would like to assist
Waddles.W H Gilbert
in the work. Samples of window boxes
Mrs. William Brown and Mrs. Almond
Colonel Miles Graham, the soldier roan,
will be op exhibition and orders taken.
G. Jellison were in Bangor Tuesday.
S F Thomas
Malaudon Small, formerly of Ellsworth,
W. H. Brown commenced work Monday Terence McGrath, the doctor.HP Higgins
the
he
Miles
which
Richard
Terence
Anduiue,
of
his
home
Mitchell
imp,
house
of
Arthur
died at the
brother, Augustus on the
M E Fassett
Small, at Otter Creek last Friday. Mr. is building.
E Simmons
Hirsh.F
David
for
Small had been a helpless paralytic
Albert and David A. Foster went fishing Lord Dungelt.V.R L Cummings
several years. For many years he drove a at Branch pond Saturday and brought Gerald
Carruthers. his cousin- -W A Kimball
public carriage in Ellsworth. The body home a salmon weighing eleven and one- Hughie Helmont..F G Wadsworth
was brought to
Wallis Brundall.W A Parsons
Ellsworth, and funeral half pounds.
Allsorts.H P Carle
services were held Sunday afternoon at
Kara Glynesk, the firefly. Henry Binor
the Baptist vestry, Rev. P. A. A. Killarn
Mrs Grant Gordon... i.L R Lord
at
Sullivan.
Strike
officiating.
Eileen O’Brien.M F McCarthy
6
North Sullivan, May (special)—The Winnie.W Peckham
The county road meeting under the auscutters who quit work yesterday Flirt.Sumner Waite
pices of the State commissioner of high- paving
when the quarry operators refused to acMrs Ericson.TW Shatney
ways and the county commissioners, will
new bill asking for an increase
their
Phyllis Ericson....FW Pettey
the
room
at
cept
be held in the grand jury
Waiter.C E Stickney
are still
court house next Monday, at 1 p. m. This of f2 a thousand on paving block,
First gentleman.D S J Smith
remains
and
the
situation
unchanged.
meeting is a sort of school of instruction out,
Second gentleman.W O Smith
About fifty men quit work. The quar- Jacob.
on road-building for selectmen and road
H G Wood
&
of
affected
are
those
Hooper, Havey
of value are ries
commissioners. Many
A dance will follow. Musio will be by
Crabtree & Havey, and the Ira Robout in the discussion of road-

of
at

association

LIST

OF

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
FOR

No. 1
No. 2

AMATEURS.

DEVELOPING.
Brownie films, per roil,

2*4x34
24*34
2*4x4 4
2*4x44
3*4*44
34*44

10c
10c
10c
20c
10c

six exposures,
twelve

six

44

twelve
six
twelve
six

4x5
44

4x5

$1,091 77

24—Camp-meeting

Veteran

Stibrniscnunts.

$854 00
237 77

Bill of John A. Stuart, the deposed driver
of the fire team, for $-45 for a full month’s

|

June

]Eastern Maine
I Jacksonville.
I

2 00

$1,080

re-

COUNTY.

210

$289
790

Main street

Friday and Saturday, May 15 and 16^County Sunday school convention at Unioi
church, Hancock.

38
32 35

$1,187

on

Jhall—Democratic county convention.
Tuesday, May 19, 10 a. m., at Hancock
jhall—Republican county convention.

3 35
5 00
.'.CO
2 00
68 76
27 J4
1 00

H H «fc U R'Power Co,
Andrew M Moor,
E W Allen Hi Sou,

Highways.
Rock crushing.

society, at store

cently vacated by Harry O. Tracy.
Tuesday, May 26, 1.30 p. in., at Hancock

2275

Treworthy,
HalpinShow Print.
Morrison, Joy & Co.

TEACHERS’

—

1

21 00
26 60 !

W

COMMISSIONER’S

Monday, May 11,1 p. m.,at county court
house, Ellsworth—County road meeting
under auspices of county commissioner!
and State commissioner of highways.
State
Tuesday, May 12, at Ellsworth
convention of Knights of Columbus.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, May
11, 12 and 13- Rummage sale by Oak-ParkLincoln street branch of Public Improve-

3 75

4

hall—“The
at Moore’i

drug store.

17 00
26 00
2115
2 65

19

caucus.

Saturday, May 9, at Hancock
Toymakers.” Tickets on sale

30 15
37 50
10 67

Hodgkins,

N E Tel & Tel Co,
J A Thompson,
n F Bailey Co,
John A Stuart.
Arthur H Merriam,
Wallace Raymond,
Albert Hamilton,
Charles E Pio,

STREET

hall—Republican

3 35
16 00
83
45
33 33
22 91
6 00
5 50
1 25
6 00
1 00
8 00
3 50
50
2 00
2 50
40 0u
183 33
27 00

39 75
10 00

Springer,
Thompson,

Mary

dramatic

295

Russell L Parker.
The Schapirograph Co,
W W McCartney,
Harold E Treworgy,
Roland C Bonsey,
Lin wood Mosley,
Edward Haney,
Electric light, B H & U R Power Co,
D C Heath & Co.
Text-book,
Atkinson, Mentzer &
Grover,
E E Babb & Co,
High school, L E Knott Apparatus Co,
Lloyd DeBeck,
E E
J A

Doughnuts

COMING EVENTS.

ROLL OF ACCOUNTS NO. 3.

his
settling up the
Mr.
father, the late Capt. S. L. Lord.
who
has
the
winter
Lord’s mother,
spent
with her daughter, Mrs. F. S. Smith, in
Gardiner, is here also, and will remain for
a week or two.
or so

and

:

Fund.

Biscuit,

Griddle Cakes

ROLLS OF ACCOUNTS.

Commissioner
Woodward
will
policy of laying crushed rock
walks in place of plank wherever possible.
The Maine Concrete Co. was organized
at Bangor last week with fl0,000 capital

adopt

The marriage of Harold H. Clark, son of
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Clark, of this city,
and Miss Maude Hortsmann, of Sche-

10c. to 36c. a double roll.

sale

walk

m.

Campbell,

Xew spring designs ; large lot to select from : 10,000
rolls particularly handsome and up-to-date patterns.

^mediate

RECEIVED.

Coleman on Grant street last Friday evening caused about |200 damage. The tire
caught about the chimney in the attic.

week

Delicious

There will be a bearing on the petition
at the aldermen’s room in Hancock hall
Friday, May 15, at 7.30 p. m.

A concrete walk

Miss Beatrice Kelliher, of Massachusetts, stock, to engage in the manufacture of
former resident here, is in the city visit- | concrete blocks at Ellsworth. The plant
will be located at the old railroad gravel
ing relatives and friends.
on the Franklin road, which affords
Mrs. J. A. McGown is home from East- pit
facilities for the business,
exceptional
port, where she has h«ien visiting her both as to material to be
used, and condaughter, Mrs. A. M. Dorr.
venience to the railroad. Victor Brett,
Mrs. G. F. Newman, sr., left to-dav to and A. L. Bickford, of Bangor, and Calvin
spend a week with her daughter, Mrs. P. Graves are the directors of the company.
Mr. Brett is president, and Mr. Bickford
Shirley Norris, in Bar Harbor.
Seth T. Campbell and wife, who ame to is secretary and treasurer. The company
Ellsworth to attend the funeral of Mrs. will manufacture concrete building blocks
VV. B. Campbell, returned to Island Falls and other concrete work. The company
! expects to begin work soon.
to-day.
The annual conference of the CongregaThe democratic county convention to
nominate candidates for county officers tional churches of Maine is being held at
will be held at Hancock bail,' Tuesday Bangot Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of this week. Rev. R. B. Mathews, of
afternoon, May 26, at 1.30 o’clock.
the Ell9worth Congregational church, deJudge A. W. King, C. R. Foster, John B. livered
the «onference sermon
and
James E.
yesterday.
Redman, VV. H. Dresser
The Bangor News says: “Rev. Hubert B.
Parsons are attending meetings of the
after a brief introduction, in
Mathews,
!
grand masonic bodies in Portland.
which he begged indulgence of the laymen
C. R. Burrill and wife left yesterday for
for delivering a doctrinal sermon,
present one
Bar Harbor, where Mr. Burrill will again
of the most scholarly and
began
be located during the summer as manager earnest sermons that
has ever
been
j
of the Mt. Kebo Spring Water Co.
given before a Maine conference. He w'as
Fire in the house of Mrs. Elizabeth given close attention and was congratu-

a

mmkmm

will be built on the north side of Main
REGULAR MEETING.
stre« t, from High street to the railroad,
The regular May meeting of the board
thus completing the concrete walks on
both sides of Main street from State street ; was held Monday evening. Mayor Simonto the railroad. On High street it is pro- ton in the chair; Aldermen Htockbridge,
posed to replace a large section of plank Estey, Hagan and Jordan present.

county bar association tendered
sidered.
A republican caucus will be held at a dinner at the Niben club, Pushaw' lake,
Hancock hall next Saturday evening, at to Justice Arno W. King, who completed
7.30 o’clock, to choose delegates to the' his first term in this
county as presiding
republican county convention to be neld j justice of the April
session of the supreme
at Ellsworth ou May 19.
court.
Through his kindly manner and
“The Toymakers” will be the attraction strict
impartiality Justice King has won
at Hancock hall next Saturday evening. the esteem and high regard of the memThe author wrote “Quincy Adams Sawyer”, bers of the bar of this county who have
and the “Toymakers”, his latest play, is had occasion to
appear before him in the
full of fun. A feature of the performance interests of their clients, and the dinner
is the ladies’ orchestra.
was given for him as a token of the apfor preciation of the lawyers of this city and
E. W. Lord, of Boston, is in the

Herdsgrass, Red Top,

Powder

the river to the old mill road below the
dam, following that to State street, down
State street, across Main street and down
Water street to the old Hall steam mill,
from which point permission to construct
the liue has already been granted.

Penobscot

A fine lot of Re-cleaned Seed Oats
Hungarian

on

Ellsworth
friends of Miss Margaret which welcomed all new and reasonable
Frances Gay nor congratulate her on the theories, but clung to the original docWhiting Bros,
high rank she attained in the Attleboro trines, and would continue to. Mr.
C W Gnndal,
urged more constancy, more
high school, she being second in a large Mathews and
Contingent, Hancock Co Pub Co,
a more positive pulpit.”
firmness,
class.
J A Thompson,
At a recess meeting of the city governDr F F Simonton,
Dr A C Hagertby,
ment to be held this evening, the advisaDinner to Judge King.
M Campbell,
George
a
of
Fourth
of
July celebrability
having
L Moor,
Saturday tbout thirty members of the
Henry
tion in Ellsworth this year will be conW

WHITINC BROS.

Baking

city government has held two
during the past week. On
Thursday evening there was a special
meeting, when a petition for change of
route of the power line to Bar Harbor, as

a

SALE

ACCOUNTS—

The

Street Commissioner Woodward is nowcrushed rock on Water street from

Going East—6.30 a m, 4 and 5.30 p m.
Going Wf.st—11.45, 11.30 a m, 5 30 and 9 pm.

Bldg..
Ei-lsworth. Mr.

ROYAL

ORDINANCE

meeting’s

laying

MAIL CLOSES AT roSlOFFICR.

C. W. & F. L MASON,

DEPARTMENT

OTHER BUSINESS.

he was dragging another heavy
box to load on it, and backed into the
elevator shaft, falling twelve feet.

MAILS,

From West—7.11 a m, 4.39and fi.08 pm.
From East—11.07 a m, 12 05, 5.55 and 10.52 p

We write all kinds of insurance.
Write us and we will ca II on you immediately

FIRE

PASSED—ROLLS OF

raised,

effect Oct. 7, 7907.
MAILS

NEW

elevator, and returned by the stairway,
leaving tbe elevator at the lower floor.
Forgetting that the elevator had not been

AT ELL8WORTH postofficb.

In

DESIRED.

the

Franklin street south.

SCHEDULE OF

We will sell for you.
We will rent for you.
We will buy for you.
We will certify the title.

XlUUUU&tilUIUb

Guy Raymond broke his right leg above
the ankle last Thursday forenoon, at the outlined in The American several weeks
Union shoe factorjv? The factory is closed
down, but Raymond had been employed ago, was presented. \
for a few days packing some material for
The Ellsworth Power Supply Co. now
shipment. He bad lowered some boxes asks for permission to run its line across
from the second
door to the first floor

19.

No

!*"?”£

CHANGE IN POWER LINE ROUTE

A., daughter

Maloney,

J A Peters—Farm for sale.
In bankruptcy—VVnlter P Clarke.
**
—Frank A Stockbridge.
*•
—Chas E McCarthy and Leo
J Ward well.
E W Lord—Estate for sale.
Hancock Co Savings bank.
Eastern Steamship Co—Spring schedule.
O W Tapley—Insurance.
Holt;* & Stan wood—Photographers.
Happy Hour theatre.
Ellsworth Falls:
Alex Blondette— Notice.
Franklin, Me:
W E Bragdon— Real estate agent.
Bar Harbor, Me:
Mt Desert nurseries.
Bangor, Mr:
Sawyer Dental Co—Dentistry.
Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
Boston:
Lothrop, Lee
Shepard Co —The Belle
Islers.
Port Townsend, Wash:
Clarence A Moore—Insurance and investments.

•'

CITY MEETINGS.

of Mr. and Mrs.'
was married last Wednesday afternoon to Waiter H. Dodge,of Ellsworth. Rev. J. D. O’Brien, of St. Joseph’s
Catholic church, officiated. They were
attended by Frank Maloney, brother of
the bride, and Miss Evans, of Bangor,
cousin of the bride. After the
ceremony,
the bride and groom left for Bangor for a
short visit before returning to their home
with the groom’s parents, George Dodge
and wife, on the Surry road.
Annie
John

_

Ellsworth.)

more

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

regarding State road work is in effect, and
there are many noints in relation to this
03 which selectmen and road commissioners are in doubt.
It is hoped there will be
a large attendance.

Everard H Greely—Notice of foreclosure.
City ordinance.

Hancock County Savings Bank.
(Only Savings Bank

^

«

Larger

twelve

sizes in

20c
15c
20c
15c

“
“
44

25c

proportion

PRINTING AND FINISHING.
No. 1 Brownie print, not mounted, 3c each
44
4c 44
No. 1
mounted,
No. 2

44

44

No. 2

44

44

mounted,
mounted,
not

not mounted,
34x4*4 prints,
44
mounted, per doz.,
34*44
44
3 *4x3*4
not mounted,
mounted, per doz.,
3*4x3% 44
not mounted,
34x3*4 44
mounted,
34x3*4
4x5 films, not mounted,
44
4

x

mounted, per doz.

5

44

3c
4c
4c

44
44

50c
4c each
50c
5c each
6c each
5c each
50c

Holtz & Stanwood,
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
ELLSWORTH,

MAIX ST.,

ME.

TIME TO PAINT
the BEST is

Patton’s Snn-Proof.
BUY it of

M.M. MOORE,
ELLSWORTH FALLS,

ME.

Peeled

foes

_

The Ellsworth American —only COPMTY paper.

electrical seSo?"*
Full Linn of

Burpee’s Sweet Pea Seeds
FOB SALE AT THE

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
supplies
fixture*.
of eight choice varieties for
Collection
CkMri«ll7 QiTtm.
AnkS1 1-4
cents.
Twenty-five
brought
M. MOOR.
w8- (wett end bridge).
building subjects.
Ellsworth. Long distance telephone, 43.

ELECTRICAL
*ND

points

This year the

Co.,

new

law

ertson

estate.

Monaghan’s orchestra.

Poplar
i

Bought

along the line

of railroad from

Waukeag

Nicolin

to

Station;

also on banks of Union River.

Those interested please call
or address:

on

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO.,
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

flltJlnal Brnrfit (Join

j

Its

Ey REV. S. II. POTLE.
Top: .\—Deir.g a Christian—I. In o;:r work
and our play.—John v. 17; Eccl. ix. 10;

Motto:

“Helpful

and

column

are

in

hopefulbeneilt, and aims to t*e helpful
Christianity should enter into every Being for the com non good. it Is f»r the comform of our lives. This fact is to be mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
emphasized in this and the two suc- formation and suggestion, a medium for the inof ideas.
In ihis capacity It solicits
ceeding topics, in which it is to be set terchange
com mu ideations, and its success depends largely
forth that it should have a part in our ! on .he
it in this respect. Com
given
support
work, our play, our school and home murdcations must l*e signed, l*ui the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
life and even iu our political lives. Communications will be subject to approval or
by the editor of the column, but none
These three topics should eulist the rejection
will or rejected without good reason. Address
earnest interest of all Eiideavt r. rs, and a!) communications to
The American.
each one should think out for himse.f
Ellsworth. Me.
the meaning of the topic or should at
least inquire concerning himself wheth- Dear Mutual Friends:
er or not his religion does enter into
We are all familiar with the annual
the various forms of his life or wheth- jokes which appear at thi9 session of the
er it is simply reserved for the Sa'oyear at the expense of the poet who writes
we know all about
Iwth and the various religious activi- an “Ode to Spring”;
the rhyme which says “birds are on the
ties in which he engages. The present wing," and many another similar jingle:
while
Mendelssohn’s
topic deals with the question of iieing nevertheless,
“Spring Song” and Tennyson’s “Queen of
a Christian in our work and play.
the May” are not yet consigned td the
1. Being a Christian in otir work.
absolete, surely we can say: “How dig you
The word work does not here apply do?” to Spring in our first issue* of
work.
even principally to our Christian
May. I even dare to go further, much
While engaged iu that the spirit of to the d’smay—no, a stronger word is
needed, let us say disgust- of those who
Christ necessarily predominates our take an entirly
practical view of spring
actions. At least it does in most cases, weather; who consider the sunshine es
a
means
for
the discovery of diit;
there
we
find
a
lack
do
while here aud
only
who recognize the south-wind as an
of such a spirit even In work for
force
when
carpets are stretched
expelling
False ambitions, favoritism on a line; who
Christ.
appreciate the longer days
theft
been
more
and even
have sometimes
because they bring
time for cleansfound among Christian workers. But ing efforts.
I am going to submit to you this week
the topic applies more particularly to ; the
poetical and refreshing and “revised
the work of life by which we make : version” of spring-a version revised
each year.
our living, whether by trade, business
It w ill be presented to you in bits of
or profession.
The question arises. I>o
rhyme culled from old poems, some of
we carry our religion into the daily
which you read in the old red schoolwork of life?
Work we must. God house. or the schoolhouse of some other
worked. Christ worked, and if we are color, as you “toed the crack” in the
floor and
out some of the longer
truly His disciples we will work also, words in spelled
the lines and wondered at the
And if we follow the Master’s exammeaning of some of the stanzas. In one
pie we shall work earnestly, sincerely the grass was make to say:
and honestly. “Whatsoever our hands Here I c^me creeping, creeping everywhere.
By the dusty roadside.
find to do we should do it with our 1

enjoyment and

pleasure
without such results may be Indulged
take Christ.
Stay away from any place where yoii
would not like to see Him or Ills ani
bassador, your pastor. Do what you
Omit what you
feel He can bless.
feel you could not ask Him to bless.
If in whatever you enjoy you can be
a Christian, have no fear, but if there
be a doubt in your mind give your reIn
ligion the benefit of the doubt.
either case you will be safe.
in.

Go where you can

BIBLE

READINGS.

Prov. xii. 25; xv, 13, 15; Neh. v. 9-12;
Mark ii, 14, 15; John ix, 4; Acts vili,
5-18; 20-39; I Cor. xv. 58; Gal. vi, 9, 10;
Phil, iv, 4.
Christian Endeavor’s Figures.
1881— 1 society.
1882— 7 societies.
1883— 56 societies.
1887—2,314 societies.
1890—11,013 societies.
1898—52,022 societies.
1903—02,120 societies.
1908-69.138 societies.
What We Stand For.
[A statement made by the Rev. J. H.
Garrison, D. D.t a trustee, from the Disciples of Christ of the United Society
of Christian Endeavor.]
For the Christ of Galilee,
For the truth that makes men free.
For the bond of unity
Which makes God’s children

|{

Nature and a woman’s work combined have produced the grandest
remedy for woman’s ills that the
world has ever known.
In the good old-fashioned days of
our grandmothers they relied upon
the roots and herbs of the field to
cure disease and mitigate suffering.
The Indians on our Western
Plains to-day can produce roots and
herbs for every ailment, and cure
diseases that baffle the most skilled
physicians who have spent years in
the study of drugs.
From the roots and herbs of the
field Lydia EL Pinklfam more than
thirty years ago gave to the women
of the world a remedy for their peculiar ills, more potent and efficacious than any combination of drugs.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound is now recognized as the
standard remedy for woman's ills.

For the right against the wrong,
For the weak against the strong.
For the poor who’ve waited long
For the brighter age to be.
For the faith against tradition.
For the truth ’gainst superstition,
For the hope whose glad fruition
Our waiting eyes shall see.
For the city God is rearing.
For the new earth now appearing,
For the heaven above us clearing
And the song of victory.

!

IS'dO.
tons.

good

Brig Kate Means.
Scbr. (3 masts) Mary C. Stuart, 11*3

mtida.
Schooler Kobert Bruce, from Philadelpj a o P <rtsm< uth, N. H., with coal, was
"M-krQ n Brigantine Shoals, N. J., Sept.
13. 1848. Crew saved.
Schooner Edward. Capt. Dodge, from
Boston for Orland with general cargo, collided with sehooner
Caroline, of Frankfort. in a fog, May 13, 1S49, and both vessels were wrecked on \\ bite Head. Crews
saved.

Saturday, May 16 Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with Castine grange.

WEST

NEWS.
COUNTY
CkmtUy
Ssiea,

set other pages.

GOTT’S ISLAND.
Herman Bowden has a severe attack of

grip.

the

Moore and wife, of
Moore’s parents last week.
Doris Trask, of Northeast Harbor, is
visiting her grandparents, L. 9. Trask and
A. D.
Mr.

on

wife.

Th® little son of Herman Bowden, who
iwv." critically ill, is somewhat im-

nas

proved.
Fran»r A. Babbidge.

who went to Portland for treatment last week, returned

Tuesday.

Mrs. Flavilla Hodgkins, of Attleboro,
Mass., is visiting her parents, L. S. Trask

and wife.

Mrs. Clara

Phillips,

| Miss Emily Spering, of Philadelphia, who
] arrived last Tuesday, >s the first summer

guest. She is at Petit Plaisants cottage for
the season.
Miss Myra Powers, supervisor, visited
the school here Wednesday. M. V. Babbidge and wife had a pleasant call from
her

Wednesday evening.

-M»y 2.

Chip*.

]
CRANBERRY ISLES.

home.
AikUl HfnAifeJ. G. Stanley, Charles W. Bracy and ?erare
t ant find, a* fenyd sister G, that she lives in j ley Stanley
suffering greatly from sore
hands.
the ♦own of Boy childhood, enioys the scenery
r>4 il. and thinks some of the people therV
Mrs. Carrie E. Jordan, of Seal Hargood. I trust they are all good—the better j
the people, the better the town. If I could I bor, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Lucinda
have my say listened to. I would urge every1
in any neighborhood to do his and her
level best* to bring out the best of their natures in all associations and employments.
The finer the finish of one’s life, the more
useful it is to society. Good society is like a
well-furnished and well-ordered household;
and the latter produces the former. If the
good work is not already going on in the family and neighborhood, there should be an immediate start in forwarding it.
Susan.

one

Mrs. Lena Ladd Worcester is at

G.

Stanley.

Mrs. Rose Wedge is slowly gaining from
the effects of the last operation performed
on her head.
Mrs. Belle Bunker is caring

1

I
I

CctW saved.
Scnddhtr Lbulka, Philadelphia for Boston, collided with New York packet ship
Northumberland and sank Aug. 20, 1846,
off east end of Long Islands
Brig Kate Means, Vera CfUfc for CottZocoalcos, was wrecked thirty miltft east of
her destination March 25,lwS.
Ship Ocean Ranger, sold in London in

for her.
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Row and grandsons,
Edward and Carl, of Boston, arrived Tuesday to spend the season at their summer
home here.

The entertainment by the school league
This letter from Susan contains ideas
Arrangeworth acting upon. To be a useful member pupils was a decided success.
of society is to have an influence for good. ments are being made for another entertainment
soon.
In conclusion I give you another of Aunt
Emma’s selections:
May
MOTHER EARTH’S BED-qUILTS.
Four bedquilts are yearly folded.and spread
SWAN’S ISLAND.
On Mother Earth’s old trundle-bed.
Mrs. C. R. Bridges is home from Boston.
The first, a brown and white old thing.
She puts on in the early spring.
Howard Lowell has moved bis family to
The summer one is green and bright.
C'astine for the summer,
With four-o’clocks nodding left and right,
And then when winds begin to blow.
j Calvert and Frank Bridges have been to
She spreads a red quilt on, you know.
Portland with lobsters,
She sews it through with yellow thread;
i
Hancock lodge, I. O. O. F., attended
It makes an autum-leaf bed-spread.
church Sunday in a body. About thirty
And by and by, all in a night.
She spreads her quilt of snowy white.
were present.
—S. Raymond
Joc.lyn in Philadelphia
Mrs. Emery Gott and daughter have
Teachers* Magazine.
opened their cottage, Fern Side, for the

Ship Tahmaroo sold to New Biddeford, a
whaler in 1852, afterwards said to have
been sold foreign, had her name changed
and became a “slaver.”
Bark R. G. W. Dodge, sold in France,
changed to Clarice.
Brig Delhi sold to Damarara,
changed to Albert.
name

name

H.,
disease called
of the greatest drawbacks
i„
poultry. It is somewhat similar to
temper in a horse. After trying
aod
perimenting with about everything
mcoa.
mended, I found that Sloan’s
Liniment
was the speediest and
surest

dj

ELLSWORTH.

remedy|or

roup, and I can especially
recoram,ndit
for canker in the
windpipe.”
Send for Dr. Sloan’s free book
Cattle, Hogs and
Karl S.

Poultry.

Sloan, 615 Albany

Street,

Mass.

Hailtoaf, anb

VIEW, SALISBURY OOVE.
At the last meeting of Bayview grange,
160 patrons were present. Seven granges
were* represented.
A bountiful harvest
supper was served, and the fourth degree
was conferred on two candidates.
The
programme was a pleasing one, the costume song by Brothers Trott. Salisbury
and Hanscom was well received.

on
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Californian’* Luck#

“The luckiest day of my life was when I
bought a box of Bucklen’s Arnica Salve;”
writes Charles F. Budahn, of Tracy, California. “Two 25c. boxes cured me of an
annoying case of itching piles, which had
troubled me for years and that yielded to
no other treatment.”
Sold under guarantee at E. G. Moore’s drug store.
Chrouic Constipation Cured.
One who suffers from chronic constipation
is in danger of many serious ailments. Foley’s
Orino laxative cures chronic constipation, as
it aids digestion and stimulates the livfcr and
bowels, restoring the natural action of these
organs. Commence taking it to-day and you
will feel better at once. Foley’s Orino Laxative does not nauseate or gripe and is pleasant to take. Refuse substitutes.—G. A. Parch er.

4.

Train* leaving Ellsworth 7.11 a m and 4.9p
and arriving Ellsworth 11.67 a m. 10.52 pm,
connect with Washington Co. Ry.
f Stop on signal to conductor,

gStops only to leave passenger* from pe rn
of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
rains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
hBoston and 8t John.

e•ast

HARBORSIDE, SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
At the regular meeting of Harborside
grange tw o candidates were instructed in
irst and second degrees. It was voted to
lave a box supper at the next meeting.

Passengers

are earnestly reo-n-Cy to protickets before entering the trains.»rd
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
ESllawortb.*
F. E. BOOTH BY, Genl Pass. Aged

c:ure

specially

—.

xlWjfTtiBfrunv
Kveryhody Talking About lt>
Everybody is talking about the great
tree offer of Dr. Greene, the most sueTessful specialist in curing nervous and
chronic diseases, and who discovered that
wonderful medicine, Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy.
He makes
ft specialty of treating patients through
letter correspondence, and all who accept
bis offer are astonished at the marvelous success of this method.
His office is

EASTERN

(

Steamship Company

^

HOS. WILLIAM T.

COBB ami CALVIN

AUSTIN, Receiver.-*.
Mount Desert and KUoehill Dlviaio#

it 34

Temple Place, Boston, Mass.', where
carefully examines every j
letter sent to him by persons describing ;
8IX-TRIP SERVICE.
DEER
ISLE.
SOUTH
their cases and telling him their sympJ T
Commencing Monday, May 4 -learner
*
After thoroughly studying each | 5Morse leave* Bar Harbor at 1 •’ l‘ m*
The people here are glad to have their toms.
M arts’r.
Norths*!
Seal
for
Harbor,
1*y*
^outjfor
another
old minister returned
year.
case he answers the letter, explaining the
$edg«ic«,
west Hatltor. Brooklln, L>eer I
Lewis and Richard Judkins went to Bel- cause of each symptom and telling a sure $Sargentvlll Dark Harb* r aud Rockland, «*»•
fast Wednesday in their little steamer
cuectl'g with steamer fo» Motion
He makes
way to get well and strong.
he

Nona.
The supervisor of schools, with the
teachers of Deer Isle, visited the Stoning-

ton schools on Friday.
Mrs. Robinson of ManBet, is visiting her
The family
son, Guy Cleveland, here.
have recently come from Millinocket.

receives and

plaint,

and all

\ charge. They

this

is

entirely

J

free of

the expense of a trip
j• to the city, have no fee to pay, and have
the benefit of the best medical advice and
H.
May 2.
| consultation. Here is an opportunity for
It is a pity to see a person neglect indica- ] you to get well, reader; you can either actions of Kidney or bladder trouble that may cept or reject it. Which will you do?”
result in Bright’s disease, when Foley’s Kidney Remedy will correct irregularities and
strengthen these organs. Take Foley’s Kid- Pamela:
ney Remedy at the first sign of danger.—G. A.
Be sure to use Gold Medal Flour.
save

j
1

Isabella.

trrirj!

*{•

J

..—

Parchek.

I* :n, weekdsf*
Steamer leaves Bluehlil at
ffor South Hlui hill, *t >niniM**r. "i-t Tr'
i.
Bavt-u »c
Mondav-A mm Tours ay-}, v
Roc a laid, connecting with ate.»m«.r tor uo#ws».
ttk I’PHNIVi
Steamer leaves Boston Mt 5 !* m, wwkda.**
Ifor Rockland.
°«
Leave Rockland at .‘.30 s m. or
steamer from Boston. Ual'y, exept
vi.i
for Bar Harbor and Bluehld.
1landing*.
*5
F^st claas fare. Bar Il.rt or to Boston.
cone way; 6? round trip
~

the patients understand exactly what ails
them and tells them all about their com-

1

u'*1M7'r'n.l!

AM frcltht. exnepi Hw MOC«.
this
t
company, t» littunsi asali,^
*"“•'rUk'
K *

ur,
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It

Reached the Spot.

Humphrey, who owns a large
general store at Omega, O., and is president of the Adams County Telephone Co.
as well as of the Home Telephone Co., of
Pike County, O., says of Dr. King’s New
Discovery: “It saved my life once. At
Mr. E.

It seemed to reach
the spot—the very seat of my cough—
when everything else failed.” Dr. King’s
New Discovery not only reaches the cough
spot; it heals the sore spots and the weak
spots in throat, lungs and chest. Sold
under guarantee at E. G. Moore’s drug
1 store. 50c. and fl. Trial bottle free.
least I think it did.

j

tv

_

Let us have faith that right makes
might ;and in that faith let us, to the end,
dare to do our duty as we understand it.—
Abraham Lincoln.

?flQ

"
m.

Mrs. Ruby Holmes, Beatrice Smith and
Millie Bridges, committee on entertainment in the degree of Pocahontas, had a
party Thursday evening for the members
and the Red Men. The evening was spent
prompt enjoyably with tableaux and games. Re| freshments were served.
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peasant insured his house against fire.
When he got the policy he asked the clerk:
“What should I get if my, house were
burned down to-morrow?” “Three or four
was

*1*5

iiwi;*

j

answer.

*
*
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years’ imprisonment,”
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Portland.

GREENWOOD, EAKTBROOK.
Greenwood grange held its regular meeting at East brook May 2; forty-two members and six visitors present. At the next
meeting the young unmarried members
will till the chairs and furnish programme.

PCIt Dec. 15,1839.

1863.

of Southwest Harw'ith her children, is visiting her
Dennis
Driscoll
and wife.
parents,

bor,

sold at Valparaiso in 1861,
changed to Dos Hermanos, wrecked
same year on har at River Maule, Chili.
Schooner Susan Jane, Bluehill for New
York, abandoned in a gale Off Jfawbury-

Spaulding,

‘‘a

one

members served candy to the ladies
All not
cigars to the gentlemen.
present were remembered by having some
sent to them.
It was voted to have a
dance in the hall Thursday, May 14.
Arbutus grange has invited Harvest
Home grange to meet with it Friday, May
8, for an afternoon and evening session.
The invitation has been accented.
The next meeting w ill be May 9.

Bark Whistling Wind, Capt. Havlin,
bound from Philadelphia for New Orleans,
Jan. 6, 1863. captured and burned by qqh* i

Brig Equator,

po0|

try diseases,” writes E. R.
Jaffrev. N.

new

Thorndike,

name

£

itcgan. but had to leant by
experience.
‘•In regard to Sloan’s
Liniment for

and

was

Bernard, called Iterate cruiser.

a

poOI."

Home grange held its regular
meeting May 2. After business, two were
the
first and second degrees. The
given

-.

For Additional

poultry.^

place among
recognized in
dustrics. Many of the
successful
men of to-day were not
experts when

PENOBSCOT.

HARVEST HOME,

OF A P„,

DEALER.

ONLY in recent years has
ing taken

Penobscot grange met in regular session
Friday evening, May 1. Nearly all the
officers were present, Worthy Master
leach tilling the chair.
Afier opening,
the grange w as railed into business session,
and much unfinished and new business
came up.
The receipts of the last week s entertainment. amounting to $21.50, were turned
into the grange treasury.
One new application was read.
About twenty-five patrons were present.

1

St. Stevens for
wrecked on Berry island,
Bahamas, Sept. 3, 1857. Crew saved
Brig Bonny Bird, Florida for Boston
with lumber, struck bar on leaving
port,
tilled, sank and became a total loss.

aobnUscutrius
EXPERIENCE
TRY

f

Sarah

convention?'***’*

reason.

Brig Sappho, Capt. Joseph Stover, Bluett; 1 tor Pic ton, >».
S., in ballast, was
wrecked at Tracadie, Gut of Canso, Sept.
13. 1839. Crew saved.
Hark \ irginia, Capt. William Sinclair,
nl andoned in sinking condition in North
At’antic, Dec., 1842. while from Cuba with
sugar for Cowes. Crew saved.
CUSHMAN, OOULD8BORO.
^,fig Thomas M. Lyon, Capt. Judah
Cushman grange held its regular meetChase, lost off the Isle of Jersev, in the
ing Wednesday evening, April 29, with
English Channel, March 28, 1836. Was about
eighty present, including visitors
from Havre. Crew saved.
Brig J. Hinckley sailed from Blnehill from Lamoiiie, Pamela, Scboodie No. JOS,
Mrs. Bertha Muff, of 515 N.C. St.,
John
and Bayside granges. ProDority
for Jacksonville, Fla.. Sept. 1,1833; spoken
ram me:
Louisiana, Mo., writes:
Music, Sybil Griffin and Foster
ut *r St. John river Oct.
19, 1853, previous
••
>uuiver;
reading. Lizzie Libby; reading,
Complete restoration to health ; to a heavy gale, and not after heard from. Annie Tracy;
music, Sybil t’iriffin and
Schi>oner Petit Lizzie, dismantled and
means so much to me that for the. sake
Foster
Duniver: reading, Lizzie Foss;
of other suffering women I am willing at tndoned Oct. 19, 1853, in t/allasl, bound song.
Harry
Morrison; remarks by
Crew taken off and
IQ Jacksonville.
to make my troubles public.
Brothers McFarland, Smallidge and Jorat New York by bark W. H.
“For twelve ye^rq I hadsuffer- landed
and
Sisters
McFarland
and Conners.
dan,
Brodie.
ing witl} the worst forms of female ills.
Bark J.
W. Friend, Capt. Friend,
During that time I had eleven different wrecked on a reef near Middle Carcos isMARI AVI LLE.
physicians without help. No tongue land. Be ha mas. July 19. 1860, bound from j At the last meeting of Mariaville grange
can tell what I suffered, and at times I
New York to St. J ago, Cuba. Crew saved. there was an
average attendance. A fine
could hardly walk. About two year*
Br.g Za valla. wrecked July 30, 1S60, programme was well rendered, consisting
ago 1 wrote Mrs. Pinkham for advice. twelve miles south of Ocracoke inlet, of recitations, songs, readings and conunI followed it, and can truly say that N. L\, bound from Baltimore to Charies- drums. All enjoyed a pleasant evening,
t< n.
She had been owned at Baltimore
During recess games were played.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- since 1855.
pound and Mrs. Pinkham's advice reBark Oak Ridge, Philadelphia for Bosstored health and strength.
It is ton w ith coal, foundered at sea
SEDGWICK.
Aug. 2,
worth mountains of gold to suffering 1S67, in hurricane. Crew saved.
Sedgwick grange met Friday, May 1,
women.”
John
Brig
Stevens, wrecked near Jack- with thirty-one members present. The
Fla., Oct. 20, 1866, bound from lecturer furnished a good programme.
What Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege- sonville,
New York to Jacksonville. Crew saved.
Foriy mem tiers from Sedgwick grange
table Compound did for Mrs. Muff,
Brig Kineo, from Bluehill with stone visited Massapaqua, South Bluehiil,
it will do for other suffering women. for New York, was wrecked in a gale one Thursday evening, and report a fine time.
mile south ofScituate light, Nov. 8, 1857.
Brig

the republican State
10
The Christian Endeavor
have an eutertaininent Mav society *ill
IS
of readings by Rev.C. D. Crane ""’.‘’'‘He
refreshments.
*n'u»icaaj

Harvest

muda for Manzinilla, wrecked on Honqua
Beet in 1851. Crew saved.
Brig 1). K. Martin, Capt. Darling, sailed
from Rochelle for Boston
Nov. 14, 1843,
ash
never
after heard
from.
Capt.
Darling and son and Robert Robertson,
chief mate, belonged in Bluehill.
Schooner J. Holt, abandoned Aug. 30,
1851, bound from New York to Charleston,
S. C.. in a sinking condition. Crew saved.
Brig Eliza Ann, Capt. M. K. Chase,
wrecked near Long Branch, N. J., in ballast. Dec., 1864.
Si h«K»ner Eolian. Capt. Means, Bluehill
for Georgetown, N.
C.; fallen in with
capsized Nov. 3,1810. Crew taken off by a
vessel named Auburn.

Maianzas.

Loring A. Stanley returned hr,.,.
day from Portland. He w»« .2”?* *Uar.

DATES.

LOST AND SOLD.

..

cottage this summer.

THE

Brig Lemuel Peters, Capt. Peters, Ber-

Dettf

one.

For the love which shines in deeds.
For the life which this world needs.
For the church whose triumph speeds
The prayer, “Thy will be done.”

1831.
1852.
1854.

|

)

gives

jI

BLUEH1LL.

Brig Counsellor, 147 58-86 tons.
Sc hr. Two Sisters, 72 36*^5
Hark Valhalla,
275
Schr. Sea Bird, by Joel Long.
225 tons.
Brig Bonny Bird,

1823.

BL1EHILL VESSELS

I

spiritually

BUILT IN
•

ISLESFORD.

Dr. George Tuttle and
f.milv

!

This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make tetters
short and concise. All communications mast
be signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

The

Bark Sarah E. Snow, lost on coast of
'rc land. Jan. 24, 1847. M. K. Chase, first
! irate, only person saved.
Brig Bri l t apt. M. K. Chase. Sept. 25.
v, % Boston for
Mobile, was dismasted in
n gale.
Crew saved and landed at Ber-

j

ever

addition to that already published in
AMERICAN from time to time:

!

Ou the sunny hillside.

--

3inong tl)r (grangers.
Unfit

There,
Capt. R. G. F. Candage, of Brookline,
Mass., sends the following information
I concerning some Blnehill-bnilt vessels in

18*25.

j

the night
might.” remembering
Close by the noisy brook.
In every shady nook.
eometh, when no man can work. But I come creeping,
creeping everywhere.
In the business world there are many
I come Creeping. Creeping everywhere.
temptations. There is the temptation ; Here You
cannot see me coming,
to increase riches more rapidly by i
Nor hear my low, sweet humming.
For in the starry night.
falsehood and dishonesty, to advance |
And the glad morning light
more rapidly in our professions at the
I come quietly creeping, creeping everywhere.
sacrifice of the rights of others. These
What memoriers dc these lines recall to
things are of daily occurrence even j you? To one mother they bring beck the
among professing Christians.
Pome vision of a fair-haired little boy, who in
claim that you cannot be honest and many earlier years never failed to pick
the first blades of green grass which he
succeed. If so. then you had better found each
spring and take them to his
fail. Failure with Christ is better than : mother, not only one day, but lor days in
success without Christ. But men who I succession, to prove how the grass was
carry their religion into their work do growing.
Another thought which comes from the
■Succeed. We should not lie bluffed by second stanza quoted: How
many of us
the cry of the world. Opportunities have realized that the grass has' grown
in
even one “starry
wonderfully
night”,
may sometimes come to make seemand how wonderful also is the gradual
ing success more rapid through the shading from the faded brown on the
hillis
sacrifice of our religion. But it
only sides to the softer shades of green, until
the
green
finally
predominates entirely?
seeming success. Young people should
One
has written on “Mav as folkeep this in mind. Do uot lie or steal low*: poet
for any employer. If you steadfastly |
Sprit of the gentle south wind calls.
refuse he will realize your value and The
j From bis blue throne of air,
probably raise you to a higher position I And where his whispering voice in music
falls.
rather than discharge you. And if he
Beauty is budding there;
should do the latter the business world The waving verdure rolls along the plain.
And the wide forest weaves—
Is greatly in need of honest, upright,
To welcome back its playful mates again—
A canopy of leaves.
trustworthy men. and God will take
care of you,
Hesist every temptation
The following is from a poem by Elizato do wrong in your work, and yon beth Barrett Browning:
will never regret it.
The little cares that fretted me,
I lost them yesterday.
2.
Being a Christian in piay. The
Among the tields above the sea.
earnest worker deserves a \
Among the winds at play;
brnsut.
Among the lowing of the herds,
antl
The rustling of the trees;
i
time for play of for reC”ati0D
Among the singing of the birds,
"All Work and nO ttfftv <
amusement.
9l the bees.
makes Jack a dull boy,” and men are
tt. 1 From the “Bong of a Robin”:
but boys a little older grown,
Master retired frequently with Sis
I heard a robin singing,
When the skies wert (lark above.
disciples for rest Any healthful and
And from the song a lesson learned
Of hope and trust and love.
Sinless amusement or recreation is suitIt spoke to me of patience.
able for a young Christian. Christ
Of a spring our hearts shall know,
Where snow of winter falleth not
Himself Was no ascetic. He did uot
And cold wiwts never blow.
'absent Himself from the social and
am indebted to Aunt Emma for several
Joyful features of life. He attended of 1 the
quotations, as 1 found them among
a wedding, usually a most festive oc| clippings alee has sent.
casion, and on a number of occasions
accepted invitations to feasts and dinGfte'ot our Massachusetts sisters sends
ners.
The disciple can follow the ex- t&fes frecipe for
ample of his Master even in this reOrange Marmalade—Two oranges and one
As to the character of the lemon cut fine, eleven tumblers of water,
spect
stand over night, boil two hours, stand over
amusements in which we can rightly night, add six cups sugar, boil (lightly) two
part, each one must decide for hours. This quantity makes six tumblers.
Thanks for these directions. I shall
himself. Whatever harms us morally
fry
the recipe very soon.
must be omitted, Whatand

Vessels

of

1

AND A WOMAN’S WORK

and

that

List

and Their Fate.

NATURE

Hopeful.”

succinctly
The purposes of this
j stated
ths title and motto—it Is for the mutual

Prov. xvii.
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STEAM BOAT RUMOR.

most people do not know

Again Talk ot Boat from Bangor

to

Seal Harbor.

CAUSE OF THEIR SICKNESS.
people can be
That is why

with a sound digestion.
my medicine is selling at
such a tremendous rate. I have convinced
many people that these things are so, and
the number is growing by leaps and
bounds.”

health depend on one organ
Poes
is becoming widely
.one« This question
since L. T. Cooper first advanced
human

discussed

that the stomach is the true
bi, theory
1,11 he*lth dependent upon
and
life
seat of
met with remarkCooper, who has
in the sale of his new medible success
that the stomach is responcine. believes
and that this orfor moat sickness,
in the present generation.
,, weak
this theory recently, he
While discussing
asked time and again to tell
said "I am
has made such a record
wbv my medicine
introduced It. My answherever I have
‘because it restores the
er always is,
to a normal condition.’ No one
Mr

se
■

to-day there
ti'.l deny that
than
and

are more

women

1,g men

ever

as

was

before.

irregular appetite, and
troubled with dizzy spells. If I stood

raer hotels in town and was conducted
most successfully for many years by John
8. Lynam, who
numbered among his

,%>•»•»

a good many prominent families.
Mrs. Bunker and her sister, Miss
Higgins, have had much experience in
catering to the Wants of the summer residents and are well qualified to sustain the
reputation of the famous house. Mrs.
Bunker was the proprietor of the Baltimore cottages here.

guests
Both

town.

Byron Tracv bss moved his family to
Port Clyde for the summer.
The new church organ was installed in
the Baptist church Saturday.
Miss Sarah Harrington, who haa been
the guest of Mrs. G. Mayo, ol Ellsworth,
returned home Friday.
George Coombs and wife, who have been
snending the past two weeks here, returned to their home in Bangor Saturday.
Mrs. Cura Rolfe, who has been the guest
oi Mrs. A. E. Small a few days, returned
to her employment St Stonington Thursday.
F. E. Richmond, of Philadelphia, one of
the prominent summer residents of Grindstone Neck, baa been in town the past
week

SEAL COVE.

Henry Burrill has moved to Bar Harbor,
where he has employment.
Mrs. J. W. Ober, of Pretty Marsh,
visited Mrs. M. J. Ober last week?
Mrs. Mary Uobbins, of McKinley, made
a short visit to her sister,
Mrs. Sophronia
Harper, recently.
John Pervear has gone to Boston to be

Steamer Sea Gull, which has been in
winter quarters in Tracy's boat yard, waa
launched Friday. Capt. Packard, ol Rockland, tgain has command of the yacht.

Bradley D. Keith went to Bangor Saturday to accompany bia youngest son Kenneth to the Eastern Maine general hospital,
where be will undergo surgical treatment.
Quite a delegation of members of
Schoodic grange, P. of H., attended the
session of Green Mountain Pomoua held
All
with Cushman grange Wednesday.
report an interesting and profitable session.

May

E.

4.

MT. DESERT.
Jacobson was borne over Sunday.
L. W. Richardson is employed at Bar
Harbor.
Capt. Isaac Somes has been home for a
A. 0.

few

part

from the local

merchants to

put the Ruth

on the Bangor-Se«l Harbor
put the Tremont on the run
between Bangor and Northport and lslesboro during the summer. Such u line as

he would

run

that has also been in demand for some
time, but there haven’t been boats enough
the river to make all the trips.

on

74.6 per cent, died- and more than onethird perished in the first year. Now such
a condition is rapidly disappearing, and
remains
rant

only

in

our

slum and

most

igno-

peasant communities.

“To-day the average mortality in the
first five years of child life in the entire
United States is less than twenty per cent.
The mortality for the first year, about ten
per cent., and eliminating the slums and
our

foreign population,

the rate is

nearly

three per cent, lower yet. So that your
baby, gentle reader, has ten chances to
one of reaching his first birthday, five to
one of reacning his fifth, and three to one
of attaining adult life. Surely this is not
an outlook to justify serious worry or constant anxiety for fear that some dreadful

thing

will

happen.”

Mental Growth of Babies.
Woods Hutchinson, M. D., could hardly
have touched a more live wire for the
home than w hen he selected for his subject “The Mental Growth of Babies”,
published in H’oman'* Home Companion
employed on an excursion steamer plying Here are just a few of Doctor Hutchingbetween Boston and Nantasket.
son’s short paragraphs:
N.
May 4.
44Just as the germ of the flower is contained in the tiniest seed and will reveal
WEST GOULD8BORO.
Miss Ruth G. Wood spent last week with itself with as absolute certainty as will
her sister in Bar Harbor.
rootlets and leaves when proper conditions
Miss Ella Cummings, of North Sullivan, of heat, moisture and light are accorded,
is at work for Mrs. E. K. Merritt.
so the germ of the mind of a child is presBar Harbor, who ent in his little
StephentheRider, of Goulds
body, and will develop and
boro estate,
bought
George
unfold itself with the growth of the latter.
moved here last week.
“The only way to stop the growth of a
L.
May 4.
child’s mind is to stop his body from growSEAWALL.
ing. Appetite is the mother of the mind,
Charles Newman and son Arthur, of Mt. and muscle is its father. At its lowest
Desert Rock light, are here.
estivate the body, with its brain, is the
Grace Dollirer, who is working for Mrs. tool of the mind, and good work cannot
H. Clark, caine home ill last Tuesday. She
be done without good tools.
is better, and has returned to her work.
“The first test of muscular vigor, the
The storm of Thursday did some damage
here. George Kent had launched his lob- hand grasp, is an indication of tne mental
ster boat
the day before, all ready
possibilities as well. Not one child out of
only
and painted for fishing. She went adrift,
a hundred who at ten days of age grasps
went ashore in Sam Moore’s eastern cove
and was smashed up. Al. Newman’s car firmly and clings to a finger or pencil
went ashore on the point further up the rubbed against his pink little palm, will
shore, but was not much damaged.
ever fall below the average intelligence of
Dolly.
May 4.
his race.”

business.

on

the river there is a movement
of some of the merchants of
Bangor to ha ve a boat running between
Bangor and Eggemoggin Reach to Mt.
Desert island. This matter has been
talked of ever since the Barbour boats
quit running down through the Reach.
The withdrawal of the Barbour boats
left the local merchants without any
means
of getting merchandise to the
towns down through the Reach, and consequently the business formerly done between Bangor merchants and these towns
has gone to the Rockland merchants.
The business was considerable during the
months the river was open, and there were
many summer visitors along the coast and
the loss of it has been felt by the local
season on
on the

assurances

I went to bed.

very

recommend this medicine to all sufferers
from stomach trouble.”
It is worth anyone’s time, who is not
enjoying good health, to learn of Mr
We
Cooper’s wonderful preparations.
are
selling them in large quantities.
—G. A. Parcher.

WINTER HARBOR.
Mrs. Mary Workman is in poor health.
Miss Sylvia Stewart, of Corea, is em-

ployed iti

Again with the opening of the shipping

though something terrible was going to
Death Rate of Babies.
happen. I tried many kinds of medicine,
but nothing ever helped me.
4,A century ago the anxious parent of
“I had about given up all hope of ever the new-born babe had good reason to be
being in good health again, when I heard uneasy,” says Dr. Woods Hutchinson, in
so much of Cooper and decided to
try his writing on “The Irrepressible Tendency of
medicine. I took one bottle of his New Babies to Grow Up”, in Wo wan9* Home
Discovery, and was greatly surprised at C mpanion. “That was still the age of
the result. I gained 12 pounds in a few dirt and a huge infant mortality.
“Less than half the children born lived
weeks. I can now eat anything I wish,
and feel like a new man. I cheerfully to be five years old—in London, in 1760,

<<>( NTY XEVS.
*ll|r

when
a

dull

,11 the time', or ‘no appetite’.
u| know positively that every bit of
this chrome ill-health is caused by stomMy New
ach trooble, and nothing else.
Discovery puts the stomach in sound conMighty few
dition in about ala weeks.

ai ( V»M

as

had

for any length of time, I would have a
pain in the lower part of my back.
I was nervous and felt all the time as

half-

sceinn be the matter with
Nothing critical
half-sick most
They are just
them.
They don’t know really
, the time.
1 have
matter with them.
wbat is the
the past
talked with thousands during
and few knew indeed what
two years,
One said nervousness,
was.
their trouble
another liver
another «aid kidney trouble,
or heart
complaint, some constipation,
Many had
trouble, or lung trouble.
of these
treated, as they called it, for moat
different times. A very comdiseases st
is ‘all run down’, or ‘tired
mon romsiaint

>.

tired

“I

days.

P. F. Smith is having some repairs made
his house. A new piazza improves its
SOUND.
look* greatly.
The schoolhouse is being painted.
Miss Georgia Somes, who is employed at
Charles Bordeaux is having a new piazza
toe post office, went to Bar Harbor ‘Monbuilt on his house.
day of last week on business.
Mrs. Llewellyn Cousins and daughter,
Last week William Somes had more than
good luck while Ashing at Somes pond— of Penobscot, visited her parents here last
j
week.
He caught four salmon, weighing 4, 3, 1% !
sad 1 lbs.
Mrs. Charles Tracy and children, of Seal
There was no preaching in Union church Harbor, visited her parents here Friday

K1TTKRY TO CAUIIIOt.

Spring vegetables begin to appear in the
Ellsworth markets
rhubarb, dandelion
string beans and new cabbage are
ere.
Strawberries now received are of
better quality than those of the earlier sea-

Ray Perry, aged thirty-one years, was
instantly killed last Wednesday in i<rank
L. Howe’s lumber mill at Columbia Fails.
While adjusting a belt he Wjs taught and
whirled about the abaft.
Zeb Burpee, aged fifty, of Oakland, while
at work on the urive at Island Falls for the
Mattawamkeag Lumber Co., was drowned
last Wednesday.

—

Among more recent converts to Mr.
Cooper’s beliefs is Mr. Edgar L. Hinds,
living at 6 Tappan street, Everett, Mass.
Mr. Hinds has this to say on the subject : merchants.
“I have suffered with stomach trouble
Oapt. Ben Arey, of the Brooksville & Banfor eight years. I was not sick enough to gor Steamship Co., is ready to put a boat
on the Bangor-Mt. Desert" run whenever
be in bed, but just felt bad all the time
the Bangor merchants get together and
My greatest trouble was that I always feit get up enough push to make it worth his
tired; would get up in the morning feeling while. If Capt. Arey should get sufficient

i!

stomach

sick

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

greens,
son.

There

are no

material changes in

coun-

try
produce prices. Eggs are plentiful,
with pricy
slightly easier than last week.
Butter is

coming in a little more freely,
but price remains firm.
Corn and feeds are a little higher.
The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Country Prod no*.

Rea*.
Fresh

laid, per do*.20
Poultry.
Chickens...20 am

Nancy Greene, widow'
died Wednesday, aged 82

Ray.

16 last she

J'ears

Oranges, dot
Apples, pk

Cranberries qt,

The Best

Sunday on account of the floor being
ready for staining, which will be done

this week.
There has been a change in drivers on
the stage from Bar Harbor to Somesvilie.
barrel AI bee, who has for the past few
months licen on that route, was faithful to
all duties
assigned him. Daniel Hamilton
succeeds him.
Rex.
May 4.

and

j

Saturday.

Mrs. E. M. Higgins and Mrs. George
Dunton spent Saturday and Sunday with
relatives at Southwest Harbor.
The young people gave a suecessful social at the schoolhouse Saturday evening.
Ice-cream, cake and home-made candy
were on

sale.

used to

chapel.
May 4.

The

procure

OTTER CHEEK.
Correy Richardson is

proceeds, fS.50,
hymnals for St. James
will be

H.

.16 g.25
1ft

36

Rice, per ft
Vinegar, **’
Cracked wheatOatmeal, per II*

Buckwheat, pkg
-458-85 Graham,
.308 65 Rye meal,

.<*

d.TS
2C g’5
.05

Meats
nwi,

Hwi

kas gone

Pens*

on

Bar

the steamer

H. J. Batcbeler visited her brother,
thram Carter, a few
days recently.
*«tor Gott. of
Brooklin, is at work for
«srry McFarland finishing his house.

u'

toryfe
™u

Willey is at home from Sedgwick,
8be ha9 keen working in the facf?r?P kas
Sedgwick

his family here
into the John Freethey

moved

_FU,U? Bridges has
Nortunbe
May t.

gone to Bar Harbor,
on the steamer

"b* employed

B
BAR HARBOR.

."•nouncemeut *9 made that the Lynam
•met ‘Vi* ** opened for the summer seaft™- Jeanette Bunker and Miss
Higgins. The Lynam house is
Jr/ian
01 t91e
oldest and most popular sum-

new

by Harold

as Gold.
merchant of Cedar
i9a-> saya; “I tell mv customers
.I,
• b01 of Ur. King’s New
Life
‘be worth of that much
fold inZ tbly
*e‘ght if afllicted with constipaSold under
biliousness,"
«
antee at E. G. Moose’s
drug store. 25c.

Vioi.<^i.itttewarti
Pii‘}ey.ubuy

ficm

a

a

Miss Bernice Smith

came

from Bangor

for a few days’ stay with her parents, Herman Smith and wife. Edward
H. Smith is also home for a short vacation from Attleboro, Mass., where he is
principal of the high school.

Saturday

May

4.

__B.

MARIAVILLE.
Mrs. Mery Carr is very low.
Perlie, little son of John Watts and wife
is critically ill with spinal meningitis.
Custer Frost and Gertie Hammond were
married in Surry Thursday evening. They
came to their home here Saturday evening.
The young people were on the watch, and
when tbeoride and groom came by Harlie
Black’s, the telephone carried the news
through the tow'n that they were coming.
At once all made ready for the serenade.
A lively one awaited the couple. The serenades were hospitably received, and after
enjoying refreshments left with best
wishes for the bride and groom.

May
Vulued Same

purchased

wagon, which will be driven
Hanna, of East Sullivan.

delivery

4._8.

Ascum—Did you actually have the nerve
Yerner—
to propose to that Boston girl?
for
Yes; I told her my heart beat wildly
Ascum—She didn’t beher alone and
lieve you? Yerner—No; she reached over
and felt my pulse.
—

in

Spring usually finds the whole system

run down
less out of order. The bowels are
sluggish and inactive—the system is debilitated—
the blood impoverished. Nearly everybody needs
a Spring Remedy. For 57 years True’s Elixir has
been the standby of thousands at this season, as it
is the best possible remedy to arouse the stomach,
liver and bowels from their sluggish condition.
It is purely vegetable and perfectly harmless.

and

and Provisions.
rora. a>.

■

!8%f3

Steak,

Roasts,
Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

.12 *.2'
(8 t .4

Steak,
Roasts,

20 #2*2
-109.15

Lamb

Limb,
Tongues,

Chop.

Ham, |/er
Should*",
Bacon,

-uA-fti*

Veal:

*

da.i
Cawi.
damage, lb

’5518

2u

lo@*i
<$25
1< g 3

l.glS

10 #25
each
Fr**«h

Cod,
Haddock,

*(•*»

Sc
dm

Pop-1
Us, lb

ani

than

an

a

minute of

hour of

and

$1.00

per battle at all dealers.

A STORY THAT IS CREATING A SENSATION IN THE STATE OF MAINE

THE BELLE ISLERS
By Richard Brinsley Newman

think is better

hustle.

Jit Jill Bookstores
Profusely Illustrated, St.SO
As an impartial, fearless, even reckless exposure of the infernal hypocrisies inevitable in church,
and
as
a laughter-compelling, blistering satire
society, politics and business, it deserves a high rank,
it is matchless. It is long since we read a book so keenly enjoyable.—Chicago Christian Socialist.
It is a book that will create a stir, especially if some villagers should take it as a reflection upon
their town.—Springfield Union.

Human Fllteis.
The function of the kidneys is to strain out
the impurities of the blood which is constantly passing through them. Foley’s Kidney Remedy makes the kidneys healthy so
they will strain out all waste matter from the
blood. Take Foley’s Kidney Remedy at once
and it will make you well.—O. A. Parchkb.

LOTHROP, LEE & SHEPARD CO.

A tag from
A tag from

a
a

10-cent

piece will

count

BOSTON

TULL value

5-cent piece will count HALF value

TOBACCO
with valuable tags
Save your tags from

road leading to a country village
county the following “Notis”

in Indiana
is

posted conspicuously:

“If any man’s

c r

cows or oxen

Old Statesman

|

Master Workman
Horse Shoe

Eglantine

fRrtx'ca!.

Aches and pains and languor and urithere is an everincreasing tendency towards diabetes and
fatal Bright’s disease. There is no real
help for the sufferer except kidney help.
Doan’s Kidney Pills act directly on the
Kidneys and cure every kidney ill.
E'lsw'orth cures are the proof.
Arthur L. Frazier, of 27 Hancock St.,
employed in the Union Shoe Factory,
Ellsworth, Me., says: “For some time I
had been annoyed with severe pain in my
back. I paid little attention to it at first,
thinkiug it would disappear of itself, but
instead of getting better it constantly
as if it
grew worse. My back felt at times
would break in two. If I sat in a chair at
night after a day’s work the pain was so
severe that I could not sit still and had to
keep changing my position. The trouble
was at its height when I began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills, which were procured
for me at E. G. Moore’s drug store. 1
had only taken a few doses when 1 felt relief, and a continuation of their use cured
Since that time I have scarcely felt
me.
any sigDs of my former trouble.”
Price 50 cents.
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, Sew Vork,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
no other.

STANDARD NAVY

TOWN TALK

taxes, but durn a man or woman who lets
their critters run luse, says I.”
Soothes itching skin. Heals cuts or burns
without a scar. Cures piles, eczema, salt
rheum, any itching. Doan’s Ointment. Your
druggist sells it.—Advt.

SICKLE

SPEAR HEAD

gets into these otes,
his or her tale will be cut off, as the casj
may be. I am a Christian, and pay mi
woman’s

Tinsley’s 18-ex.

W, N. Tinsley’*

Pick

Old Peach
***** ***r

Jolly Tar
Old Honesty
l»y

Gold Cuff Buttons—50 Tags
Fountain Pen—100 Tags
English Steel Razor—50 Tags
Gentleman's Watch—200 Tags
French Briar Pipe—50 Tags
Leather Pocketbook—30 Tags

Tenpenny
T.

urn***

Granger Twiet

Bridle Bit •
SaKor’e Pride

Big Four

from the above brands are good for the
Other useful presents as shown by catalog:

Tags

and many

following

Steel Carving Set—200 Tags
Best Steel Shears—75 Tags

Lady’s Pocketbook—50 Tags
Pocket Knife—40 Tags
Playing Cards—30 Tags
60-yd. Fishing Reel—60 Tags

merchants have supplied themselves with presents with which
to redeem tags. If you cannot have your tags redeemed at home, write
us for catalog

Many

PREMIUM DEPARTMENT

nary ills come, and

!

-.

■

Sometimes

more or

Price, 35e, 50c

40
)5
2*»
qc
Shu \ each
35
Oysters, qt
*2 <\ \t
Mackerel, each
Floor, Grsln »ii«t K**t»»».
Oats, bu
flour—per bbl—
"OjTS
0
5 25 46 5» Short a—bag—
?0
Ml*, fee 1. r»n* l.Vqi »-5
Corn,loots bag
5
5b
Corn meal.baal f0«
05
MbMt.ugb.oaH
Cracked corn, fc«/ 55
Jh
o«
12 # 14
50

Ballhut,

>

ASHVILLE.
C. G. Small has recently

Spring Medicine

TRUE’S ELIXIR

.0*
.21
.04

i
Oolong,
.01 j
Sugar—per ft—
Granulate*! meat,ft 02*
Granulate J,
06 Oil—per gal—
Yellow, c
!
.05*
Lluseeu,
08 81*.
Powdered,
12 |
Kerosene,
Molasses—per gal
.33
Havana,
Porto Rico,
.5*)
.60
Syrup.

Japan,

Capt. W. H. Lunt has his new' power
boat ready for the engine.
Mrs. Lillian Cole, of Granite, is with her
sister, Mrs. Alton Pomroy.
Owing to the poor market for their scalDiseases Cause Half the Common
lops, many of the fishermen have come Kidney
home from Rockland and other places.
Aches and Ills of Ellsworth People.
The many friends of Mr3. George W.
As one weak link weakens a chain, ao
Murphy are sorry to hear she will have to
go to the hospital at Portland for a surgi- weak kidneys weaken the whole body and
cal operation.
hasten the final breaking-down.
Harold Lawson and wife have the
Overwork, strains, colds and other
;
Small
Mr.
1.
Friday morning, May
sympathy of their many friends in the loss causes
uad been a
injure the kidneys, and when their
helpless paralytic for a number of their infant son. who lived but a few
v^ars.
and
was cared for at the home of I hours.
?■
Burial Thursday, April 30.
activity is lessened the whole body suffers
brother, Augustus Small.
Thei ma.
from the excess of uric poison circulated
May 4.
May 4.
Anon.
|
in the blood.
WEST BROOKLIN.
H' Bridges is at home from

Notice.

contracted with the Cityj>f Ellscare for those who
may
during the next five
years aDd are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account. as tlieie is plenty of room and accom>
mod at ions to care for them at the City Farm
house.M. J. Diommby.
to

Oro«*orl*»«.

Coflce—per ft
Rio,
Mocha,
Java,
Tea—per ft—

Weak Kidneys Make
Weak Bodies.

WEST TREMONT.

Mrs.
visitiug
relatives here.
Mrs. Lottie Liscomb, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting friends here.
U G. Mudgett, of Bangor,
spent the
week-end at W. H. Bunker’s.
Frank Davis sold a horse to Wilbur Herrick, of Northeast Harbor, last week.
Mr. Hammond, of Bar Harbor, is wir>ng a number of the houses here for
electric lights.
.Ma land on Small, formerly of Ellsworth, j

a

Pauper

wo-th
HAVING
support aud
need assistance

the World is

*25 335
2, a25

on

On

p^rfBflDE-IIABKS «T:

:

of Martin Bail,
years. On Dec.

celebrated her sixtieth wedding
loose, per ton...... U <tlti
with her late husband, Martin
Baled.10^18 anniversary
who
died
Feb 12, 1908. She lived 55
straw.
Ball,
in the home on Mechanic street. She
boose. sen
eaves four
Baled.
children—Kathryn and Alice,
15
of Bucksport, Daniel E., of Rockland, and
Vegetables.
Mrs. Malachi Kiliredge, of Scranton, Pa.
20 Onions, ft
Potatoes,ok
C4<i05
Tamil-, 1b
0-2 Par -nips, lb
oft
Beets, lb
03 Carrots,
02
Celery, bunch
20;«..5 New cabbage, lb
05
'20 Beans—perqi»l»nach pk
Cwc winners,
08
10 812
fellow-eye
1> n delion greens,pk 30
Pea.
10
String beans, qt
15
Rnubarb, lb
]0
Best

10
Fruit.
25*50 Lemons dor
250.50 Strawberries,
12 a 5

1

BUCKSPORT.

Jowl..

L ttuce, bead

•

Nicholas Wallace, alias Frank Williams,
charged with the murder of A idrew Higgins, the Baileyville farmer, at the latter’s
last January, has been inoicted by
camp
the Washington county grand
jury.

Creamery per ft.35 840
V*1**..

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO

CO., Jersey City,

N. J.
---—-

u

Makes Bread that Combines
HIGHEST

FINEST

COLOR.

FLAVOR.

ASK

YOUR.

»

model, sketch or photo ci intention lor1
free report on patentability. For free book, < \
Bend

«

C. C. Brown has been appointed general
passenger agent of the Eastean Steamship
Co., with headquarters at Boston, vice A.
H. Hanscotn, assigned to other duties.

Rutter.

I

t/^VVvVVVVV^VVVVVVVVVVWVl
>
We prompt:7 obtain V. S. and Foreign

GREATEST

NUTRITION*

-

GROCER,_

Chf <CU0i»ovth American, j
""

T

—1

~~~

■

A

PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON

though this is what the democrats
always seem to imply, especially when
they don’t attempt to give reasons for

AT

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

BT TUB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
f. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

the increase.
The particular trick our opponents
are now attempting to play relates to
the expense of the 1901 session of the
as compared with that of

This week's edition of The
American is 2.7.’iO copies.

Average for the year of 1907,

ThU column U devoted to the purpoee Imia conplied in the heading. The matter
tributed by member* of the Public Improve-

_

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

legislature

the session of 1907.
The expense of the 1901 session was.
in round figures, 375,000', that of 1907
$26,000.
was $101,000—an iucrease of
Of course no items are presented, al-

2,430

WEDNESDAY, MAY 6, 1908.

STATE OF MAINE.

these would easily account for
the difference.
For example, it appears that $10,000
of the increase is accounted for in the
printing which cost twice

though

legislative

as much in 1907 as in 1901, or $23,388.81.
This is accounted for from the fact
that, in the latter session, more printing was done, the documents were
more numerous and of larger size.

It is the tendency of all legislatures
to increase the printing bills.
There was a priuting deficiency in
1905 and 1906 which amounted to
something like 37,000. This the legislature of 1907 had to supply. In 1907

A PROCLAMATION.
By the Governor.
movement to preserve the forests i*
is
now a national one. and the entire country
aroused to its significance ami importance.
To no state more than Maine does this question appeal. The growth and success of our
material development will depend inevitably
to our
upon the treatment and care accordedwelfare
greatest natural resource, and public
demands that prompt and intelligent consideration be applied to every phase of the problem. and the rights of the individual and the
State be harmonized and maintained.
The approach of the spring holiday created
be used to inby Act Of Legislature may well in
an effort to
cite both thought and action
preserve the forests of Maine, and complying
with the provisions of that Act, I hereby
designate
The

the summer season of Maine
at both ends.

ment Aaaociatlon of Ellsworth. Communicabe
tions intended lor thia column must
withsigned but names wll1 not be printed
All matter is
out* the assent ol the writer.
to the approval ol editor, but none

lengthening

_

Short lobsters bid fair to be very scarce
the market the coming summer, be-

subject

on

cause

energetic campaign

of the

of Com-

will be

missioner Donahue and his wardens, of
the sea and shore fisheries.

rejected without good

next

Saturday

at

Bucksport.

ENTERTAINMENT.

The entertainment that was to be given
Hancock county’s good oldOne of
fashioned families is that of Capt. Uzial next Saturday altemoon at Mrs. ft. C.
1
F. Candage and wife, of South Bluehill.
Ilathew-ay’s rooms at Mrs. McFarland's,
and
They have been married about thirty-five 1 ,1* Fine street, by her pupils inonmusic
account
nine
have
children-seven German, has been postponed
years. They
boys and two girhl— three daughters-in- ,,f the fear of the spread of diphtheria.
law, one son-in-law and ten grandchil- The date will he announced later. fee will
When given a small admission
dren, making twenty-five m all. There
|.e charged, and the proceeds arc for the
has never been a death in the family, and
benefit ot the Village improvement soall are well.
_,
ciety. Following is the programme:
At the Green Lake fish hatchery there is Kveuing Bell.Dorolhy Mathews
Ynlse.Anna Cushman
an unusually large and fine lot of trout
W>iration.Muriel Byard
and salmon fry this year, and a small
Moonlight.Margaret Hall
number of togue. Something like 2,500T.ittle Sprite.Karl Ricker
000 eggs were received at the hatchery last
Avalanche. Hazel Holt
winter. The conditions this spring have sleigh-ride.Anna Cushman
Muriel Byard
been most favorable for the little fish, and Tarantella.
Mathews
they are a thrifty lot. Planting of the fry Polonaise.Dorothy
March
has already commenced. There was a
Earl Ricker
Ride.»
Pony
:
of
trout
to
lake
last
Alligator
shipment
Varsovieune.
Hall

Friday.

_

Arthur Jordan, the nine-year-old

son

Grindle.

Chairman.
CLASS CONVENTION.

Republican Class Convention comprising the towns of Amherst, Bucks-

THE

port, Dedham. Mariaville, Otis. Penobscot
and Verona, will be held in the Town hall in
Bucksport, Saturday, May 23. a. d. 1908. at 1 SO
p. ra., to nominate a candidate for representative to the legislature and to select a class
committee and to transact auv other business
which may properly come before said meet-

ing.

The basis of representation will be as follows: Each above named town wil’ be entitled to one delegate, and for each twenty
votes cast for the republican candidate for
governor in 1906 an additional delegate, ami
for a fraction of ten votes in excess of twenty
votes an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any above
town can only be filled by a resident of the
town in which the vacancy exists.
Per order of class committee,
Fred R. Page, Chairman.
Richard A. Whitmore. Secretary.

1 know something of the usages of the reI reverence its traditions
publican party.
und respect its customs. I am also fairly familiar with the history of the party in this
county, having lived here and been an active
republican for over twenty-five years. I shall
not violate, or attempt to do so. any of the customs of the party that have not been already
repeatedly violated.
The traditions aud customs of the party
were openly aud kuowiugly broken wheel
was refused this nomination in 1906.
Believing these things, I shall play the senatorial
tune until such time as the people shall show
by their votes or otherwise whether or not I
am their choice for senator.
I have not made and shall not make an
! active canvass for the nomination. I do not
I feel as though an active canv&ss was called
The people are fairly
for or exactly proper.
j well informed as to my qualifications and the
merits of the case in general. They also
kuow that in legislative ideals I am for the
people and with the people, and by the will
of the people I shall stand or fall.
If the coming convention honors me with
this nomination I will accept the responsibility, and endeavor to do my duty. If I am
again rejected I shall make the best of an
unpleasant situation, and govern myse’.f by
the existing ,.'rcu instances aud the dictates of
I my own conscience.
Respectfully submitted.
J. H. Patten.
I Amherst, Me., May 1.

TICKET.

Representative
Congress,
(Third District)
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH, of Augusta.
REPRESENTATIVES.

From Eden,
O. Raymond Jot, of Eden.

MOUTH

OK

THK

to

preacher

!

Precaution ag.iinst Diphtheria.
Ellsworth Me., May 6. 1908.

To the Editor of The American:
During the present
epidemic
of “sore throats” in Ellsworth, a few cases
have been reported by the State board of
health as undoubted diphtheria. Therefore, as a precautionary safeguard to the
general public, I request that in each case
the attending physician take a culture as
prescribed by the Htatey board of health,
materials for which, together with instructions for use. are
and examination made by the State board, free of

Thaddeus Smith, of Sullivan, is visiting
cousin, Mrs. W. L. Remick.
Roy Raye, who has been visiting relatives and friends in Boston, is home.
Robert B. Carter has gone to Bar Harbor to visit his grandson, Eben Carter.
Capt. Ernest Raye and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son, born
April 30.
his

HAPPY HOUR THEATRE

Demand

3,069. tw
46l.oi2.02
12/>00.00

Deposits,

Savings Deposits,
Demand Certificates of
deposit,
Bank Deposits,

lo.ooo.no
8fi.7W.44

^

m'L,

,l£g

I

John A.

Peters, President.
L. M.

IIenry W. Cushman, Vice-Pres't and
Treasurer
Moor*, Assistant Trrasurtr.
DIRECTOR*:

Eugene Hale,

William F. Campbell,
Dr. Fred A. Chandler.
Henry W. Cushnun,
Alfred B. Crabtree.
I,uclllo» A. Emery.
John R. Graham.
Myer Gallert.
Henry H. Gray,

•

Albert E. Mare,

W. A. Ilavey.
Frank L. ifnagktns,
Barney B. Ilavey,
L. Elne Holmes,
Amo W. King.
Ellas F. Lawrence,
Edwin G. Merrill,

frank C. Nash,

A. Peters.
Hlou M. Pike
Henry W. SareenL
f lmcr p. HnoftnriT
John 0.

Whitney’

USE JUDGMENT AND DISCRETION
in choosing your bank, just as in any other matter.
The surplus'of a bank is one of the malu points for
you to consider—it’s your safeguard; then the management, whether it is progressive, yet conservative, a

large surplus and progressive yet conservative
management combined with fair and courteous treatment, are the inducements we offer you to use this
bank for the

depositary

of your funds.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.
MAINE.
BANGOR,

Capital, $1 75,000.
Deposits,

Surplus (earned
$.'1,000,000.

$420,000.

over

HANCOCK

Tlie

best,

in the State

Ladies and Children

are cor-

dially

invited to attend
afternoon performances

dancetTnight
Admission 10 cents.
LADIES

FREE.

own

Woodruff,

Well-known Babgor Man Dead.
Charles E. Phillips, one of oldest and
residents
of
beet-known
Penobscot
county, died yesterday in Bangor, in the
ninety-second year of his age.
How’s This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.,
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
for
the last 15 years, and believe him
Cheney honorable
in all business transacperfectly
tions and financially able to carry out any
obligations made by nis firm.
Waloixo, Kixhah A Masvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Bold by all Drug-

Family Pills for constipation.

—-
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TT^ARM—Cheap if taken immediately,

a deairable farm In Trenton, of tome thirty
Apply *o J. A. Pbtbbs, Ellsworth.

C

■

Spnfat yotiuB.
CAKD or
‘®
'\VE",;*i
*u

acres.

to

excellent sate, in good condition;
also fonr counters. In bad condition.
John A. Pbtbbs, Ellsworth.

tbelr

SAFE—An

many

THANKS.
°»r hrertlelt
think,
neighbor, end lrirnd. for

”Pr«"

oar

hlndnoek eho.n
th* 'OM

'hr,o“h'«'r°"

Ltrriii N. Biidok
Mu. Oiaci Duffy.
Mu. Lbttib Duffy.
Lotus W. Biidue*
Beet Blnehlll, May 1. line.

UMBER—A limited quantity of lumberjoist, planed spruce and pine boards,
M. C. Austin,
etc., at reasonable prices.
Cunlculocus Park Mills, Egypt. Me.
Suitable for finest paper pulp.
'llT(>OD
What am I offered for poplar, spruce
▼ y
and fir. by the cord in car lots, delivered at

,n„“

u,
°Ur -

«

and win.

Jb

—

Franklin Road station. Mains?
tin, Egypt, Me.

CAKD or THANKS.
the good friend, and Maaoni
th# •nhatanlial May ba,k.l whobnit
at Rock*
Crest lodge, my heartfelt and .Ittccrc
theaki
Mano.aET W.L.g,
,,
Brook,vide, Hay 1. ISOS.

TO

M. C. Aus-

ESTATE
Having engaged in the
Real Estate business with a Realty Comagents all over the
having
nearly
10,000
pany
United 8tates, I am in position to buy or sell
your farm, home or other property if you will
list your want with me.
Call on or writs
me at Franklin, Me.
W. E. Bbaoqon.
—

REAL

house

on

NOTICK.

wife, Hattie Blondette. h.rlng left
My home
without )uat cauar. I
hereby glre
that I

mi

forbid all person, hurborlngor
trusting heron my account, a, I .halipayno
bills of her contracting after thudate.
Aux. Blond ktts.
Ellsworth Falla, Me.. April 29. ukw.
nouee

Franklin street. 9

and bath, large stable, fine
HOUSE—My
ment cellars under house and stable, bouse in
rooms

ce-

fine repair: price low, terms reasonable. AddresBOBOBOB H. Gbast, Ellsworth, Me.

NOTICE.

'11THBRBA8 my wife, Nellie B. Rich, bav▼T
log left my be! aad board without just
cause, this Is to give notice that I forbid all
persons harbor or trusting her on my account,
•a I shall pay no bills contracted
by her after

shares of stock of the Buck's Harbor
Granite Co. Par value. $U per share.
JT
Gbo. H. Gbant, Ellsworth, Me.

T^ODR

lbisd*te*
Tremont.

CITY ORDINANCE.
op

HOMB

Ellsworth.

An ordinance

THE NUI LinCATIO.N OF rilh sl NDAY
STATUTE Of THE STATE OF >1 UNB.

for the government of the Fire

Department:
U ordained

banting
abootiuK
THERE
Sunday la Cunicuiou* Park.
1907. The State of Maine

the

must

as

two

usual
0 :t.6,

as

ldeamify

me

in the earn of *3,000 and fr.iAO. i. e. ten
thousand dollars) for nullification of Sunday
••close time” law. A like smoant n»j«t be
to me for each aad every violation of the
calogue bv th* State of Maine and the federal government of the United Mate of AmerOath a sink Fiur: Arrri.v.

Department shall conEngineer and two assistants,
drivers, two hose companies and ou« lada

and

wm

on

by
Municipal Officers of
the City of Ellsworth, Maine,
BE
follows:
Section 1. The Fire
sist of

1908.

NOTICE
LAUNDRY
Mm. P C. Loonvn,
Washington street. Ellsworth. Maine.

STATE OF MAINE.
City

Willard F Ricb.

..

Maine. April 20,

Chief

der truck.
Bee. t. The Chief Engineer and the first
and second assistants shall serve for the period of one year; all other members of tbe
Department shall serve during good behavior,
unless removed by a vote of a majority of the
TAKE NOTICE.
Board of Mayor and Aldermen, tor the good
penalty beside* Maine iaw* (or cioee
of the service.
time is from *1.000 to I
or thirteen
Bee. 3. Any driver or member of either the months in state
prison: Sun-in y-, fjuoo to
hose or ladder companies usingdis^espectful
•7.00U or fifteen month*' imprisonment, in
language to or refusing to comply with orders eacn and every c#t* oi t.espa*- »u amculogiven him by the Chief Engineer or his As- i cus park from this date.
sistanls during a fire shall be either susMary C. Frstz Achtin.
pended or dismissed from tbe Department.
I
1907.
Sec. 4- The Chief Engineer, and in his ab j
sence bis assistants shall have full charge of \
.SPECIAL NOTICE.
the drivers and horses and all property of tbe
not trespass in Cunicmocui Park. I
Fire Department.
demand protection to life and property
Sec. 5. Any person not a member of the 1
Fire Department, loitering around, or creat- ! from the coouty of Hancock, the Stale of
ing a disturbance within either of the tire I Maine, and the United States of America
Mary C. Prbt-z Acstir.
stations shall be liable to a fine of ten dollars (#10.00).
Bee. 6. A fine of ten dollars (#10.00) shall be
tea.
imposed on any person not an officer of the
Fire Department tor giving any orders to the i
Department during any alarm of fire or at or
NOTICE or rORECLOHFKK.
in any building on fire
Bee. 7. A fii.e of twenty-five dollars (#25.00'
E.I-b. to
Or-ely W. w.l >,
shall be Imposed on soy person causiug a
*• uf ieed
If
Hsneoex tOiiniy. bvhsn
false alarm of fiie within the city.
Handated September, 24.1867. and r**cBee. 8.
220.
Tbe Chief kfrigiueer, or in his ab- 1 cock county registry of .leer* i;
sence the Engineer in charge shall have ex276, conveyed to Eri L Bunk- "f said
clusive contiol of any building or other prop- I
:n s»ld
den. certain real estate descr.
erty on fire, aud may if necessary order the : mortgage as follows, to wit:
City Marshal or Police to clear any street,
Beginning on the east aide of
Harbor
lace, alley or grounds, of any crowd that may 1 road leading from Otter Creek t>
assemble.
?"
j at a stake the northwest corner of
Bee. 9. No building shall be torn down or to Hilliard Walls and following tb« west »ine
removed during a fire, unless bv order of the of said lot 8. fourteen degrees ea-t eighteen
Engineer in charge of said fire.’
and fifteen twenty-fifth-, rods t*> a Nuke;
Sec. 10. The drivers shall be considered on thence 8. nine degrees fifteen minutes rwt
»
dntv continuously and in the event of either
fifty-five and fifteen-twenty-fifths rods to
taking a vacation or being absent from tbe stake in the south line of said heir's lot;
defire station for
thence
considerable
on
8.
said
south
line
eigbiy-four
of
length
any
time, except on city business he shall furnish grees west four and twelve and one-bait
®*P®n*® » substitute approved by twenty-fifths rods to a stake; thence > nine
the Chief Engineer.
All ordinances incon- degrees fifteen minutes west fifty-five roda to
sistent with the above are hereby repealed.
a stake; thence N. fourteen degrees
Passed May 4,1908.
fourteen and twenty-two twenty-fifths roo»
to a fir tree spotted in its south side standApproved,
FRANK F. SlMOKTON,
ing on south side said road; thence following
said road northeasterly six and four-twentyMayor.
fifths to first bound, containing two acre*
and four square rods; being lot 7 plan said line
land.
...
And whereas, the said Eri L. Bunker
assigned the said mortgage and tn*- dew
thereby secured to George P. Dutton, of saw
Opposite State Bouse,
Ellsworth, by assignment dated October i*.
1688. recorded in said registry of deeds in
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.
book 449, page 460;
And whereas, the said Dutton duly
the said mortgage and the debt thereby recured to the undersigned, Everard H *' .o,'
by assignment dated November 23. WW.
recorded in said registry, in book 449.
And whereas, the conditions of said rnor
gage have been broken, now therefore. »y r.
son of the breach of the conditions thereof*
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
Ellsworth, Maine, May 6. 19<)6
EvKBaK;> H. G8 824-Y.

Kid

ica_Mast

THE

1

Aug^l,

_

DO

ILcgal Natl

\1THKRKAS,

Ssge

1

>

hi£°,w?

Commonwealth Hotel

du-J

Pf*®

JFat Strtt.

Health officer.

Take Hall’s

longest

Moving Pictures

charge.

gists.

HALL.

latent and

show of

supplied

I also ask the general public, for its
safety, to request such action.

L——..

for Sait.

1

prevailing

KIVEIt.

Their Old Tricks.
The democrats have opened the
LAKEWOOD.
State campaign by resorting to their
Mrs. A, G. Finn is ill.
old trick of comparing certain expenJohn Martin, of Hancock, is here.
ses of one year with similar expenses
Sidney Moore is employed on the section
of another year, and whenever the
at Nicolin.
later year shows an increase, setting
Mrs. Mary G. Brown, of Livermore Falls,
a
howl
about
extravanp
accompanied bv her tour-months-old son
republican
arrived Saturday to remain a
James,
gance.
montb with her parents, James Garland
Republican extravagance, like dem- and wife.

Up

at the church. We could hear
his voice plainly. Shortly after he began !
to preach, the wolves at the north began i
too. For about an hour they each kept up
their howling.
Whether or not the j
wolves thought the preacher one of their
number, I never knew.
I have seen tracks of wolves and heard
them howl inside of forty-rive years. I
have seen no signs of wolves for forty
years. 1 believe that some day they will
return.
C. E. Butler.

Dr. H. L. D.

to

FOB

laos
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock,
IIW1
surplus and undivided profit*

9 69,184 JO
S2.lld.47
674,790.23

91.363,420.34

___________

NOMINEES.1

STATE ELECTION. SEPT. 14, 190S.

For

Real Estate Loans.
Loans and Discounts,
Overdrafts,
Bonds and Stocks owned,
Real Estate owned.
Furniture and Fixtures.
Cash on hand and on deposit,

(In charge of Ludike Hall aud Helen Shute)

1908.

Whitney, Secretary.

STATE

IHHMJrt Loans,

Benjamin Jordan, ot Trenton, takes first j Skating.Muriel Byard
place among the early farmers of Han- Air from Euryauthe.t r>orothv
Dorothy Mathews

j

R. L.

Bank

r Morans.

DAY,

Tuesday, May 19,

REPUBLICAN

as

GERMAN CLASS.

of

Ellsworth.
Examlnar April 2S

successor

mads to

.(
(Margaret

COUNTY CONTENTION

John O.

TRU8T COMPANY
UNION
to the First National Bank of
Me.

The young ladies of the O. K. C. clu b
contributed a sum of
Janies H. Jones, the well-known travel- moet generously
I money to the Village improvement society,
ling man of Bucksport, is a candidate for which was most gratefully received. The
the republican nomination os representaappreciates the interest
tive to the legislature from the Bucksport I society especially
and good spirit of the young people.
class towns. The convention will be held ;

_

mittee.

13

of the condition of the

May,

day

ARBOR

T A T E fV> INT

reason.

the contingent expenses were $3,000 cock county. He sent to The American i Ye Merry Birds.)
last week green peas raised out-of-doors Serenade.Louise Cushman
]
more, and there were several thouthis season. The peas were planted early Slumber Song.Hazel Giles
acc. by Muriel Byard
sands more paid for postage, books in March, and last
Thursday several pods Duet (polka), Mrs.
Hatheway and KarlRicker
that had filled out were picked. To be
and stationery.
Study.Carrie Morang
the pods were short, and contained Recitation.Miss M A Greely
In 1907 there were sixty-two demo- sure,
acc. by Anna Cushman
but one pea to a pod, but they were green
Song'Huguenot Lovers).Hazel Holt
crats in the House, and yet no one of peas, just the same, and well developed.
Ballet music.Margaret Hall
made
the
them
slightest protest
The special committee appointed by the Mazurka.Clarence Tapley
Trio— Margaret Hall. Anna Cushman, Muriel
against what the democrats are now town of Eden to report on the probable
Byard
and the advisability of building a
pleased to say was extravagance. In expense
causeway to Bar island and a drive around
WAR ON SP1TTKBS.
the Senate Hon. Lindley Murray the island, has submitted an extended reas
of
the fifteenth
Following the lead of many of the cities
of its investigations, the conclusion
six
democratic
the
other
port
and
Staples
of Massachusetts, the selectmen of Wakeot which is that the committee believes
crusade
have started an active
field
senators failed to raise their voices the
proposed causeway and road are inex- against spitting, and henceforth the law
and urge the people both young and old to against this wild debauch of extrava- pedient. The committee expresses the
and
on
the
sidewalks
that the town wrould not be justi- prohibiting spitting
bring to the day and its observance a spirit
be rigidly enforced.
the legislative session of 1907. opinion
and a purpose that will produce practical and gance in
fied in undertaking an improvement which in public places will
has instructed his offibeneficial results to this and succeeding genIn the legislature of 1901 there was becomes too largely a matter of private in- The chief of police
cers to call the law to the attention of any
erations.
terest for the just employment upon it of
Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta, one democrat in the Senate and
and if this method does not
violators,
the
of
the
public funds.
public credit
this twenty-eighth day of April, in the
in the House. In 1907 there
prove effective more strenuous action will
year of our Lord one thousand nine hun- twenty
De taken.
dred and eight, and of the Independence of were seven democrats in the Senate
OB1T1 ARY.
the United States of America the one hunHOW SEATTLE DID THINGS.
and sixty-two in the House. It would
dred and thirty-second.
WILLIAM T. COBB.
Erast us Brainerd. editor of the Seattle
MRS. ABBY M. CAMPBELL.
not ba a fair argument to say that the
A. I. Brown.
By the Governor,
Abby M., widow* of ex-Register-of-Deeds Pont-Intelligencer, writes to the headquarSecretary of State.
greater the number of democrats in William B. Campbell, died last Thursday ters of the American civic association as
the legislature the larger the expendi- morning at her home on Franklin street. follows: “I enclose under separate cover
THE REPUBLICAN
Mrs. Campbell had been in ill health for a photographs of dirty and clean Seattle,
ture of money, but it would be just as
as lantern slides, such as
longtime; in fact, since the death of her for reproducing
the
the
as
some
of
husband nearly two years ago, she had you may choose. Of course a newspaper
arguments
logical
likes credit when it can get it. I
always
been
The
end
came
gradually failing.
democrats are now making for camFOR THE
for suggestions as to how to get
suddenly, however, a sinking spell from wrote you
paign purposes.
heart failure Wednesday evening ter- action in cleaning up a city. I can tell
COUNTY OF HANCOCK,
as to one city—get a daily newsminating in death the following morning. you how
WILL BE HELD AT
Mrs. Campbell was in the seventy-fifth paper to run photographs of the dirty lots
Conventions.
Republican
and places, and you will see the whole city
HANCOCK HALL. IN ELLSWORTH, ;
year of her age. She was twice married,
The republicans of three of the four her first husband being Joel
of get busy in a hurry.
Emery,
‘•At first it was a joke, then some perCove.
leaves
She
four
children
Salisbury
I congressional districts have held their
—Herbert Emery, of Bar Harbor; Mrs. sons grew angry, and then general interest
conventions, and made their nomina- Charles A. Hanscom, of Baltimore; Mrs. was aroused. Of course tne paper hamAT 10 O’CLOCK A. M.,
John Emery, of Boston, and Maurice mered at the subject daily editorially.
lor the purpose of nominating candidates for tions—Allen in the first, Burleigh in
Result—a general clean up, new orditwo senators, sheriff, register of probate, one the third and Powers in the fourth- Emery, of Ellsworth.
Mrs. Campbell was a woman of high , nances with general clause, garbage coland
commissioner,
county attorney
•ounty
lection
wagon for board of health (preall well-deserved renominations.
character and a lovable disposition, and a
•ounty treasurer.
block system of neighAt the conventions of 1884 and 1886 the folviously
The second district convention, at favorite with all who knew her. She was borhoodlacking),
lowing resolutions were adopted:
for many years active in W m. H. H. Rice
cleaning, and tree and flower
Resolved, That hereafter the delegates in which a successor to
the city, most amazthroughout
relief corps.
Congressman
planting
•11 cases shall be voters in the town which
Funeral services were held at the home ing to see. I thank you for such literaLittlefield will be named, is yet to be
they represent.
ture
as
have
sent.”
you
Rev.
R.
B.
afternoon.
Resolved. That a nomination to any office
Mathews,
Saturday
of the Congregational church, officiating.
to which any person may have been elected held.
eannot be claimed as a matter of custom and
The third district convention hon- The pall-bearers were A. R. Devereux, H. I
A VOICE FROM THE WEST.
usage, personal fitness alone being the test.
ored iCapt. O. W. Foes, of Hancock, N. Joy, John F. Whitcomb and £. (. Hop- j
The following letter is self*explanatory:
Reeolved, That in future calls for Cnunty
kins.
Conventions, the committee is requested to by electing him an alternate delegate
Minneapolis. Minn., April 24. 1908.
make the foregoing resolutions a part of the to the national convention at Chicago.
Among: those from out of town who Mrs. E. K. Hopkins, secretary,
Ellsvrorth, He.
same.
The State convention at Portland attended the funeral w*ere C. A. Hanscom
At the convention held July 19,1906, it was
and w*ife, of Baltimore; Mrs. John Emery,
dear
Madame: Absence from borne has
My
electors, of Boston; Herbert Emery and three
presidential
Voted, That the county committee is hereby nominated
prevented an earlier reply to your interesting
sons,
authorized to fill any vacancy occurring not amonr them being Hon. Henry W. of Bar Harbor; Seth T.
the Ellsworth public imCampbell and circular regarding
more than fifty secular days before the day
society. I am glad indeed that the
Sargent, of Sedgwick. It also elected wife, of Island Falls; John Clark and provement
•f election.
ladies and leading citizens of Ellsworth are
the
to
national
convention
of
Bar
Harbor.
wife,
Voted, That the record of this vote be in- delegates
waking up to the possibilities of your beauserted in call for county conventions in at Chicago, and among the alternates
tiful city, and am pleased to enclose you my
future.
check for tlO in aid of the work.
A.
is
C.
of
Ellsex-Mayor
Hagerthy,
tCorrcsponDmcc.
The basis of representation will be as folI The testimony of a friend of mine. Mr. E.
worth.
lows: Each city, town and plantation will be
H. Moulton, of th'a city, who during the last
entitled to one delegate; for each forty votes
The Hancock county convention
two summers visited Ellsworth with me. is
More About Wolves.
east for the republican candidate for govthis: “'Tis one of the most beautiful little
i
be held in Ellsworth on Tuesday,
will
West Franklin, May 4, 1906.
ernor in 1906, an additional delegate; and for
e7er seen in New England.”
| cities I| have
To the Editor of The American:
a fraction of twenty-five votes in excess of
May 19.
Coming from an entire stranger this was unsaid forty votes an additional delegate.
The old wolf which struck Ellsworth biased and was very gratifying to me.
The following list shows the number of
Standing in the street near the depot looksixty-three years ago, and then committed
Dr. Patten and the Seuatorship.
delegates to which each city, town and plansuicide was not the last of his race in ; ing down the street through the green arched
tation in the county is entitled in the convenDr. J. H. Patten, of Amherst, who was a
tunnel
formed by the branches of the beautiHancock county by at least twenty years. |
tion:
ful
I never saw a more beautiful sight.
candidate for the nomination for senator I was in
East brook when the late ftenry As elms,
a suggestion, if that roadwav could be
1 Orland,
4
Amherst,
from the eastern district of
Hancock N. Butler
the wolves referred to ! narrowed up. curbs
poisoned
1 Otis,
Aurora.
1
put in and the sidewalk
county, and who was defeated in conven- in last week’s American. I was a
widened ana leveled up, it would be a great
6 Penobscot,
4
Bluehili,
youngtion by L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor, is out
4 Sedgwick,
Brooklin.
and was at work for him at the time. improvement.
4
During
ster,
my last two visits
with the following letter:
Brooksville.
3 Sorrento.
1
He found only one that fall. The next | there I have stood on the bridge and thought
what a beautiful little park could be made if
6
Southwest Harbor, 3
Bucksport,
That tuy position in the present campaign spring traps were set for wolves in the
an acre or two of land below the postofflce
4 Stouington,
4
Castine,
be clearly understood by every voter in Han- vicinity where the wolves were poisoned. [
the river bank could be devoted to it,
3
4
Sullivan,
Cranberry Isles,
I make the following announce- One Sunday afternoon I went with the along
cock
2 Surry,
and a lot of unsightly old wooden buildings
Dedham.
3 ment:county.
owner of the traps, and while looking
Deer Isle,
7 Swan's Island,
2
; removed. The water being so near the surI am not a candidate f>'r any office or posiEastbrook.
1 Tremont,
8 tion
around, he got into one of the traps of his face at high tide, trees and shrubbery would
except that of senator. It is the only
14
Eden,
1
Trenton,
office I have ever asked for or now desire or own setting. It was on thi9 afternoon ! grow wonderfully well, and it would be a
12
Ellsworth,
Verona.
1
will accept. To accept any other office or any that I found in a basin around a pool of great ornament to the city.
4 Waltham,
Each recurring spring if you will notify me
1
Franklin,
comprouii°e over this office does not accord water the carcasses of seven wolves which I I will send
Gouldsboro.
5
Winter Harbor,
2
you a small amount for this good
with my political principles. It seems to me were
4
poisoned the previous fall.
Hancock,
1
work.
With kind regards. I am.
Long Island,
been too much compromising
that
there
has
Isle au Haut,
One incident of this time I have not for1
No. 8,
1
Yours very truly.
and smoothing things over in the past for the
3
No. 21.
Lamoine,
1
Jno. DkLaittee.
gotten. The wolves used to congregate at
of
good
politics.
1
No. 33.
1
Mariaville,
is the duty of every good repub- the head of the “great heath”, about two i
I
believe
it
Mount Desert.
6
lican to endeavor to preserve party harmony. miles to the north of us, for their nightly
The county committee will be in session at With this object in view I gladly offered to howls. To the south, about a mile and a
^musnmnta.
Hancock hall on Tuesday, May 19, at 9 o’clock withdraw from the senatorial controversy if
half, was the meeting-house. One still
a. m., to receive the credentials of delegates.
the present incumbent would also with- October
there
was
a
evening
loud-voiced
Per order of the republican county com- draw. This offer was not accepted.

Friday,

Vbbnttatntmta.

foiling* Jmprootmtnt.

COUNTY GOSSIP.
ocratic extravagance, or any other
The country roads are now improving
extravagance is, of course, reprehensible, and deserves rebuke. But an rapidly.
increase in expenditures does not
The shore towns are already reporting
necessarily mean extravagance, al- arrivals for the summer. Each year finds

If you have anv yearling
wish pastured for the seame.
Good feed and bull
with them.
Price 93.
Lorenzo Linscott,
West Hancock, Me. R. F. D 4.
heifers you
PASTURAGE
them

son,

bring

—

to

ft dp CElanU't.
WOMAN for general housework.
No children. All conveniences.
Good
wages. Write or apply to R. H. Kittredge,
Bar Harbor. Me.

CAPABLE

EBanttB.
at

nursing.
References
EMPLOYMENT
given. Inquire of Dr. Osgood. Estella
Maine.

Allen.

Ellsworth,

JFor Salt.
LIMITED number of ihun o(
Investment end Development Co.
Et 10 c. per »bare.
This i, an investment I cnn recommend. Claebncb a. Moose
Insurance nnd Investments, Port Townsend'
•
Wash.

A
•lock

———————i—
aWwttiKmntu.
OSers

with hot and cold water tor
per day and up; rooms with private
th for (1.50 per day and up; suites of two
rooms and bath tor (3.00 per day and
up.
Weekly rates on rooms with hot and cold
water and shower baths, (8.00 to
(8.00;
rooms with private bathB, (8.00 to
(12.00;
suites of two rooms and bath,
(15 to (22.
rooms

£.00

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone Floors, nothing wood but the doors.
Equipped with Its own Sanitary Vac-

cleaning plant.
Long distance telephone in every room.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.
uum

8end (or booklet.
STORER F.

CRAFTS, Manager.

NEW ‘‘SOCIETY’’ HALL
State 8U. Ells won!)
All modem Improvements

|

To-let diy or evening. f« r cam
or receptions with or without iv
for Dancing Parties, with music.
DANCINO SCMOO-.
Classes. Tuesday and Friday e»-.i’ «•“
Private Lessons in Dancing, a-so
':4
■

and all brass Instrument*. For term'
rent of ball or leseons inquire of
C. K. Monaghan, Lessee.

U

IMP

HIMJ

SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

GRRRN LAKE.

County Convention to be Held at
Hancock Next Week.
The tour plan made popular in many
states has been adopted by the Main State
Sunday school association, and arrangements have been made, with the assistance of county workers, to hold a
rousing
county convention in eight counties durthis
month.
ing
State Secretary Lufkin is to have with
him on the tour Charles D. Meigs, of Indi-

Dr. C. M. Thomas and wife arrived
Monday to spend a few days.
Fish car No. 1 arrived Monday with the
genial Cmpt. Smith in command. About
75,000 fry were shipped from the hatchery.

'aMrrttannrnt*.

fj^T Trust
I Doctors

suffering from
Hood, chin blood, deexhausnervousness,
■hi'iiv,
B you should begin at once
the
i-h Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

Bfyou

are

■Lure
Jn

B

have known
■‘‘‘rsapariHalife-you Your
doctor
Bdl your Ask him about
it.
sit,
Know
■
too-

1 ,r

N

■a

1 ';i-' -*rc

iWspapiia, mnl thus
irnm tioinf iu Nit
pills. Acl fcvaitlj

i*ow;,i»

B
■

).

HAIR VMOR.
All! E CURE.
CIIFRRV PECTORAL.

B
tc

m*j*-

Ay9r Co••
Aiu mai.uf*otur«r« of

*

■

<l>»

ii.ariila
'f

Hj

et

.mil*

I.

•«!•<?*“«-• 1

no

h*vo

if.

a

VT» publish
roe<ticin«*.

anapolis, Ind.,

invited to attend, and each school is entitled to two delegates besides the
pastor

and

The

2.30

Hyomei Cures
Croup

Ami Colds,
"ortp. Cough*
■
And Asthma.

B i.jjy wife awl

I will nwear that Hyoof the worst caae of oathat evrr existed. I used to
conetantly at night, and had a

Errh
Boagh

300

Bhlegm.

However. I am entirely cured,
throngh the uae of Hyomei.”
Laconia, N. H.
Dr- Philip fl'
this is one of thousands of

Bjlely
B

I

Reader,

■eitimonials praising the
Burative power of Hyomei.

marvelous
If you are

Biuderer, why not try It? G. A. Parit, and will refund
Bber guarantees
Boar money if it fails to cure. HyoBbiisnota stomach nostrum;

dry

it Is

and all
Batiseptio anddo medicated air.
disease of
hire
any
Eou
lungs, is to breathe
Ebenose. throat
inhaler. A
the
to cure

to

Friday evening.
Song Service,
Latnoine

8.00

Experience Meeting—“Problems that
and Plans that Work,” Led by
Worry
Mr. Cf. A. Gifford, of American 8. 8.

Buranteea

Rev.

O.

F.

_MARINE

Jenkins,

Union

Offering
8 JO

takes all
it.

the

riak.

He

Address—How to Fish for Men and

Women and Land them in the Sunday
School”.Charles D. Meigs
Saturday momin*.
9 JO Song and Prayer, Rev A W Loriraer,

Franklin
10.00 Business and reports.
11.00 Conference, “What about Next Year”
Mr. Lufkin
11.30 Address “All the Church in the S 8
and how to get it there quick-Mr Meigs
Saturday afternoon.
1.30 Devotional, Rev J D Prigmore. Ellsworth Falls
2.00 Address—“The Home Department”
Mr Meigs
2.30 Home department conference. ..Mr Meigs
Closing words.Mr Lufkin

West Sullivax—Ar

rence

The

BROWN—At 8edgwick,
Mrs Herbert H Brown,

<§®iijfiedU

.r^

It will take you
but a moment to find

■ I Hi^
■ V

just what you

IV
V

want

in La France Shoes
for Women. The

pleases you

1
1

is here and the fit is

1

certain.

I

style

that

La Franee Shoes will
satisfy you quickly, be-

I
I
cause they
thoroughly 1
and precisely combine
I
all the shoe virtues— 1
style, fit, comfort and 1

durability.
They are shaped

on

graceful lines and
dainty and artistic in

most
are

1
1
1
1

1
every detail.
Come in and ask to see
I
your size in your favorite
1
style—you will be charmed 1
with them.
1
The La France Flexible 1
Welt is a distinctive and 1
unusually attractive shoe
It gives absolute comfort and
perfect fit.
—

•>

C. L MORAttG.
ELLSWORTH,

\

MAINE.

A

1
1
I

1

l
\

1

republican party principles

1

!

BOWDEN-BOWDEN-At Oriand, April 25,
by Rev James W Price, Miss Gertrude M
Bowden to George P Bowden, both of
Oriand.
GINN-SOPER-At Oriand. May 2, by Rev
James W Price, Miss Brenda E Ginn, of
Oriand, to Walter R Soper, of Bucksport.
HAMMOND—FROST—At Surry, April 30, by
Rev W' H Dunham, Miss Gertrude M Hammond. of Surry, to Custer L Frost, of Mariaville.
HORSTMANN-CLARK-At Schenectady. N
Y, May 2. Miss Maud Horstmann. of Schenectady. to Harold H Clark, son of Mr and
Mrs A W Clark, of Ellsworth.
At Bar
HUBBARD-SWEENEY
Harbor,
April 29. by E N Bensou, esq. Mrs Mary A
Hubbard to William P Sweeney, both of
Bar Harbor,
MALONEY-DODOE-At Ellsworth, April 29.
by Rev J D O’Brien, Miss Annie Augusta
Maloney to Walter H Dodge, both of Ellsworth.
OREN-JOY-At Boston. April 30. Miss Mattie
L Oren. of Boston, to Hollis C Joy, formerly
of Ellsworth.

DIED.

aWjrrti&nnnrt*.

10-Morning

service

Sunday, May
school
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday
11.45. Junior league>t 3. Evening ser-

w.k?n
tires
**

it

Your

Qray

Hair.

w»>*r restores way hair to It*
h*lr fro® tailing out,

£rev5ltf*

oowliatroaL *5 ElJ1'80 ct*'

Trlalpack<°«k'or “tamps.
*VrPBAL BAIR COLOR CO.,
Westbro*, Me.

N

'Prayer meeting and bible

SIMPSON,

BAPTIST.

Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor.
at
Sunday, May 10-Morning service
school
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunoay
at 7.
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting
Evening service at 7JO.
at .<SJ.
evening
Friday
Prayer meeting

few weeks

a

The assortment and

is

ready.
housekeeper.

dren

are

large

very

We

and consist of the

largest

demand this season,

we

for

Men, Women

assortment in Ellsworth.

prepared

very

strongly

and Chil-

Tan shoes

being

in

in them.

sole agents for several of the best makes such as Walk Over, for Men
Women, The Stetson, Burt, Patrician, Cross shoes. Our specialty is footwear for

and
the

SHOES

of BOOTS aild

Spring styles
in,

in General.

are

Children,Jand

better assortment

no

be found

can

anywhere.

For Low Prices and Reliable Goods We are

Headquarters.

IMC3-JLH.H.ER.T.
THE—

CLARION.

This is the time of the

;range or a fur“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
Whether it’s a

nace—if it is

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

When

A convenient and homelike
while in the city shopping.

I

A

owner

GOOD

;

FARM

Not particular about location.
for sale.
Please give prloe and description, and reason for selling State when possession eau
he bad. Will deal with owners only.
I,. Dakrtsbirs, Bos 9S4, Rochester, N.Y.

Rooms

91.00 per

R.

C.

j

day and

30 Main

And

Street,

see a

New,

Full

Spring Line,

PHILADELPHIA.

NURSERY STOCK

■

Hardy.

Acclimated.

We have an exceptionally line
line of Trees, Shrubs, Vines. Hardy
J’erennials, Fruit Trees and small
Fruits. All hardy Maine-grown
stock, which will produce results
fur superior to specimens grown
outside the state. Not expensive
Catalogue, with prices, sent on

Tooth Extraction
Made Easy!_
My methods of tooth extraction are the
latest ami most improved known to dental
science and by the aid of my vitalized air,
extraction is made wonderfully easy, and
Don’t
no longer a tiling to be dreaded.
endure the torturous methods of the average dentist, when rn.v services are your sat
modest prices.

NURSERIES,!
Bab narbor. Me.

Send for circular.

SK0WHE8AW, MS,

MONEY-MAKING FARMS
*‘°r sa'e *n ^ia'ne-New i,amP‘
UUU shire and Massachusetts. Seud
for catalogue. EDWARDS FARM
AGENCY', l’ortland, Maine.

hi III

s. t sira o. d. s„
Bangor, Me.

ELLSWOETH

I Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•'HO

PAT, NO WASIIIi"

AUTHORS—Enroll

in

our
“Literary Guild” of N. E. amateur
writers. Limited to 100 picked members
Send your MS to us. You may have
something that will bring you fame
and money. If it is your ambition to become a great author write us for particMAYHEW PUBLISHING CO.,
ulars.
92 RUOULES ST., BOSTON.

jjJtaftsaional

X WALSH,
EDMOND
ATTORNEV

BKlDiiK.

ELLSWORTH

MS

iflcrrfjnnts.

Poultry Wanted.
Broilers

a

Specialty.

Prompt Returns at Topmarket Prices.
Strictly Commission.

Boston Live

Poultry Co.,

77"79 Fulton st., Boston«

PREMIUM PAID
FOR FANCY HENNERY EQOS.
We charge

Eggs.

TRY.

no commission for selling
Ship us your LIVE POULPrompt returns.

W. H. RUDD & SON CO.,
Mass.

We want YOUR shipments of
V E AL-LAMBS-PO ULTRY & EGGS.
We get top market prices ami make
prompt returns.
F. I. WESTON CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
NEW FANEU1L HALL MARKET-BOSTON.
Referent*#—Fourth National Bank and all
inercial agencies.

corn

SHIP YOUR

Potatoes, Onions, Apples, Eggs, Game,
Berries, etc., to

Chapin Bros., Boston,

COUNSELOR AT LAW.
OJficeth First National Bank Building.
Ells stobth,

H. B. E8TEY A CO.,
END

Live

®arass.

Maikb.

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.
WEST

Commission

Boston,

AND

■

■

FOSTEIR,

\

nno

S
■
■

on

j

up.

The only moderate rri«vd hotel of reputation and consequence m

L, l, MORRISON,

I

for such, call

good

—

having

looking

place to stay

An excellent restaurant, where
service combines with low prices.

Carpets Cleaned Clean.

references.

to hear from

Manager.

Midway l>etw#**-!s Ilroad St. Station
Hiid Reading Terminal on Filbert St.

Woolen,

Send postal and I will be pleased
to call, show new and artistic
designs and give lowest prices.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Highest

Carpets

WINDSOR HOTEL

Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made from old
Tapestry. Brussels or Velvet Carpets.

in Marble and Granite.

WANTED

New Furniture and

Ellsworth.

Main Street.

Oriental Rug Works.

CEMETERY WORK

—

year when you need

a

57 Main St.,

(Successor to H. & E. Simpson )
SULLIVAN, MAINE.

study Friday

evening at 7.30.

Our

Wm.Millvb, Mgr.,

at

at

Furnishings

request.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor.

Furnishing'S

being only

Tapestry, Velvet and Moquette Rugs, Art Squares, Linoleums
Oil Cloths, Straw Mattings, Brussels and Tapestry Carpetings, Woolen
Carpets, Stair Carpets, Couch Covers and Portieres and Home

MT. DESERT
EUGENE

evening at 7.

Home

line of

for Easter. Easter

command the attention of every

W. T. BRUBAKER.
BALL—At Bucksport, April 29, Nancy Greene,
widow of Martin Ball, aged 81 years, 8
months. 3 days.
CAMPBELL—At Ellsworth. April 30. Abby M,
widow of William B Campbell, aged 74
years, 10 months.
COLSON—At Bucksport, May 4, Myra A. wife
of Frederic W Colson, aged 71 years, 3
months, 13 days.
DODGE—At Stockton, May 5, Capt Charles H
Dodge, of Mt Desert, aged 48 years.
GRAY—At Brewer. May 3, Mrs Mary E Gray,
formerly of Sedgwick, aged 84 years, 1
month, 9 days.
LAWSON—At Tremont, April 30. infant son
of Mr and Mrs Harold Lawson, aged lday.
LONG—At Bangor hospital, April 26. Mrs
Carrie A Long, of East Bluehill, aged 50
years, 5 months. 19 months.
M’LANE—At. Bar Harbor, April 23. Theron It.
sou of Mr and Mrs Frederick R McLune.
aged 4 years, 8 months, 20 days.
MERRILL—At Rockland. May 1, Harvey S
Merrill, of 8tonington, aged 40 years.
MOORE—At West Eden. April 29, Victorine
H, widow of Gilbert L Moore, aged 64 years,
7 mouths, 19 days.
SMALL—At Otter Creek, May 1, Malandou
Small, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 52 years.
5 months.

CHURCH NOTES.

Prayer meeting Friday

an

MARRIKD.

Grand Masonic Bodies.
The annual meeting of the grand masonic bodies are being held this week at
Portland. The report of the secretary of
the grand lodge shows a gain of 826 in
membership during the past year.
The grand lodge elected the following
officers: Grand master. Edmund B. Mallet, Freeport; deputy grand master, Ashlev A. Smith, Belfast; senior grand warden, John Clair Minot, Augusta; junior
grand warden, George W. Holmes, Norway; grand treasurer, Millard E. Hicks,
Portland ; grand recorder, Stephen Berry,
Portland; committee of finance, Albro E.
Chase, Portland; George R. Shaw, Port- !
land. Hugh R. Chaplin. Bangor; trustees
charity fund, Charles 1. Collamore, Bangor, Fessenden L. Day, Lewiston.
The grand chapters elected the following officers: Grand high priest, Franklin
P. Redlon, Portland; deputy grand high
priest, Thomas H. Bodge. Augusta; grand
king, Charles B. Davis, Waterville; grand
scribe, Ralph H. Burbank, Saco; grand
treasurer, Leander W. Fobes, Portland;
grand secretary, Stephen Berry, Portland;
committee of finance, Millard F. Hicks,
Portland, Warren C. King, Portland, Herbert VV. Robinson, Portland.

CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev. R B. Mathews, pastor.
Sunday, May 10— Morning service at
Evening
10.30. Sunday school at 11.43.
service at 7.30
at
i.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Rev. J. D. Prig-more, pastor.
Sunday, May 10- Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.

specially selected
early selection.

were

Lace and Muslin Curtains,

April 29, to
daughter.

Foster.]

and

dent and vice-president, reaffirm
the principles of the party as declared in the
platform of tts national convention.
We commend the wise and progressive
administration of Theodore Roosevelt, which
has
constantly promoted the moral and
material welfare of our people at home aud
has extended the influence of this nation for
right and justice in ail parts of the world.
JleBolvtd, That we believe in the ability, integrity, discretion and sound judgment of the
delegates selected to represent this State in
the national convention, and look confidently
to them to act at all times for the best interAnd be it further
ests of the party.
R tolved, That without attempting to instruct the delegates, the republicans of Maine
in convention assembled declare that William
H. Taft, of Ohio, is their choice for candidate
for President of those United States.

prices

a

HOOPER—At Bluehill, April 27, to Mr and
Mrs Elwin E Hooper, a son.
JOHNSON-At Otis, April 30, to Mr and Mra
Ransom Johnson, a daughter.
LAWSON—At Tremont, April 29, to Mr and
Mrs Harold Lawson, a son.
MERRITHEW—At Stonington, April 29, to
Mr and Mrs George Merrithew. a daughter.
[ Lucena L.]
PARSONS—At Castine, April 25, to Dr and
Mrs George E Parsons, a daughter.
PELKEY—At Ellsworth, April 19. to Mr and
Mrs William M Pelkey. a daughter.
R.ky—kt Ellsworth, April 80, to Mr and Mrs
Ernest Ray, a son.
VABNUM—At Seal Harbor, May 1, to Mr and
Mra James Varnam, a daughter.

Dunn,

endorsed the administration of President
Roosevelt. Forrest Goodwin, of Skowhegsn, was chairman.
The resolutions adopted are as follows:
We. the republicans of Maine, in convention
assembled to select delegates fur the national
convention of the party to he held in Chicago
for the nomination of candidates for presiour belief In

low

Spring

25. to Mr and

[Blanche Helen.]

Orono.
Alternates—Robert McArthur, Biddeford; Fred O. Smith, New Vineyard; Dr.
A. C. Hagerthy, Ellsworth, and George H.
Smith, Presque Isle.
The convention also chose the following
six presidential electors: Benjamin F.
Cleaves, Biddeford; Virgil R. Connor,
Fairfield; Luther P. Mad docks, Booth bay
Harbor; Henry W\ Sargent, Sargentville;
Hugh K. Chaplin, Bangor, and Charles H.
Randall, Portland.
The gathering was one of the quietest
in years. The platform adopted reaffirmed
belief in

Our

and

GRINDLE—At Bucksport, April 24, to Mr and
Mrs John E Grindle, a son.
HALE—At North Brooklin, April 29, to Mr
and Mrs William T Hale, a son. [Clarence

%

J.

off,

goods

recomend

daughter. [Phyllis

CANDAGE—At North Brooklin,
Mr and Mrs Eraalua J Candage,

and alternates
follows:
Delegates—Col. Thomas P. Shaw, Portland; Edward P. Ricker. Poland; John F.

Charles

April

a

Irene.]

were as

and

These
we

BORN.

delegates-st-large'

Hill, Augusta,

Y; Liz-

to new arrivals of

Ladies’ Suits, Coats, Skirts, Waists, Dress Goods, Gloves and Corsets.

May 1, sch Thos Law-

Ar May 2. sch Harriet C Whitehead
Ar May 3. sch Winchester
81d Apr 27, achs Jeremiah Smith, N
zie Lee, New Bedford

Maine Republican* Endorse Taft for
President.
Four delegatea-at-large to the republican national convention at
Chicago were
elected at the republican State convention
in Portland last Thursday, and will go to
Chicago without instructions.
The convention, however, adopted a
resolution declaring that William H. Taft,
of Ohio, is its choice for candidate for

president.

We call attention

Stonington

STATE CONVENTION.

chosen

LIST.

Ellsworth Port.
Sid M»y 8, sch N E Ayer, Bar Harbor
81d May 4, sch Melissa Trask, Newark,
staves and heads, C J Treworgy; Carrie May,
Bar Harbor, wood, Clark Coal Co: A E Whitmore, Bar Harbor, brick, H B Phillips
Hancock County Ports.
Oouldbboro—Sid Apr 29, sch Sarah, Nutter
Ar Apr 80, schs Circle, Kent, with freight:
C Taylor, Eaton
Hid May 8, ach Circle, Kent, with wood
Hid May 4, C Taylor, Eatou, with slabs for

Hyomei

including a scientific
Kyomei outfit,costs
SI. Get one to■’baler, only
Subsequent treatment is only
Eiy.
Ko'cental bottle. Get one now. G.
E Parcher

mon, 4*4 lbs., F. McNamara, salmon, 8 lbs.,
Eugene Savage, salmon, 8 lbs., William
Givren, salmon, 10 pounds, C. I. Staples,
Ellsworth, salmon, 4 lbs.
Mondav Mr. Lewis landed his eightpound salmon off the bridge. The smelts
are now running in Mann
brook, and it is
expected fishing will be still better.

Round Table.Sec. H. E. Lufkin
Address-“How to get Teachers.”
Rev. C. Garland. Bar Harbor
4.00 Address—“Standards of Excellence,”
Mr. Lufkin
7.30

!

viously caught.
Others taken Sunday
were:
Frank
Gross, salmon, 4 lbs., Carl McKinley, sal-

Conference—“How can we best organize the Sundav Schools in our
County”....Rev. R. B. Mathews. Ellsworth

or

Kin through

9ent to the

Friday afternoon.
Devotional, 8upt. B. B. Whitcomb,

me

the throat, which kept
awake a great deal. I raised thick
and was in a horrible condi-

■ion

be

3.90

B.Appjng in
Be

of these should

Ellsworth Falls

re's The Proof

Bei cured

superintendent for entertainment.

names

entertainment committee at Hancock.
Full information will be given on the
programme which will be in the hands of
Sunday school workers before the weekend. A fare of one and one-third for the
round trip will be effective on the Maine
Central railroad for points between and
including Bar Harbor and Ellsworth. AH
visitors will be heartily welcome. Following is the programme:
2.00

■

boats, but as most of the boats had been
let earlier in the week, there were no extra ones to be had, and Capt. Lord had all
he could hire in commission.
It looked doubtful about anyone getting
any fish under such conditions, but along
toward train-time the successful ones appeared with their prizes.
During the week several were landed.
Tuesday John Webster landed tw’o salmon, John Bolden one of 8 lbs.; Mr.
Allen, 2 salmon which together weighed
15 lbs.; Walter Morse, 1
salmon; William
Miller, 1 salmon; Henry Glaster and Mr.
VV ing, 28-lb. salmon; Mr. Lewis,2 salmon,
8 and 10 lbs.
But the largest catch was brought up
the lake Monday by Ellsworth men, John
F. Eldridge and W. U. Titus. There were
four salmon weighing 8»A, 8. 8and
6*/2 lbs.,
a 2-lb. black bass, and a
1*4 lb. trout.'
llarry W. Haynes was another successful Ellsworth fishermen earlier in the
week, be adding a salmon weighing 11*4
pounds to the two five-pounders pre-

noted

specialist, who has
spent his life in Sunday school work, and
who is a recognised authority in that
realm. Mr. Meigs’ coming is
looking forward to as an opportunity for all who are
interested in Sunday school work.
The convention for Hancock county will
be held iu Union church, Hancock,
May
15-16, and preparations are being made for
the entertainment of delegates.
Every
Sunday school in the county is cordially

our

B^H
But Beside* Catarrh,

a

FISHERMEN’S LUCK.

Notwithstanding the discouraging outSunday morning when everyone
awoke to find it raining in torrents, the
fishermen arrived in bunches, all eager for
look

Subscribe for The American

Mass.
Maple Sugar and Syrup must he branded with
manufacturer's name and P. O. address
ou all packages.
Orders solicited for all standard varieties
seed and eating potatoes.

Subscribe
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Tbe

o(

American

AMERICAN han

HracrtiOTnr?ra.
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bined do net '•each

so

many.

The Ameriprinted it*

Batavia, N. Y.,

NEWIS.

OBITUARY.

friends of Dr. William Langdon
Haskell will be grieved to learn of the
death of nis father, Woodbury Langdon
Haskell, of Brunswick. Mr. Haskell, the
oldest engineer of the Maine Central, died
»t his home Friday morning of Hodgkins’ disease.
Mr. Haskell was born in Boston Jan. •.
IS49. In 1864 he commenced his railroad
life, going onto the Portland & Kennebec,
Two
now the Maine Central, as fireman.
and that
years later be became engineer,

winVesume
they

he held until his death.
Up to
in the
years ago, he had engineered he was
freight service, bat, at that time,
transferred to the passenger service, running between Bath and Lewiston.
Mr. Haskeli leaves three daughters.
Mrs. Gus Gustafson, Miss Belle Haskell,
Brunswick, and Mrs. Charles Thistle, of
Bath, and two sons—Dr. W. L. Haskell,
Lewiston, and Kay Haskell, who is in the
United States navy.

Eesented

j

j

j

Mrs. Alexander, in Houlton,

her daughter,
is home.

j
!

!
j

jI
[
!

!

j
j1

Mrs. Oakes, as interlocutor, was a success. I
“Theodore,” sung by Galen Young, was

enthusiastically received and when
were emphatically demanded he
twice responded by original tributes to

most

encores

the ladies’ aid society.
The foil programme follows:
■edley

Friends of Mrs. S. H. Remick are glad to
her out again after being confined to
tb® house since last February.
see

Are.

May 4«

NORTH FRANKLIN.
Mrs. Bertha L^vrie is visiting relatives
in East brook
Mrs. Sadia Jellison has gone to Eastbrook to teach school.
Otis Orcutt is horre from a business trip
to Waterville and vicinity.
Miss Marjorie Wilbur has gone to Ellsworth, where she is employed.
Hervey Murch came up from Bar Harbor to spend Sunday with his family.
Mrs. Dora Abbott attended the county
grange in Gouldsboro last Wednesday.
Miss June Williams is teach ingin Mariaville, and Preston Williams in Fairfield.
Garland Hooper is visiting his parents,

Curtis Hooper and wife, at George's pond.
Kano solo.Miss Nellie Abbott
Frhnk Bragdon, wife and son Harlan
Becitation.Miss Lura Young I
Solo— Carry Me Back to Old Virginy,
i visited in Waltham Saturday and Sunday,
Mrs W H Ball
a
Chester
Williams suffered
slight
Kano solo.Miss Carrie Crabtree
Bccitation .Miss Amy Stratton shock one day last week. His health has
Duet—Juanita, Mrs W H Ball, soprano. Mrs
not been good for some time.
O L Crabtree, alto
Nathan Collar is at home from Winslow,
Bong—Suwanee River.Mrs H A Ball where he has been
employed the past
Duet—Smile. Smile, Smile,
Mrs BaL and Mr Young year. He reports work dull there.
Stump speech.Mrs M B Joy
Abbott
will
dedicate his new
Moses
Song—Theodore .G H Y'oung house
Saturday evening. May 9, with an
Kano solo.Miss Lura Young
old-fashioned
housewarming.
EveryClosing—Aunt Dinah’s Quilting Party

1

the

Spec.

Harbor,

Mrs. L. Crabtree visited her daughter,
Mrs. Alfred Eldridge, at Bar Harbor last
week.
J. C. Worthen and wife, of Melrose,
Maas., were recent guests of O. W. Foss
•nd wife.
Mrs. Charles Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor,
» visiting her parents, Walter Hodgkins
and wife.
Capt. Oscar .L. Crabtree left for New'
York Thursday to take command of his
vessel, the Alice J. Crabtree.
O. W. Foss and E. E. Abbott attended
the third district convention at Waterville, last week. Mr. Foss was elected alnational

con-

Mrs. Aubine Wooster and Mrs. Belle
of Waltham, Mass., who were
sailed here by the death of Capt. Wooster,
are still in town.
They are guests of J.
N. Stratton and wife.

Salisbury,

The body of Capt. Eben Wooster, who
drowmed while crossing to Sullivan
April 16, has not been recovered, although
• diligent search is being made under the
supervision of his son, Ralph H. Wooster,
of Waltham, Mass.
was

May

4._C.
WEST HANCOCK.

is in session, taught
Young, of Amherst.

School

by

Miss

Ethel
John N. Marshal and family have moved
into the Alvah Abbott house.

Roy

wife, of Brookguests of Fred Milliken

Richardson

ville,* Mass.,

are

and

ud wife.

Laura Butler, who has been spendweeks with her daughter, Mrs.
Guy Butler, in East brook, fs with Mrs.
Caddie Robertson.
T.
May 4.
Mrs.

ing

some

FRANKLIN.
Miss Doris Hartwell has gone! to Bar
Harbor for the season.
Capt. Edward Dyer left for Addison re-

cently

to

join

his vessel.

Mr. Crane, Christian Endeavor field secretary, will speak at the Baptist church

Friday *evening.

Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell, who
chicks from the incubator last
filled again for another hatch.

took

week,

130
has

Perrin Swan and wife will entertain
their friends afternoon and evening of
May 11, the occasion being the observance
of the fiftieth anniversary of their mar-

riage.
B.

May

4.

Earl

Bracy left

WEST

FRANKLIN.

for Grindstone last week.

The first of the up-river drives
at the mill Saturday.

arrived

Goodwin is to commence work on
dwelling immediately.
The new saw at Scammon’s mill was put
in.operation Friday. It is a good one.
<The road9 are in bad shape. There is
M. A.
his new

need of repairs on some roads which have
been neglected in past years.

May

Mrs. Maria

Curtis, of East brook, rea few days with his sister,

Durgan.

Miss Bernice Marshall, who has been in
Surry for the past two years, is visiting
her parents, John Marshall and wife.

4.

Ch’e’er.

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Will Scott, of Somes vi He, is visiting

Mrs. Minnie Willard and Mrs. Raymond Miles, with her three children, are
visiting their parents, F. Stearnes and
wife.
Sumac.
May 4.

NORTH HANCOCK.
Lester Sabine is quite ill.
Mrs. Charles Googins was in Bangor
Saturday.
Mrs. Sadie Gatcomb left Saturday for
Boston for an extended visit.
Etta Springer spent last week at camp
Comfort, Marlboro, with friends.
Mrs. Ralph Bowley and little daughter
Ethelyn are visiting Mrs. Fred Stratton.
Hazel Tracy, of
Misses Lizzie and
Franklin, visited Mrs. Josie Googins last
week.

yacht Aria, in which Charles
Googins »nd Pearl Stratton are employed,
The

to-day for New York.

Non.

MARLBORO.
School begins to-day, taught by Miss

Audrey Hodgkins.
Maynard Ford has gone to work on the
Bangor & Aroostook railroad.
Miss Dora Brewer, of Bar Harbor, is visiting her grandfather, Roland Hodgkins. |
Mrs. Clara Ford, who has been visiting
Colds That Hang On.
Colds that hang on in the spring deplete the
system, exhaust the nerves, and open the way
'for serious illness. Take Foley’s Honey and
Tar. It quickly stops the cough and expels
the cold. It is safe and certain in results.—
G. A. Parcher.

Miss Mina Blaisdell and Miss Vera Bunker, of Franklin, are visiting relatives
here.
Rev. N. R.

Wednesday

home.

Pearson and family left last
for Walioboro, their new

The May ball

ticular.

Many

was a success

from

For additional

Couatv Seva

aee oth*~

n

pagaa

it

through the
GOULDSBORO.
E. M. Cunningham, who has been in
Mrs. Margaret Bartlett is spending a
poor health for some time, is now confined
few days in Bangor on business.
to his bed with peritonitis.
Wilmot Rolfe and wife have moved to
Bailey Fogg, of Long Island, spent
Prospect Harbor for the summer.
Thursday night with his niece, Mrs. Nora
Andy Ashe, who has been employed in Young. During the night a storm arose
Bangor several months, is home.
and his boat, which he left at Dr. Briggs’
Mrs. Millie Guptill is in Bangor to spend shore, came ashore and pounded to pieces
a
week with her sister, Mrs. Georgia on the rocks. She is a total loss.
Fernald.
Tramp.
May 4.
Mrs. Maud Davis and little daughter
are
Mrs.
of
NORTH
LAMOINE.
Annie,
visiting
Milbridge,
Davis’ parents, J. W. Foss and wife.
Langdon Hodgkins, who has spent the
Mrs. Nellie Mitchell, of Medfleld, Mass., past month with his brother in Massais in town, called here bv the death of her chusetts, has returned.
mother, Mrs. Victorine Moore.
'I'h* many friends of Harvey Bragdon
Green Mountain
Pomona mat with will be pleased to learn of his promotion to
a
Cushman grange April 29. There was
omce oi
captain of a tug boat in New
good attendance and an enjoyable meeting. York.
Alvab Moore, of Island Falls, is visitMrs. Robie Norwood, with daughter
ing his brother, Bryant Moore. This is Hope, of Southwest Harbor, is expected on
Mr. Moore's first visit to his native place Tuesday for a visit to her parents, George
for twenty-six years.
H. Coggins and wife.
Mrs. Victorine Moore, a former resident
William and Margaret Young, who are
of this place, died at Bar Harbor Wednesemployed at Northeast Harbor, spent Satday, April 29, aged sixty-three years. The urday night and Sunday with their
rents. They were accompanied by Debody was brought here for interment.
The funeral was held in the union church
ucy Tinker and another young friend.
Friday afternoon. Rev. Mr. Elms, of SteuY.
May 4.
ben, officiating. Mrs. Moore is survived
by five children—Mrs. Nellie Mitchell, of
MANSET.
Medfield, Mass.; Mrs. Mattie Payne, of
Mrs. Abbie Robbins is visiting her
Portland, Ore.; Charles Moore, of this
Fred
and wife.
of
Los
Torrey
Alton
parents,
Moore,
place;
Angeles, Cal.,
and Daniel Moore, who is in the United
George E. Davis, of Trenton, has moved
States nayv. The family has the sincerest! his family into Capt. A. P. Torrey’s house.
sympathy of all.
S. S. Dolliver has gone to Nantucket,
Jen.
May 4.
Mass., where he is employed as carpenter
by the light-house board.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
Roland Stanley is at home from PortMrs.
Marshall
is
Hannah
visiting ; land, where he has been employed for
some time.
He is out of health.
friends in Rockland.
His
Ellery Cole has arrived from Nashua, N. many friends hope for a speedy recovery.
4.
for
an extended visit.
Mad.
May
H.,
Warren Shaw, of Bar Harbor, has been ;
NORTH ORLAND.
spending a few days at The Sands.
There was a quiet home wedding at the
Miss Edith Pearl, who has been the
guest of Mrs. C. C. Larrabee a few weeka, residence of Mr. and Mrs. Mark W. Ginn,
has returned home.
Saturday, May 2, when their daughter,
Brenda Elizabeth, was married to Walter
Edwin Cole and wife have moved into
of Bucksport. The ceremony
the Johns house, which has been under- Roy Soper,
was performed
by Rev. J. W. Price, of
going repairs.
The bride was gowned in
Bucksport.
Mrs. Lucy Coombs, who has been with
flowered dimity. The house was prettily
her daughter in Portland for the winter,
decorated with potted plants. Light rehas returned home.
freshments were served. Mr. and Mrs.
Alvab Moore, who is visiting his brother, W. R. Soper will live at his home on lower
B. E. Moore, of Gouldsboro, was here SatMain street, Bucksport.
urday calling upon friends.
G.
May 4.
Work in the sardine factory begins this
morning. W. P. Hewins who has been in
BLUEHILL FALLS.
Boston for a few days returned to-day.
Rufus Chatto is ill.
Rev. G. W. M. Keyes and wife, who
Miss Wescott, of East Bluehill, spent
have been on a
two-weeks vacation to last week
with her grandfather here.
Scarboro and vicinity, returned homeSunSchooner E. S. Wilson and sloop Eliza
day.
from
West,
Stonington, loaded lumber
C.
May 4.
here last week for Allen Bros.

K

of

in every partown were

Cecil Gray towed a large raft of logs
from Salt pond to Bar island for weir
purposes Saturday, with his motor boat.
May 4.
Crumbs.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Mrs. Helen Stevens is stopping
present with Miss Smith.
A daughter
Mr. and Mrs.

was

born

on

for the

Wednesday

to

Watson Joy.
EAST SULLIVAN.
Rev. C. A. Purdy, the newly-appointed
There will be a masquerade ball May 5,
Methodist pastor, preac hed an interesting ! under the auspices of the J. O. U. A.
>1.
sermon Sunday afternoon.
Services were commenced in the church
Miss Josephine Hawkins spent a few : Sunday
morning. Rev. Mr. Purdy was
days last week in Gouldsboro, the guest of v.armly welcomed.
Miss Guptill.
Henry, second son of Reuel Johnson
Mrs. A. S. Cummings, who has spent the and wife, was
operated upon for appenwinter in Southern Pines, N. C., returned dicitis in the
Bangor hospital Saturday.
home Thursday.
At present he is doing well.
!
H.
May 4.
H.
May 4.

day, returning Friday.

Billings

■

«

“m:r

rE
i.

"•»
Naskeag.
Mrs. Clara Holden, who ha, been
ing her sister, Mrs. F. S. Waiem.?
Boston, and other relative* |h,

..

P

mouth, is home.

Mrs. Ellen Billings, who has beer,
ing her daughter. Mrs. Umr, Damom
Kockoort, is home, an omr snied hrt
giaiidehildren Edna. Edilh and ViJ
Llewellyn Damon.

April

30.

|

NORTH DEER ISLE.
A. Haskell ani Franklin
Hu
from Southwest Harbor.
A. G. Haskell has been to
Bo,ion,
returned.
He has nought a vessel.'
Capt. G. L. Holden sailed f Pr*nkl
last Tu*sday in schooner Florence
Dli
to load stone for New York.
R. B. Staples, Frank E. Hardy jr „
Delmont Torrey left
Wedncdarforl
ert .m, K. I., to join the vach; Felicia.
F.
E.
Cant.
O. L Hard
Gray,
tapt.
Capt. R. B. Torrey and Cap: Ultm
are
their
Thompson
getting
v.,*|, ^

Capt. F.

are

bo

for

sea.

»e

May 4.

j

ip

___________

It does not follow that a man iinldh
cause he is gray haired, but he
r*rs
ally gray haired because he is old.

&tt>(Tttsrmnits

at Sunset last week.
is employed
at
Stinson
Stephen Small’s for a few week’s.
Mrs. Charles Webb and daughter, of
Portland, are visiting at Oceanville.
Mrs. H. M. Robinson, of Bar Harbor, is I
visiting her son, Guy Cleveland and

Pearl

Kemps Balsam

family.

a

the'yj

warm.2!

Mrs. J. A. Hamblen visited her parents
Mrs.

,oin

Some of the farmers in
this ,•.
have taken advantage of the
the pas. few days and planted
pea,
Capt. M. E.
made a in,
Rockland this week in the schooner
tatiel. for a load of coal for \ u

Nihil.

4.

will

Dorchester

Vinaibaven,

WEST STONINGTON.
E. W. Perry went to Rockland Wednes-

The seniors of the high school presented
minstrel show in the Opera house, Mon- j
Proceeds for graduation.
.Mum.
j

day evening.
April 26.

_

William Thurston, of Kockport, is visit- j
ing friends here.
are getting good supplies cf
The
i smelts boys
at the brooks.
J. E. Small, of South Deer Isle, visited ;
relatives here this week.
Professor Rollins and Mr. West will
address the Sunday school May 3.
Josiah Stinson lost one of his horses last j
week. The animal broke lts leg.
Mrs. M. A. Mills, who has spent the
winter at Stonington with her son, is at
home.
Misa Cassie Stinson, of Stonington.
visited her aunt, Mrs. Mary Seller* last
week.

WIU Stop any cough that
can
be slopped by any
medicine and cure congka
tbat cannot be cured by any
other medicine.

affrays

la

the best
You cannot
afford to take chances on
any other kind.
It

cough

care.

KEMP’S BALSAM cures
coughs, colds, bronchitis,
grip, asthma and consumption ln first stages.
ft does not contain alco-

hol, oplam, morphine, or
nny other narcotic, poison-

^

ous or

harmful drug.

"I

Charles Webb, superintendent of the I
Portland Packing Co., is ill with the grip
WHAT IS RHFURATISM?
at his home at Oceanville.
/
Miss Hazel Stinson, who is attending \
Well
Kmwi
Remedy That AlniM
high school at the village, spent Saturday
Cares This Dread Disease.
and Sunday at home. She will be one of;
the graduates from the school this spring. |
No other disease Is so painful
Mum.
Mayl.
Uric Acid crystal* it
rheumatism.
deposited in and about the joints, u
DEER ISLE.
The onl
that is called rheumatism.
The school house in district No. 23 is beway in which this painful and dangfl
ing painted.
ous disease can be absolutely cured
Capt. Mark Pickering is haring his with Neuralgic Anodyne, a remedy tin
house painted.
has an entirely different action fro
Pearl Eaton, who has been mate with
anything else.
]
Leslie
is
at
home
ill.
Gray,
Capt.
Small doses are taken internally tb
Marine lodge worked the third degree
reach the nerve cent* '"' and prevs
a*
it
is
the formation of Uric A'
on Rev. L. M. Bos worth, Tuesday.
rubbed on the affected part.-*, quietit
Capt. Henry P. Smith is at home for a
and relieving the pain, reducing t
few weeks on account of ill health.
rheumatic fever, and restoring new!
to the aching tissues and muscle*.
Mrs. H. W. Small and Mrs. Edith Staples
A large sized bottle of >e*urall
were in Roakland a few days last week.
Anodyne costs but 25c. and It isn*
Among the yachtsmen who left this
successful in curing rheumatism,
week were Capt. Andrew Scott, Frank
ralgia. headache, toothache and rene
Ing bruise* and sprains that the pr
Foster, Cleveland Eaton aud Raymond
prietors, The Twltohell-Champlin y
Thompson.
Portland. Me., authorize dealers
A game of base ball was played at Deer
where to refund the money u It
Isle Saturday between th? home team and
not give satisfaction.
_

1

What Women Need

J

Something to put the blood in good order when they are pale and
weak; something to clear the complexion when it is sallow or muddy;
something to strengthen the digestion when food disagrees; something
to tone the nervous system when it is
is
depleted. That something

j

ffieecAamti &ill4

_

TREMONT.
SOUTH SURRY.
present.
Miss Sylvie Rich, who has been visiting
Louise Alley i9 at home attending school, i
Mrs. Lillian Hopkins has so far recovered 1
relatives
George Grindle, of Long Island, will ! is home. at Swan’s Island and Rockland,
from her recent severe illness as to be
j build a weir at the back shore.
about the house.
Miss Hilda Swazey and W’illie HamE. E. Curtis is
now living
with' his mond. of
F. G. Robinson arrived here Friday
South Gouldsboro, were the
Mrs. Harriet Haskell.
night from Boston. He is recovering from grandmother,
guests of Miss Cynthia B. Rich last week.
J. Cunningham, who has been suffering
a severe surgical operation.
The
ladies’
aid society met with Mrs.
with rheumatism some time, is much
Mrs. Hattie Wooster left Saturday
Lewis Chaffee Wednesday afternoon. Rebetter.
for
Harbor,
where
she
morning
freshments were served and a good time
Prospect
has employment for the summer.
Willard Treworgyand wife, who have w’as enjoyed.
The paving cutters are out on a strike. beeu at home a few “days, left this mornMay 1.
Kin.
All are in hopes to see the differences soon ing for a short time.
settled and the men back at work again.
TRENTON.
Fred Curtis and wife have rented a
Mrs. John Doniin has been
M.
May 4.
place in Waltham, where they will reside
visiting
friends at Hall Quarry.
Mrs. E. P. Somes, of Northeast Harbor,
l&bmifraunti.
is visiting her daughters, Mrs. Ernest
Leland and Mrs. Woodbury Eeland.
Herbert Carpenter, of Hull’s Cove, and
Karl Carpenter, of Ellsworth,
spent Sunday with their father, John Carpenter.
The effect of malaria lasts a
May 4.
May.
time.
out

May

season.

_

Rev. A. W. Lorimer and wife entertained
ti e Baptist choir Friday evening.

relatives here.

Wellington
cently spent

will leave
May 4.

body invited.

summer, as Mr. Curtis canremain by the salt water.
C. H. Sawyer and his daughter, Mrs.
Wilder, are expected this week to remain

through the

COUNTY NEWS.

he

arrived Tuesday to sm-nd the
his cottage, the island Home.

republican

the

where

1

One of Stonington’s prominent young
men, Harvey Merrill, died on May 1 after
He was a son
an illness of only two days.
of the late Parris G. Merrill, formerly of
Bluehill. The funeral services were held
Sunday afternoon at his home. He was a
member of Reliance lodge, F. and A. M.,
of the O. E. S.. and the Stone Cutters’
These orders all attended in a
union.
body. The floral offerings were many and
beautiful. Mr. Merrill leave « wife and
son, a mother and two sisters.

Stratton,*Mrs.

the republican
Chicago.

delegates to

attended the

Miss Carrie Gray is
weeks with friends and spending
relative.
iJt
es 10
ton and vicinity.
Mrs Mina Childs end lutle d.„
are the Bursts of ter
aum
E
Eaton, this week.
John II. Adams, of

in “little
dressed in
blossoms.
A floral
white lace and orange
arch was raised, and the Italian hand
played sweet music. Several kegs of wine
were tapped, and all were “merry as a
marriage bell”. The bride andgreout w^l
open an Italian restaurant.

Eoval

ternate to
vention at

Bostm,

A grand wedding took place
Italy” Sunday. The bride was

SOCIETY ENTERTAINMENT.

4.

of
S.

Mr. Cooper, of Provincetown, Mass., is
here for the purpose of looking after the
stone that is being quarried on the J. 1«.
Goss quarry for the Pilgrim monument to
be erected at Provincetown.

annual May sale by the ladies’ aid
society in the town hall, Thursday evening,
vertainly met with the unqualified ap-

Miss Ethel Wooster, of Bar
visited friends here last week.

as

1«

‘XPortl

Boulton last v„k n Ml
A.
Campbell has launched hi,.,
Sycamore to commence spring bi'S?
Capt dames Robbins left
1r
head, Mass., Monday, to take lor'£*
eh.,
ir5* c
yacht.
Madison Torrey left last
week

Monday.

Davis has bought a farm at
and will move there.

The

May

went

llfM^

R.

convention.
Capt. Charles B. Davis has sold his house
at Stonington Heights to Warren Treat, a
draughtsman on the Benvenu**. Capt.

five

served in

Levi Knight
conference at

George W. Rodman and Florian Small
returned Saturday from Portland where

position

were

work

..f v,

bis wife

*t,Cn<1 th<? Kram'

10

reach.

The three-master William H. Davenport
is loading cut stone at Hagan & Co. a
wharf.
J. Leopold, of J. Leopold Bro.'s, gmr.it"
contractors, of New York, is in town on
business.
Mrs. Fred Simpson and daughter Virginia, of Winthrop, are visiting Ell wood
Urindle and wife.
The stone cutters who have been laid off
at Ryan A Parker’s, waiting for patterns.

The

Ice-cream and ctke
•pper hall.

are

ln

Rm“"Uel U>wc ta »'■«*
from H

«orT

Webb.

HANCOCK.

of those who were in attendance.
ay baskets, fruit and home-made candies
were sold from tables prettily arranged
mod presided over by Mrs A. B. Crabtree,
H. G. Foss, Mrs.
Mrs. W. S.
F. E. Walker and Miss Lola Crabtree.
The negro minstrels wnich had been
in Pamola grange the preceding
turday evening by Mrs. John M.
Oakes and Mrs. Galen H. Young, again
appeared by special request. The curtain
•rose on a cotton-picking scene, during
which a medley consisting of “Jingle
Bells”, “Massa’s in the Cold, Co:d
Around,” “Nellie Gray,” “My Old Keniucky Horn ,’ “Clementine” and “Mary
•nd Martha’ was sung by the thirteen
•olored ladies.
Mrs. Grace Joy, Mrs. Charles Cook, Miss
Edith Joy, Mrs. Greenleaf Martin, Miss
Leah Sea mm on and Mrs. Lydia Joy called
of laughter and
•at frequent bursts
applause by their witticisms and lively
of
at
the
many persons in
expense
jokes
Ihe audience. The piano solos deserve
as
they were well renfpecial mention,
dered. Mrs. Ball and Mrs. Crabtree sang
vkell, as they always do. The recitations
were given with snap which delighted the
Bearers. Mrs. Henry Ball's costume came
in for its share of merited appreciation.

and daughter,
viaiting Mrs. C. 11.

Smith

Mrs. T. F.

AID

MMay*4

2hTir~
*»rorof

to

visiting team.
E. W. Haskell, master

accompanied by

Marbor Ueco^ti’s stammer list, is larger
toon that of all tht other papers printed
to (Tanrack county

COUNTY

»•«.

STONINGTON.
Percy Andrews, of Portlsnd, is visiting
friends here.
Ernest Bates has moved to Green island
for the summer.
John L. Goss is in town for s week looking after his business.
HasPresiding Elder Haskell and Mrs.
kell are at Swan’s Island for a few days.
Miss Abbie Monteith. ol Camden, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. W. S. Richardson.

is not fhe only paper
Man cock coun'y, and has never claimed to
to, but it is the only paper that can prop
brly be called a County paper; all tht
pest are merely local papers. The circulaThe American, barring the Bar
te -•

can

»

Stonington. Score 2d

»«*•' !>•»•

j

A natural and sufficient remedy for the weaknesses and derangements so common
among women. A course of these pills will relieve
congested conditions, dispel depression, act mildly on the bowels,
stimulate the liver, increase the red
corpuscles in the blood, and
the functions of the several organs,
strengthen
r or backache,
lassitude, low spirits, dizzy spells, weak nerves
and all debilitated
conditions, Beecham’s Pills are

The

Right Remedy

1» bom win, Inll dtrccHo—. Me. aad

He._

____

long

Strengthen yourself with Scott’s
L,mulJton.

ALL DRUGGISTS; SOe. AND $1.00.

Work Well,

__

You catch cold easily or become rundown because of the after effects of malaria.

It builds new. blood and tones up your
system.

KINEO RANGES

LAMOINE.
Miss Suaie Whitaker is seriously ill.
John Hodgkins, who is employed at Bar
Harbor, spent Sunday with his father, D.
D. Hodgkins.

May
nervous

4.

8

Personal.
If any person suspects that their kidneys are
deranged they should take Foley’s Kidney
Remedy at once and not risk having Bright's
disease or diabetes. Delay gives the disease a
stronger foothold and you should not delav
takmg Folej’s Kidney RemedyG. A. Paa*
CHER.

F.

B.

Bake

Well,

Look

Well-

AIKEN,

Agent,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

NOYES

NUTTER

Mfg. Co.

Bangor, Maine
^

*VKW8.

SpNTY
j^uinmU

*

..*-

..

P
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BLUE BILL.

Bhdbtou-r.s

leaching in Fenob- I

has been the I
few days.
j
Macomber, of WatervUle, I
"V'a
»
May 11.
ntbe'muebill laundry
to attend
'V ,'..tlrv. w ho came home
funeral,' has returned

OfStonington,

ekover

Vrar.ie for

a

j

other*

Hinckley,

head and waa unconscious for two hours.
She is resting quietly, but is unable to be
moved.
John Farnham’s new house on the Ferry
road has been raised and boarded in. William H. Stover is doing the work
The State conference of the Congregational churches will be held at Bangor
this week.
Rev. A. C. Hunt will represent the West Brooksville church, and
Mrs. Charles Babbidge will attend as delegate* to the young people’s missionary institute on Thursday.
Tomson.
May 4.

has been

who

|i

,n
we< K’

hOlUf »a^‘
n„. coirgan,

SURRY.
Varden Lord is painting the A. O. U. W’

lodge-room

of Boston, has lately
Mrs. W. F. Phillips is visiting relatives
rooking after theimprove- in Brooksville.
at Peters' point
proper*.''
| Sterling Anderson has sold his sloop
*
ot Bncksport, recorder boat to parties at Bayside.
»• , Kemick.
municipal court,
\e r, il im’o.-k
Postmaster Curtis has moved the postj
oaolflrial business May 2.
| office to his new’ office in the A. O. U. W.

jloa'bTs

^SenM

!1”

H-rrick was chosen dele',hl Congregational church to I

1

Ce ’onfer-n.- inljangor

hall.
Mrs. M. E. Linneken, who has been visfriends in Boston and Vinal Haven,
is home.

tins week.

iting

tS(,i»nils
in

B

of I. K' On*’ »re »°rry to
busihe i" not able to attend to
office on account of

the telephone

Ciarlidd W. R. C. gave
!*Tk. «:ipner"
*
April 25, which
and wdl P»‘ronized. The
Jrtesjeyrdover
?«•>•
a

was

.Hrara

_-;ntji were

from

arrived

McHowell

Emma Jean

Boston,

w

has been

here she

Paris Ten“i® v«ks with her uncle, account
ol

poorly

is very

'Monday
La
10

on

0.F.,celebrated

May

4.

8.

Bluehill

April 27,

evening,

F. L. Jordan, who drives the night stage
I fiom Ellsworth to Kluehill, spent Sunday
with his family.
Arbutus grange is to entertain Harvest
Home and Bayside granges next Friday
afternoon and evening.
I Capt. Fred B. Foss went to Buck’s Harj bor Monday to bring the yacht Aurora
here to paint her and get her ready to go
into commission June 1.
I

the

Weldon Winchester, who has been in
ten davs for treatment, will return home to-day. Clcers were removed

ol
Lnf Odd Fellowship and
and a supper,
KL hv an entertainment
are to be used lor

Bangor

The proPiano duet, Mrs.
v|,vo: reading, Miss Rena Jofano’vsong, Miss Emma Osgood; reading,
a tribEL bouGreenr. «ong, Mr. Bettel;
original and very
itTto Odd Fellowship,
Miss
H.
Parker;
song,
Fannv
«. Mrs
A. Snow;
[lire Msvo; ret station, Charles
Nettie
Miss
Tw
ining,
dost, Mrs.

has
beeu
young ladies,
“Frost*- bitten and has left us. The good
wishes of a host of friends follow her to
her new home at Mariaville. where no
doubt she will endear herself to the peo-

kVmssidsof aiiich
CJKSStoa worthy
follow
tF*,m.?L
w

as as

from both eye*.

member.

Miss Gertrude

s:

goo
CW-

K*st-beloved

one

of

our

ple.

Rural sew’ing circle met with Mrs. R. A.
Sinclair April 29. As guest of honor at
the
supper table 8imon Flood was

M-

Msyi

Hammond,

Between

seated

_

the

two

naombers
more^ than

who

to organize it
forty
EAST BLUE HILL.
years ago when, aa they said, there
PEATH of MK#. *. A. LONG.
; would be twenty or more* at the aemiMen and women were
Mrs. S. A- Long died Sunday, April 26, weekly gatherings.
Maine general hospital, then enthused to erect a hail,
a the Eastern
2.
came as a shoo*, al- i
C.
death
May
Her
Ujuror.
she had m»t been in good health
as usual,
She
went
about
NORTH
so.
or
PESOB8COT.
tort year
Mrs. Etta Dorr received word Saturday
ad no one realized her condition until
,(fir hays before she went to the hospital, that her son-in-law. Dr. Croxfrtrd, of
remain** w re* brought borne Monday. Brewer, was very ill w'ith pneumonia. T>r.
Mrs. Ling h»* the daughter of Johnson Croxford was formerly located at Orland.
lod Eliza Blodgett. She was born in
Reuben Orindle has recently purchased
forth Brooks wile, Nov. 9, 1857. She was a
separator, and will engage in dairying to
Dtrbfd to Solon A. Long in February, some extent. Mr. Orindle believes
in
M77. Besides her husband, she leaven two
H. B. and sheep, and has quite n flock.

j hel|ed

^fidUUmal

Ouunty Sew*

tee

oihei payee

CASTINE.
William Dodd and wife arrived last
for the summer.
A. F. Adams and wife arrived Saturday
from Boston, where they spent the winter.
J. Howard Wilson and family, of
Brooklyn, N. Y., are at their place on
Nautilus island for the summer.
Mrs. William Collins, who has been
the winter with her daughter in
spending
New York state, has returned home.
Mrs. J. W. Dresser has returned after a
winter spent in Boston, and has opened
her house on Main street for the summer.
C. H. Hooper, E. H. Carpenter and R. B.
Brown are in Portland attending the masonic grand lodge. Mrs. Hooper and Mrs.
Brown accompanied their husbands for a
visit in Portland.
Rev. Mr. Pringle, of the Maine civic
league, preached at the Methodist church
week

on

Sunday morning,

and

in the

a

many floral remembrances.

were

May

1._K.

sunplv.

May

George

is

Herbert
horses.

Candage

point.

working

Blue-

at

bought

has

t

i
,

monia,

is

two

new

SEDGWICK.
as In Waterville last week

w

Cherry fie Id, is

of

iwn

Eaton had

badly

lacerated
his motor boat.

Margaret Orindle,

who

has been ill for
about Bhe same.

a

aged lady
long time, remains
an

t

teach-

Sophia

winter
setts.

May

French will soon epen her
the
here, after
Rhode Island and XlnsMchu-

home

summer

in

spending

D.

1.

Rosier.

Mrs. Mary A. Blake, of Cape Rosier, is
visiting in this neighborhood.
The Menawa, Capt. I. F. Hutchinson,
is loading paving for New York.
Charlie Orcutt is coasting with Capt.
Irving Gray in the Joanna Dutgmn.
Roy Hutchinson, of SwtuY island, is

visiting bis parents at Orcutt’s Harbor.

May

Mrs

-Cousins had been

d”*v* A. C. Hunt exchanged pulpits with
French, of Holden, whodeh

liver

RnSi

an

able and

instructive

Sunday morning.

juJJj8*

Watson

I suffered habitually from constipation.
Doan’s K«-gulets relieved and strengthened
the bowels so that they have been regular
ever since.”—A. E. Davis, grocer, Sulphur
Springs, 'Tex.— AtfrL.

_

“Book of Recipes and Cooking Suggestions.’*

sermon

seriously inby falling down a

was

V- ,ne8day noon
wi>J>_mght of stairs. She

struck

on

while

on

is encountered
crpJ»Grr *evelsiesamalaria
extent,

to
to

prevail,

7

a

altiti

a

Wil1.
moat
tk-

#Sr

according

unHr

malaria, jaundice, biliousness,
ague’and general debility, the;

8tnrAf
wre*

every form of

Kaara,,tee at

Price §0c.

bodily

63
98

$766,073 65

LIABILITIES

DEC, *!, 1907.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearne premiums,
All o her liabilities,
Cash capita!,
Surplus over ail liabilities,

$ 28,679 75
210,809 59
15,700 19
400.u00 00
110.884 12

Total liabilities and

$766,073 65

C. W.

Si

F.

ELLSWORTH,

L.

surplus,

Bankrupt*’ Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
]
CharVes K. McCarthy,
|
Leo J, Wardwell and
In Bankruptcy.
A
Wardwell.
|
McC'artikry
J
Bankrupts,
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
E. McCarthy and LEO J.
WARDWELL, individually, and as
j
members of the firm of McCarthy & Wardwell. of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
and S-ate of Maine in said divirid, respectfully rej reseut lha on the i8:h day of Janu
ary, last p-st. they were duly adjudged bankmemo, rs of the
rupts. individually and
fir in-nf McCarthy A Wardwell, under the Acts
ot Congress relating to bankruptcy; thai they
halve duly surrendered all their property and
rights of property, and have lully complied
with all the requirements of said acts and of
the orders of court touching their bankruptcy.
Wherefore they pray that they may be decided by the court to have a full discharge
fvotu <all debts
provable against their estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
»«*re excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 27ib nay of April, a. d. 1908.
McCarthy A Wardwell,
Charles E. McCarthy,
Leo J. Wardwell.

MASON, Agents.

HANCOCK

CO.. ME.

ClHARLES

jitgal 2iintiHi>.

fifty

weak-

A

square lods more or less.

Fif.h: Beginning on the west side of the
road leadi> g from Etlaworth to Oak Point at
an iron driven in the ground six and one-half
!
lods southerly from (Jam's Brook: thence
running north 83° 5V5' west eighty-four and
!
< ne half rods to Uni* n
river; tneuce north|
erly and easterly by the shore of said river t*
Card’s cove; the-nce southerly and easterly by
j
said cove to Card’s brook; thence by said
brook to the road leading from Ellsworth te
Oak Point; thence by said road to the place of
beginning, being a point of land known a*
Indian Point and containing seventeen and
three-fourths acres.
Sixth: Beginning at a post and stones on
Bankrupts.
the north side of tbe road leading from the
Order of Notiee Thereon.
O ik Poiut road to the homestead formerly of
Albert Smith; tnenee north 7° east fifty-seven
©'strict of Maine ss.
and six tenths rods to Greenly Smith land;
On this 2d
day of May. a. d. 1908, on thence
south 83° east one hundred twentyreading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had five and ®ne-half rods to a spruce tree; thence
south 7° west fifty-seven and six-tenths rod*
upon the same on the 22d day of May,
a.d. 1908, before said court, at Portland, in saiu to land of George Alley; ihence north 83*
district, at 10o’clock in the forenoon; and that west by land of said Alley and land formerly
aotice thereof be published in the Ellsworth ot Albert Smith to the place of beginning,
American, a newspaper printed in said dis- containing forty-five acres and twenty-eight
trict, and that all known creditors, and other rods.
Seventh: The homestead
of said
persons in interest, may appear at the said Dyer P. Jordan situated on formerly
the easterly side
time and place, and show caatse, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner's of the road leading from Ellsworth to Oak.
Point, containing one-half acre more or less,
■should not be granten.
And it is further ordered by the court, that and being bounced on tbe north and east by
the clerk shall send by mail to all known land of Hosea Phillips, on the south by lanif
of
your petitioner, sa d Joseph M. Higgins,
creditors copies of said petition and this orand on the west by haul road leading irom
ris--. addressed to them at their places oi resiEllsworth to Oak Poin'.
dence as stated.
Eighth: The Morung store and lot so called,
•'Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
J.uriue of the said Court, and the seal thereof, sit.-ated on tbe easterly side of said road
leading from Ellsworth to Oak Point, conat Portland, in said district, on the 2d day
taining twenty square rod- more or ;ess. and
M
a. d. 190*.
being bounded on the north by land of Charle*
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
[L. S.|
Grindal; ou the easi by Franklin street s®
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
called; on the south by land of Everett SAttest:— J am e« E. Hewey, Clerk.
Means, aud on the west by said road leading
Irom Ellsworth to Oak Point.
Bankrupt’* Petition for Di-charge.
Ninth: One half pari in common and unIn the mattei o?
divided of the Dyer Jor'isn pier or wharf
Walter P. Clark,
'.In Bankruptcy.
situated on the east side of Union river below
)
Bankrupt,
Indian Point to called, the whole oi sum pier
Ttwh* Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of the Dissome
one-fourth acre more or
STATE Or MAINE.
trict court of the United Stales for the Dis- comprising
less in area.
trict of Maine.
County of Hancock se.: May 1, 1908.
That
petitioner is one of the heirs at
Tl^ALTKR P CLARK, of Hancock, in the law of your
said Dyer P. Jordan, deceased, and
this first day of May. a. d. 1908, on
eountv of Hancock, and State of Maine,
ft
that the other heirs at law of said deceased
execution -dated Aprils, 1908, issued on in
-said
district, respectfully lepres: nts, live in and are inhabitants of
different states;
a judgment rendered by the supreme judicial
that on the 18th day of January, last past, |
that tbe owners of said real estate canm-t discourt for the county of Hancock, at the term
h- was duly adjudged bankrupt un :er the |
thereof begun and held on thesecnnd Tuesday Acts* f
pose of their separate interests without iocs;
to bankruptcy; that
Congress
relating
that
ai
d
the nanms
addresses of said other
of April, 1908, to wit: on th* ,25th day of April, he h-s
duly suriendeied ail his properly heirs at law of e.»id deceased, so far as knowu
a. d. 1906, in favor «f A. F. Burnham, of Ells
and rights of property, and has fully com- to
your petitioner, are as fol.ows:
worth, aforesaid, against Granville Jellison of
with all the requirements of said acts
plied
Laura
D.
Sims, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Otis, in said county of Hancock, for $142 73-100 and of theorders of cm.it
touching hisbankCarrie Hutchins, New Bedford, Mass.
damage, and $23.21-100 costs of suit, and will ruptcyHenry Baldwin, ivevv Beoford, .Vlass.
be sold at public auction on the 6th day of
Whesofore he prays that he may be deFrank
P.
Jordan, Cari ou. Maine.
June, a. d. 190*. at 10o’clock in the forenoon, creed by the court to have a full discharge
Georgik A. Bwcklanu, Holvok
at the sheriff's office in Ellsworth aforesaid,
-Mass.
from a:’l debts provable against bis estate
Sarah F. Whitmore. Everett. Mass.
the loilowing described real ostate. and all under said
acts, except such debts
bankruptcy
Henry
W.
Dunham. Boston. Muss.
the right, title and interest which the said as are
law from sucb discharge.
by
excepted
Brook** K Dunham, Boston, M iss.
Granville Jellison or G. f).. Jellison. being
Dated this 27th day of April, a. d. 1M8
Sheplby W. Wilson. Attleboro. Muss.
one and the same persou. the debtor, has and
Walter P. Clark,
Seraphine C. Davenport Norwood. Mass,
had in and to the same, viz.:
The Elkanuh
Bankrupt.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that the
Kemick farm, so-called, in said Otis, consistadministrator da bonis non of said Dyer P.
ing of an 80 acre lot and a 60 a esc lot conOrtl#*r of Notice Thereon.
; Jordan, deceased, be authorize^ to sell ail said
taining 140 acres more or less, and described District or Maine, ss.
in a deed of mortgage from Wm. B. Kemick
; real estate at public auc’ion or private sale,
On this 2d (iav of May, a. d. 1908, on and distribute the proceeds, after
to Eunice G. Swett on the 19th day of July,
paving exthe
foregoing
reading
petition,it-is—
a. d. 1886, and recorded in Hancock county
penses, among such heirs or ail heirs at law
Ordered by Lbe court, that a hearing be had of said deceased intestate
of deeds, book 265, pages 373 & 374,
to their
according
registry
and being the same prem.ses occupied by said upon the tame on the 22d day of May, i respective rights Herein, and for such other
Jellison for the past 8 or 9 years, and the same a d. 1908. before said court at Portland, in said orders or decrees in the premises as may seem
sold to said Jellison and H. W. Jellisou, July, district, at 10 o’clock in tne forenoon: and that to your honorable court proper.
Joseph M. Higgins.
1907, by A. F. Burnham aforesaid, and whose notice thereof oe published in the Ellsworth
Dated this 7th day of April, a. d. 1908.
deed remains unrecorded by them at present. American, a newspaper printed in said disI trict. and that all known creditors, and other
B. H. Mayo. Sheriff.
STATE OF MAINE.
persons in interest may appear ut the said
Hancock ss—At a probate court held at
time and place, and show cause, if any they
subscriber hereby gives notice thai
have,why the urayer of said petitioner should j Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
he has been duly appointed adminison the twenty-second day of
not be granted.
‘April, in the
trator of the estate of
And it is further ordered
by the court, that ytar of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
the clerk shall send by mail to all known I and eight, being an adjourned session of the
LOUISE TRACY, late of EDEN,
a. d. 1908 term of said court.
in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and :1 creditors copies of said petition and this order. I April
On the foregoing petition ordered:
That
given bonds as the law directs. Ail persons addressed to them at their places of residence notice
thereof be given to all persons iuterstated.
having demands against the estate of said asWitness
the
Honorable Clarence Hale, ested.
causing a copy of said petition and
deceased are desired to present the same for
this
order
of
the
said
thereon
Court,
and
the
seal
to
be
thereof.
three
published
settlement, ami all indebted thereto are re- Judge
weeks successively in the Ellsworth Ameriat Portland, in said District, on the 2d day
quested to make payment immediately.
of May, a. d. 1908.
can, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in
George W. Tracy.
said
the
James
E.
Clerk.
first
fL. 8.]
Hewey,
county,
publication to be thirty
Bar Harbor. April 28, 1908.
A true copy of petitiou and order thereon.
days at least prior to June 2, a. d. 1908,
that
Attest:—James
E.
at
a
Clerk.
they
Hkwey,
may
appear
probate
notice
that
subscriber hereby gives
court to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
JL she has been duly appointed adminsubscriber hereby gives notice that said
on said eecond day of June,
county,
istratrix of the eBtate of
she has been duly appointed adminisa. d. 1908, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and
FREEMAN K. M’INTYRE, late of SEDGtratrix of the estate of
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
WICK.
LUCY A. M’INTYRE, late of BLUEHILL, of the petitioner should not be granted.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
A true copy of the original petition with
All pergiven bonds as the law directs. All-persons given bouds as the law directs.
thereon.
having demands against the estate of said sons having demands against the estate order of court
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
deceased are desired to present the same for of said deceased are desired to present I
the same for settlement, and all indebted
settlement, and all indebted thereto are rethereto are requested to make payment imDrusilla:
quested to make payment immediately.
Carrie E. Bayard,
It's what you can do all the time with Gold
Carriu E. Bayard.
j cued is tel v.
Modal Flour that counts. Try it,
Sargentville, April 22, 1908.
Sargentville, April 22, 1908.
Angela.
1

ir9«. and r-ecocded Hancock couutv
registry of deeds, book 347, page 28. conveyed
in moTtfcfage to roe. Wil iam Die, of said Tie
mont, county o'
Hancock. State ol Mam**.
cert tin real and personal estate de-.criDed in
said nrortgaige ae follows:
A certain lot -or pa rue I of land with the
buildings thereon situated in said Tremont,
and bounded anil >de«criu«d as luLows: lieginning at the southwest corner of land of
the late Sullivan Webster, on the easterly
shore of West Tremont harbor, and following
said shore southerly to land of the late Otis
Morey now occupied by Llewellyn Albee;
thence running north 64*2° east but following
said Morej ’« northerly line forty-one (41)
rods from the shore nank to said Morey’*
nort boost corner bound; thence north 41° west
thirty-two (32) rods; thence north 18° west63
rods to land of the said late Sullivan WebWebster’s line
ster; thence following said
south Jl° west -forty-eight (48) rods to firstmentioned bound containing five (5) acres
more or less but exaepting therefrom one (1
acre belonging to the heirs of the late Sarah
J. Dix.
Also a/re hereby conveyed one cow, horse
and harnesses, carriages and farming utensils
tableware, carpets, furniture and sewing machine uaw on the premises and in the buildAlso the beds and
ings above mentioned.
beddiuginthe dwelling house on said place.
All the above being the same premises this
to
the
said
Nellie B. Rich,
m**.
day conveyed
by ibeaaxd William Dix.
And whereas tbt condition of said mortgage
vra«
in subsiance that the said mortgagor
should perform the conditions of a certain
bond given to said William Dix. for his maintenance and support during his life.
Ard whereas the conditions of said raort
gage have been broki n. non therefore I. William Dix aforesaid, claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage aod give this notice for that pur
William Dix.
pose.
By Beth W. Norwood, bis attorney.
Southwest Harbor, Me., April 23, ISO*.
ber
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TAKEN

}

1

THE

■.

insomnia. Sold
E. G. Moore’s drug I

and

110 uo

$799,058
32.984

!

1

THE

overcome climat<* affections,

aerv°usueBs,

$1*7,500 00
568.6*7 41
40,093 76
70,«0i 37
6,8/219

admitted,

1

j

rpHE

„®"®ctive remedy is Electric Bitters, j
am;$r<!at,alterativean(1
blood-purifier; the
aote *°r
llft

MASSACHUSETTS.

Interest and rents,
All other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not

RESPECTFULLY

j

her

The World's Ilest Climate
disease, on the

from
LnK0t eIevations
e,nti^y ffee
fevers

N.

Agents’balances,

;

Nothing like it among all products as a practical, neverfailing help in everyday cooking and baking, enabling you
to make better, more pleasing, more nouiishing dishes.
The secret is opened to you in our free

°* l*ie
J°8*ah Stevens with
ucbim Davis for twelve acres on the
Henry road.

>:-T

INd KANCK COMPANY,

Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

a

April

Bankruptcy.

Order of Notice Thereon.
District of Maink ss.
On this 2d day of May, a. d. 1908, on
reading he foregoirg petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
had upon the
same on the 22d day
of
a.
d.
before
said
court
1908,
May.
at
in
said
at
Portland,
ten
district,
o’clock
in
the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaner printed in »:iid dis
trict, and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
lime and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granttd.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send oy mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this or
der, addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale.
Judge of the said Court, and the seal there *f,
at Portland, in said district, on the 2d day of
May. a. d. 1908.
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
[L. S.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hbwey, clerk.

sufferer for wcit* time. Besides a
S<»TICK OF POKKOLOSUKK.
husband, she leaves two children in Monone sister, Mrs. Clark Reed, of 1 'llT H iiRE v 8 N*-iT>e B. Rich, of Tremont.
and
tana,
uo tire ceuntv
of
Massachusetts.
Hancock, Btare of
| ff
Maine, by her n» -itguge dsed dateo heptem27.
A.

Breakfast—Dinner—Sugper—All meals—and between
meals—the goodness of Duryeas' Corn Starch, in its hundreds of dainty uses, delights everyone who appreciates
good wholesome food.

Eydia Emery, of Bangor, arrived
mirsdav, called here by the serious
sister, Mrs. Mary S. W assou.
William Steveus has exchanged

COLONY

jSotius.

To the Honorable, tbe Judge of the Probata
Court in and for the county of Hancock:
represents Joseph Mm
Higgins, of Ellsworth, in said count*
amt
State, one of the heirs at law ol Dyer 1%
Jordan, ate of said Ellsworth, in said county,
deceased, intestate, that said Dyer P. Jordan
at th- time o'his decease was the owner of
certain real estate situateu in said Ellsworth
bouiultd and described as follows viz.:
First: B ginning ai an iron ooltdriven in
fht ground on tbe west side of Water street at
a point where a line drawn at rignt
angles tn
said street will nag* just clear of the foundation of the smoke stack at the Hall Steam
MiH; thence southerly along the west line at
s id s reet tour hu
died ana twenty teet to an
iron in ibegrourd; thence south fifty eight
degrees fifteen minutes west to Un on river;
Lfience
by *aid river rorthwesietly to Lb*
-ouih line of the Steam Mill lot; thence north,
n 16'east and passing just clear of the foundation of said smoke stack to Water street
ind place of beginning.
Second: Beginning at a cedar post on the
westerly side of Water street opposite Charlen
Jriudal’s store; thence southerly along sai4
street one hunured twenty-two and one-half
feet; thence south 65° 16' west and passing
>ver an iron bolt driven
in the ground te
Union river; thence northerly by said river
so far that a tine drawn parallel to the second
d-scribed line will intersect the place cl beginning; thence north 65 15' east and paiallcA
to said line to Water street and the place ol
beginning, being the Black wharf so called.
Third: Situated on the wes1 side of Water
streeet at road leading from Ellsworth to Oak
Point and beginning Id or near tbe west line
of «aid s r-e ; ihence running south 50° 3ft
west o> e hundrt d
huteen and three fourth*
feet to an iron driven in the ground ten an4
one-lourm feet southwesterly from the southWi st corner of the sail loft; thence mnuiac
north 26j west eighty two and one fourth feel
to the south line of the wharf lot formerly
owned by Dutton and Otis; thence running
n» rth 67- 50'east one hundreo twenty-six uni
one-haif feet or thereabouts to the west line
of said street; thence south 7° 15' east fifty
to th
ieet
place of beginning, being ihip
lot on whii h the sail !• ft now stands, and containing forty rods more or less. Also one
other lot beginning at an iron driven in the
ground bearing south 50'-'30' west ninety-sis
and one fouitb fee' from the souLhwest corner off the first described lot; thence running
the same course south 50° 30' west nineteen
and one-half feet to an iron driven in the
g-ound; thence running south 85J west to the
Union river or as far as the owners have a
right to go. Then going back to the point of
beginning running north 39° west one hundred seventeen feet to the line of the lot formerly of Dutton and Otis; thence south 67° 5It
west to Union river; ihence by said river
southerly to the second described line, to wj^
tbe line running soqth 86° west.
Fourth: Bounded as follows: Beginning
on throad leading from Ellswortb to Oak
Point and at Car i’s Brook; tnence following
said brook and cove northerly and westerly about twen y-eigbt »ods to the nortk
e-ioe <>t a pier o< wharf; thence south »3‘
east
to said load: t hr rice by said road about fifteen and OLe-balf roos to Card's brook and
p ace of reginning, containing one hundred

_

Bankrupt.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1907.

The remains of Clara, wife of William
Cousins, of South
Brooksyille, were
brought to Lakeside cemetery for inter-

Tuesday.

JUgal

STATE OF MAINE.

Discharge.

FRANK

(AltKou. BrKK ILL,
H. GRANT CO.,
INI t R w. 1AP1.EY,
ELLSWORTH. ME.

B

time.

DURYEAS’Si

mness of her

OLD

Miss Rosa Gray, of Cape Rosier, has returned home after spending some time at
the Oakland house.

»

tk,,

•

Xenophon.

Ellsworth Loan

WEST BRUOKSVILLE.
Sewall D. Tapley is making extensive
Pairs on the John C. Smith house.
Schooner Nelson Y. McFarland has
off the way8 in Belfast, and will load
»
Mick at Penobscot for
Scituate, Mass.
Philip B. Tapley and Allen Stewart
to Aroostook county, where
bJj®
aey will be
employed this summer.

$

v

BROOKS VLLLE.
Mrs. Hannah Carter, of Sedgwick, is
working for Mrs. F. H. Billings.
George H. Hart has <gone to Charles
River Village, Mass., f<ir an extended visit.
Mrs. E. W. Douglass and son Harvey,
of Brewer, are with Mrs. May Wescott for
some

for

In the matter of
Frank A. Stockbridge, in- |
dividually and as mem- ; In
r„
ber of the firm of H. H.
,
Harden A Co.,

«K *•

Mrs. William T. Hale.

4.

ELLSWORTH.

48,000 00
1,268 100 00
Bankrupt.
J
118,600 00
Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dis2,906,888 63 To the Court
of the United States for the District
412.329 30
trict of Maine.
367 317 86
a. STOCKBRIDGE, of Ellsworth,
69 647 15 !
in the county of Hancock and State of
17,791 05 i
1,318 49 ! Maine, in said district, respectfully reprethe 18th day of January,
sents, that on
Gross assets.
$5,261,437 47 1 last past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt
Deduct items not admitted.
149,776 20 ! individually and as member of the- firm of
H. H. Harden A Co., under the Acts of
Admitted assets.
$5,111,66127 Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he has
duly surrendered all his property and
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1907.
rights of property, and has fully complied
with all the requirements of said acts and oi
Net unppid losses.
$
337,61119 the orders of court touching his
bankruptcy.
Unearned premiums,
1,326,622 83
Wherefore he prays that he may be deAll other liabilities,
75,637 78 creed
by the court to have a full discharge
Cash capital,
l.OOO.OOUM) from all debts provable against his estate
Surplus ov-r all liabilities.
2,371,769 87 under said
bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Total liabilities and surplus,
$5,111,661 27
Dated this 27th day of April, a. d. 19(8.
Fua.nk A. Stockbridge,
Agents;

The largest and most powerful motor
boat yet built here was launched Friday
from the shops of Fred I. Hall for Warren
Burns and Charles Freethey.
She made
an excellent show ing and behaved
splendidly on her trial trip Saturday.

You may well fear -serious results from a
Arthur Parker has been at home for a
cough or cold, as pneumonia and consumpvisit of a few days.
BROOKUN.
|
tion start with a cold. Foley’s Honey and Ta.r
Fvtnk Fitzgerald and wife arrived home
A. H. Mayo spent a few days test week
cures the most obstm&ie coughs or colds and
from La bee Friday.
in Rockland on businees.
prevents serious remits. Refuse substitutes.
—(1. A. PARf-HER.
Mrs. Nellie Stanley is visiting her
friends
wife
visited
Charles
and
Staples
|
daughter. Mrs. W. E. Sylvester.
at Bar Harbor last week.
Miss Bertna Allen came home last week
Suiting.
Frank Staples, of Rockland, came home
to care for her
mother, who ie ill.
Sunday for a short visit.
Miss Florence Leach, of Penobscot, is
the
harnsworth
Fish will be taken at
visiting her father at Travelers Home.
Packing Co.’s factory to-day.
8. H. Dority is dangerously ill. Small
A. E. Joyce is at home from Oceanville,
hope is entertained for his recovery.
where he has been employed.
is what your money will earn if
Miss Margaret Koch, «f Eden, visited
Miss Jennie Tyler, who has been
her brother. Rev. C. C. Koch, last week.
invested in ahasos of the
employed in Portland, is at home.
Mrs. J. E. Wilson returned to her home
Mrs. Henry Allen and daughter Ruth
here last week, after the w inter w ith her are
visiting friends at Swan’s island.
®on in Dorchester.
! Clarence Stanley has returned from
There was a dance at Riverside hall ! Addison, where he has been employed.
Wednesday evening. Music by Wallace
A NEW SERIES
Eugene Holden and family cairn* from
A Kelley, of Bar Harbor.
New Hampshire last week to make their is now
open. Shares. 81 -each. monthly pay•Mrs. L. c. Smith went to West Brooks- home here.
ments, 81 per share•
vdle Friday for a
few days with her !
Dr. Troy and Mr. S.vme, of New York,
parents, Thomas Tapley and wife.
week
caa their
in
town
last
two
days
spent
M. E. Byard and H. J. B.vard and way home.
why'PAY RENT
»*ne arrived from Boston
Tuesday, and will
Mrs. Nellie Stanley is at home from
when you can borrow on your
°pon Harbor View house for the season.
the
she
has
where
Jdass.,
spent
shares, give a first mortgage ami
Everett,
This community is highly pleased to winter with her daughter, Mrs. Mae
reduce it every month? Monthly
wrn that Hon.
payments j.nd interest together
Henry W. Sargent of this Jones.
will amount to but little more
*a, if elected, to be one of the presiCharles Flye. of Dorchester, Mass., O. G.
than you are now paying for
dential electors.
rent, and in about ten years you
Flye, Gleason Flye and Miss Jessie Flye,
Miss Grace Friend has returned from of Stonington, were guests of B. O. Dolwill
visiting her sister, Mrs. Soper, at Whit- lard Sunday.
OWN YOUR OWN NOME.
Mass. Another sister, Mrs. Nettie
man,
Mrs. Mark Grindle, who has spent the
6e**’ey, accompanied her home.
winter with .her daughter, Mrs. Edgar
For particulars inquire of
Edward Gray moved his family Satur- Wells, returned to her home in North
O. W. TtPLEY. Sec’y,
from what is known as the Moore Brooksville las! week.
First Nat 1 Bank Bldg.
day
Douse to West Brooklin. John Eaton and
:
Femme.
President.
Use
W.
A.
Kino,
4.
May
mother w ill move into the Moore house.
May4.
xUjbrrtiefmcntB.
H.

JMra.

Bankrupt's Petition

31, 1907.

Real estate,
Mortgage Joans,
Collateral l'>au«.
•Stocks and bonds.
Cash n office and bank,
Agents’balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents,
All other assets.

of his hands
in the engsne of

Serious Results Feared.

C.

4.

COMPANY,

MASSACHUSETTS.

ASSETS DEC.

society here the afternoon
Wednesday, May 13.
The stork is pretty busy here lately.
Wednesday morning h** left a girl baby
with Mr. and Mrs. Erastus Uandage, and
that same evening a little boy with Mr.

and

Cooking 15asy

ILtgal Notices.

The Christian Endeavor loeal union is to

ment
great

‘SOUTH BROOKSVILUL
Henry (iray and family have -moved to

Cape

BOSTON,

one

Saturday,

INM KANCE

Admitted assets,

of Orland.

Mrs.

Mrs.

1

od

George Coffin,
ing in district 3.

4._H.

BOSTON

slowly recovering.

Roswell

CO..
r

2fcbmi«mnrta

NORTH BROOK LIN.
Mrs. Id* Burns is ill.
Lillian Grindle, who is ill with pneu-

May

The dance at the hall May 1 was a sucThere will be another 'fteturday
evening. May*9.

J

Flora and Elmer Day, who have been
ill, are out again.
Orrin Bickford is working for L. H.
Sibley, setting out fruit-trees.
Blanchard Bowden, of Boston, is visiting bis parents, Oscar Bowden and wife.
C.
April 30.

H. A. Small
basinets.

regular appointMr. Jackson will

cess.

working at the

Charles Henderson is
hill.

church,

a

Rev.

ORLAND.
Traveling is improving, housecleaning
i booming, and all is well in the good old

SOUTH HLUEJdlLL.
Bickford

Pending

COUNTY SUPPLY

guest

meet with the
and evening of

Portland.

Makes

Mrs. S. L. Bates and Miss Grace D.
Leach left Saturday for Portland.
Howard Lowell and family, who spent
the winter at Swan's Island/are home.
Miss Ella Perkins, who has been spending several months at home, has gone to
Castine to resume her work.
Harvey Webster begins work to-day at
A. R. Dodge’s mill, after being out for
some time with an injured finger.
May 4.
L.

[if

ment to this

I*

NORTH CASTINE.
Dana Hall has returned to Boston.
Mrs. Clara Dunbar is recovering from
a severe attack of rheumatism.
Mrs. Ezra Conner is visiting her mother,
Mrs. James Ordway, in Castine.

hoifh

Presiding Elder Haskell preached at The
Methodist Episcopal church Sunday. Rev.
A. Hamilton, who was reported assigned
to this charge,
has been sent to South

p>':

evening

A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Lours A.
Sherman Tuesday, April 28, at their home
In Hartford, Conn.

on and two daughters—Gapt.
Harlan P, of this place, Mr*. P. W. DeBeck, of Wert Franklin, Miss Marjorie, of
Bangor, and two sist rs and one brother—
e*t PenobMrs. August us Gray, of
i-ons and Mear Blodgett,
scot. Mr-. Ira
of North Brooksviile.
She was* kind companion and loving
mother, and w ill be sorely missed. She
worker in
the Willing
aw an active
■Workers’library society, of w-bich she had
been secretary for many year*.
Funeral services were conducted at her
hie residence Wednesday afternoon by
Rev. Mr. McBride, of Bluehili. There

['

»

union service at the Unitarian
church, when the different features of the
work were illustrated by stereopticon.
May 4.
G.
held

Scott Emerson, of Bluehill, is the
of Clarence Hutchins and wife.

EAST 8URRY.

anmverits own

COUNTY NEWS.
***
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awjirttannnuB.
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PE-RU-NA AS A TONIC AND BLOOD
Mrs. Paul Caaarant Writes From 219 Monroe Street, Topeka,
Kansas, Concerning Peruna. Read Her Letter Below:

In

I

'aifotrtUKinnit*.

is Needed.
Spring and Early Summer a Tonic

PURIFIER?

Mrt. Emily Kellogg, 60^9 S. Lawrence
Givet Her Experience With Peruna.

St., South
Read,

Tnrr__

HerLett„'^%

interferes with digesThe source of good blood is fresh air and well-digested food. If anything
tion the blood becomes impure.
..
oiinw. the
S0
A catarrhal condition of the stomach prevents perfect digestion.
u thus contaminated
blood
The
of
digesting.
food to ferment and decompose in various wavs, instead
with various materials that do not belong in the blood.
(im
an
1*
This gives rise to spring fever, eruptions on the skin, general lassitude
them.
of
source
the
at
.®7. h nurified > and
Peruna corrects all these difficulties by striking
the blood is
y p
tarrhal condition of the stomach Peruna at once restores digestion,
the whole machinery of the body is put in working order.
than anv
catarrh o
Peruna has probably made a more remarkable record in cases of
P-rnna
a host of testimonials in
have
we
and
These
cases
are
medicine.
otner
very frequent,
of the
catarrh
of
cases
in
relief
has received lavish praise for prompt and permanent
_

_

..

sto_

Mrs. Paul, Casavant, 219 Monro© street, Topeka,

>

Mrs. Emily Kellogg, 50(9 8. Lawrence
8t., 5
Tacoma, Wash., member of Ladles of the
bees, writes:
| ‘‘Three months ago I bad an attack of biliottnus
| which threatened to undermine my health ui
! strength. Luckily for me, I tried Perunaattb
suggestion of my friends before it was toolate,
found in a few days’ time that I did not haveth
[ usual sick headache, neither did food nauseatent
any longer. In two weeks’ time Perunahadoaa
pletely rid my system of the poison ami bile,and
! was in a much better condition. My skin asstuui
1
its normal color, I had a splendid appeitteaiul
l was in every way improved in health. I CM,
< Peruna for a month longer and it w rought a wot
> drous change in my entire system.”

11

<

< Kansas, writes:
\
“I have found Pernna very effective in restoring /
< my health and strength after 1 had been worn J
to /
j out and run down for a long time.wasI began to \
unable
use it about six months ago when I
leave my bed. My nervous system was shattered
and I was daily losing flesh and strength. This J.
condition was completely altered after a few botties of Peruna had been used and I kept on using ]i
it until I was finally restored to perfect health |
and had gained about fifteen pounds.
“I feel so grateful for what your medicine has
done for me that 1 am pleased to give it my hearty |i
endorsement and shall always be glad to speak |

I

Maieea

1

with my eyes being rod and waterj,uJ
my general health was very poor.
2S0
Travelers
Association,
J
Mr. William Hoge, President Commercial
<
“Finally a friend advised me to try
Broadway, New York, N. Y., writes:
J Peruna. I had tried almost everyth^
been
I
have
for
catarrh
| else, so I purchased a bottle of Pena
“I endorse Peruna as the most effectual remedy
that i|
able to find in my travels in this country or Europe. I can truly say
and commenced to take* it at once,iai
a
find
to
cure,
alone
trying
I have spent thousands of dollars in this country
before I had finished the first bottlei
I
obtained
that
a
trial
any*
and it was not until 1 was induced to give Peruna
found I was improving.
be
in
to
It
is simply great.
ought
“I wrote you for special advice cob
< thing like permanent relief. As a tonic it
«
wel
as
wife
cured
11
road.
( the grip of every commercial traveler on the
my
cerning my eyes, which I received. [
\
time.”
a
for
of
catarrh
long
J as myself. We have not had the slightest symptom
continued to take the Peruna until I he
<
In a later letter Mr. Hoge says:—4*I have used Peruna for many years, i| used six bottles.
\
and
am
the
> never without a bottle in my grip. I
youngest
youngest feeling
“Now my eyes are absolutely well,
/
due
toPeruna.’
is
\ looking man of my age in New York, which I think
entirely
and I feel like a new man in every wit,
“I honestly advise any one similarly
to ail afflicted to try Peruna."
taking Peruna, which I did. I took able, I can highly recommend it
j
w ho are sutler ins: \v i t h the abovediseases.
three bottles, and I can say I am cured.
Peruna Tablets.
to
It
has
be
able
am
to
1
and
Peruna.”
helped
“Thanks for kind advice
say
happy
Some people prefer to take tablett,
me wonderfully.”
Hey Fever and Catarrh.
rather than to take medicine in a Cud
and
Red
Watery.
form. Such people can obtain Perm
East Eyes
Miss May me E. Smith, 414
1
Mound S%., Columbus, Ohio, writes:
; Mr. William S. Hearn, 1063 Regal St., I tablet*, which represent the medicinal
“Have ut't d Peruna for catarrh and : Camden, N. J., writes:
ingredient* of Peruna. Each tabletk
“For about two years 1 was troubled equivalent to one average dose ot Persia
i hay iw-ver. The results beiii£ remark^vvVV>A^A^A^A^^/V^^VV,>AAAlVWVVVVVVVVWVWV

—

Tones up the System.

0_ro-|j-1_)-0-xjn_ru

!

Mr. Caleb H. Bortell, Police Officer, 212 North Paca street, Baltimore, $
\ Md., writes:
“For several years I was troubled with catarrh of the head, throat and S
“I am perfectly well of the catarrh. I i1
(
I recom- \ stomach. Many times I would vomit before and after eating.
took Pernna and Manalin.
“I took seven bottles of your Peruna, and lam glad to Fay that it has S
mend your medicine to every one and i|
>
cured me.
S
cannot praise it enough. It is a fine
“I feel more like living and working, and am not bothered at all with S
medicine to take any season of the year.
S
Taken in the spring it tones up the | my old troubles.
“I take great pleasure In recommending Peruna to all sufferers with S
system and acts as a gentle stimulant.” i1
?
for
none
but
for
done
have
me,
catarrh, and I thank you for what you
A Good Tonic,
r
those who have suffered as I have can appreciate a great cure as 1 have
Mr. Joe Leonard, Plat 3,232 Allen St., S found Peruna to be.”
\
Buffalo, 2*. Y., writes :
Mrs. William McRoberts, Waverly,

Minn.,

writes:

“I have good reason to endorse Peruna
I have found it a good tonic, stimulating the system and sustaining it
under great pressure, imparting unusual endurance and enabling me to
work much longer and harder than the
system could possibly do were it not
for the great powers with which it endowed me. It gives one nerves of iron.”
as

WELL

for La

Splendid

Mrs. A. W. Oustin, 5209 Lake Are., St.
Mr. Frank H. Fielder,
Ave., Montgomery, Ala., formerly prin- Joseph, Mo., writes: “When I began
cipal of Haynesville High School, taking Peruna I had quite a severe pain
213

a

peasant

and ache in the left of my chest. I suffered a great deal with it.
“I wrote to T*r. Hartman and asked
him what I should do. He advised my

writes:

truthfully say that Peruna is a
splendid remedy for la grippe, and a
good tonic for building up the system.”
‘•1

can

about the house and

RECOMMENDED

Pain in Chest

Grippe.

run

a

sewing

COUNTY NEW is.

ma-

chine.

From his Bangor Home— His-

tory that will Live for Ages
to Come.

additional (\aintv

Mrs. C. E. DeWitt, Lincoln Ctr, Me.,
suffering for years with gall
stones, says that one treatment of Dr.
Merrow’s medicine did her more good
who has been

Wwt

other

poor*

BROOK8VILLE.
Mrs. Nellie Atherton, of Bluehill,
with Mrs. J. G. Walker.

is

than all the medicine she had

ever tried.
Miss M. A. Walker received a surprise
Blanchard, Berlin Corner, May party Friday evening from her
friends.
given up to die by eight physicians with
L. H. Billings has begun on his cellar.
some of the most astounding and wonderconsumption. Dr. Merrow removed from L. C. Roberts
and F. W. Orcutt are helpful cures ever recorded to any one man in him a large parasite; now he is well.
ing him.
the practice of medicine, and it should be
Ira L. Cook, East Machias, says: “My
O. P. Limeburner returned Saturday

During the past year it is an absolute
fact that J. W. Merrow, M. D., has made

further remembered that every

one

of the

following cases, where the writer has
carefully investigated, has been doctored
by our leading physicians and many of
them in the leading hopsitals of Maine,
Boston and elsewhere, and had been given
up as incurable, to-dav are living, walking testimonials of Dr. Merrow s skill.
Below

we

vere cases

mention

a

few

that he has

of the

many setreated

successfully

John

\V.

wife and I

are

receiving great benefit from

your treatment.
Mrs. S. H. Dowling,

says: “I do not want any better treatment
than Dr. Merrow’s medicine; it is helping
me

fits, taken

when she

was

severe

of

Buffering twenty
and

years with kidney, liver
cured by
Dr.

rheumatic trouble,

Merrow.

Mrs. Elic Leclair, of Orono, cured of
dyspepsia and female trouble.
Mrs. E. W. Luce, Hermon Ctr., confined
to her bed for nearly a year with rheumatism and

paralysis, to-day

is able to be

COUNTY NEWS. I

For Additional

County Notes,

see

other pages.

BUCKSPORT.
Mrs. Frederic W. Colson died Monday
evening at her home on the River road.
SEMINARY NOTES.

Maine Central

seminary team
Score, 12 to 4.

institute defeated the
Pittsfield Saturday.

at

The Oak Hill commercial club held

a

reception

in honor of its newly-electcd
officers in the Methodist church vestry
Saturday evening. Previous to the reception a short musical and literary programme was given by members of the
school. Following the reception, cocoa
and cake were served. The balance of the
evening was spent pleasantly In playing
games. The committee in charge of the

sociable was: Rebecca Fogg, R. I. Brown,
Franklin Smith,
Gladys Lowell and
Geneva Page.
The Yonng Women’s Christian association held an entertainment in the Methodist vestry Friday evening, May 1. After
the entertainment, May baskets, candy

O.

Center,

has

form.

Miss Jessie Fullerton, of Bartlett’s Island, is visiting her cousin. Mrs. E. T.

office.

Those who

I
I

(Bryant),

The Cotton MIU South,
Twenty cents in stamps or otherwise sent to
the Boston Evening Transcript, Boston, Mass.,
will secure for anyone interested the series
of articles started Saturday, April 26, in
that paper on “The Cotton Mill South”.
These will appear regularly each Saturday
and Wednesday in five articles. They are by
the Rev. P. H. Goldsmith, D. D., minister of
of the First church of Salem, Mass, (the first
church in New England), who is a southerner
by birth, a northerner by residence.
This is an exceptional opportunity to get
this series from a man of high standing and
character whose view point on this interesting
theme is singularly excellent.—Advl.

Wing of Swallow.
“The late Francis Thompson, the Engpoet,” said a magazine editor, “had a
a

lish

pretty story about

Theatre, Boston.
names prominent on the

Among the
programme of Keith’s next week are those
of Rock and Fulton, Harry Gilfoil, Sidney
Drew
and
Cameron
and
company,
Flanagan, the Finneys, Lew Hawkins,
and the Tom Jack trio.
William
Rock
and
Maude
Fulton
a genuine
vaudeville act in the
best sense of the term. They are wonderful dancers, while Miss Fulton is a charming singer.
No entertainer is

greatest of vaudeville farces.

are un-

Lost Youth” (Longfellow'), Mr. Leach;
“Grandmother’s Story of Bunker Hill”
(Holmes), Miss Hooper; “Hosea Bigelowon Peace” (Lowell), Mr. Fellows;
“The
Witch of Wenham” (Whittier), Miss Walter; “The Death of Gabriel” (Longfellow),
Miss Fogg; “Each and All” (Emerson),
Miss Perkins; “The Courtin’
(Longfellow), Mr. Kearney.

Capt.

Eben Richardson, of Southwest Harbor,
spent Sunday with his mother. Mrs. Mary
Richardson.
R.
May 4.

present

Cameron

and

Flanagan,

with their
and Off;” the
whose exhibition of swimming
stunts is in a class by itself; Lew Hawkins, “The Chesterfield of Minstrelsy,”
w ith a fresh
budget of stories and parodies, and the Tom Jack trio, in an instrumental novelty, are all head-liners.
Little Foresto and his dog. in acrobatic
and Sterling, in a character
feats,
sketch; De Haven and Sidney, dancers;
Sanford and Dariingtou, versatilists; the
Zarrell brothers, gymnasts; Juggling De
Lisle, a deft manipulator, and new
kinetograph pictures will complete the
programme.

able to visit the doctor in person should
send for his self-examining outfit and
learn just what their diseases are, and
what to do to be cured, if curable, free, by
addressing, with stamp, J. W. Merrow,
M. D., 82 Central Street, Bangor, Maine.
and punch were on sale by the young
ladies.
The programme:
“Robert of
Lincoln”
Miss Leighton; “My

in command of the
barge Hammond. The barge sailed from
Philadelphia Tuesday cf last week in tow
of the tug Lenape. The barge had been
painted while in port there, and Capt.
Dodge was takes violently ill a few hours
out of port.
The tow arrived at Fort Point last Saturday, and
Dodge was taken ashore
at the light, of which his brother-in-law,
John
Thurston, is keeper. He died
Capt.
at 6 o’clock Tuesday morning.
Capt. Dodge is survived by his wife,
Kose
three
Thurston,
daughters,
Misses Irene. Blanche and Marion. He is
also survived by three brothers—Wiliam,
Fred and David, who live in Boston; also
by two sisters.
was

great love for birds.

Street, Bangor, Maine, where his office
more welcome in Bosdays for out-of-town patients are Mondays ton then Harry Gilfofl, w ith his character
of “Bar of Sands”, and his
impersonation
and
Wednesdays
Saturdays with consul- remarkable vocal imitations.
tation free on these days. Others days,
“Billy’s Tombstones” as played by Sidhe is busy attending those who are unable ney Drew and company is one of the
to his

Capt. Dodge

Richardson.

Keith's

It should be remembered that Dr. Meris permanently located at 82 Central

come

Mt. Desert Captain Dead.
Capt. Charles H. Dodge, of Mt. Desert,
aged forty-eight years, died at Fort Point
1 ght on the Penobscot yesterday morning,
of painter’s colic.

son.

epileptic

two years of age,

row

to

]

Mrs. Francena Rich, of Trenton, is visiting her daughter, Mrs. John Richard-

cured

years.
Mrs. Adelia Albisetti, 20 Foster street,
Barre, cured after being given up to die
at the Mass.
General Hospital with
kidney disease and stomach trouble.
D.
W.
Robinson, So. Brewer, after

convention,

BEECH HILL.

Mrs. T. M. Nelson, of Orange, cured of
sick headaches in their most
Annie G. Reynolds cured

Waterville, where he attended the

republican district
May 4.

Miss Mabel Hodgdon, of
been visiting friends here.

wonderfully.”

during the past year, since he cured when twenty-six.
located in Bangor, and would space perj Mrs. Joseph Riley, 66 Lafountain street,
mit, every page of this paper might be ; Burlington, cured of cancer of the uterus.
covered with equally astounding cures as !
If space would permit, we could give
the following:
thousands of cases fully as strong. The
j
Mrs. C. H. Crocker, of Brewer, cured of : above patients informed the writer that
fibroid tumor, without the use of the they had doctored for months and
|
many
knife, the loss of a1 drop of blood and no i of them for years and considered their
in
four
after
cases
incurable
until
being given up
hospitals
pain,
they consulted Dr.
and by over a score of physicians to die.
Merrow. Testimonials of the above cases,
Mrs. Wm. McXiel, cured of rose cancer. many of them taking up a whole column,
Alvin Mann, Orono, cured of diabetes in can be seen at Dr. Merrow’s office, or will
its worst form, after suffering for eight be sent to any address upon request.
or

from

Jacksonville. Me., i

I

striking
Finneys,

no\e

ty,

“On

Manley

Catching,
a

swallow

one

a

day

He

once

told

me

a

swallow.
in

the early

autumn,

that nested in his garden, he

fastened to its

wing

a

piece of

oiled

“Swallow, little swallow, I wonder where
you pass the winter?”
“The next spring the swallow returned
to its nest at the usual time. Attached to
another piece of oiled paper
inscription:
“Florence, at the house of Castelleri.
Cordial greetings to the friend in the
was

with the

North.
Take Your Choice
Have you ever almost run into some one
on the street, and then dodged from side
to side for half a minute, vainly endeavoring to pass, while the other person by
some strange fatality, blocked your
every
move by trying to pass you in the same

way?

Such was the recent experience of a
young man in Portland, Maine. He and a
strange young woman had been going
through this performance for several seconds. when his unwilling vis-a-vis staghim by saying:
“Well, hurry up! Which U it to be—a
•waltz or a two-step.”— If Oman’s Home

gered

Companion.

County

Pictet

tee

ol*i*r

page

a

j

completed
New

a

new

announces

and
Ban

York
to
equipped for rapid
a position to make
service better than

direct wire from

Francisco,
service, and is

fully
now

in

its heretofore excellent
ever.

Cure for drunkenness and
drug-using is not a new thing. Maine's
own Keeley Cure is in Portland.
It
has had over 27 years’ experience, and
many thousands have been reclaimed
to manhood, and are filling positions
of honor and trust. Patients received
at any time.

Keeley

|

that it haB

that

is

cut down

five

new

ones

must

be

last week.

A1 White is sawing wood for
Ginn.
He expects to have about
five cords sawed.

Hertxr

seventy
Mr&. Nellie Staples is quite ill.
J
Miss Phebe M. Durgain, of Bangor, is
Mrs. Wilbur Crockett is teaching ichoc
teaching school in No. 0.
in district No. 16. She boards at Herbei
Mrs. Clara Clapp, of Sargentville, spent
White's. Miss Mary Grav teaches in No
last week with her sister,
Miss Ella
11, and boards at Lester Crockett's.
Thurston.
B.
May 4.
Jay E. Douglass spent one day last week
in Belfast. Mrs. Lottie Carter’served the
SEAL HARBOR.
route as substitute.
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs
Robert Bettel and wife have sold their James
Varnum Friday.
place to H. O. Staples, of Bangor, and I Mm.
George Eddy went to Fnnklil
moved to Bluebill.
visit relatives.
R. C. Abbott and wife spent Sunday in Saturday to
Bluehill. Their grandchild, Jennie HerGeorge L. Stebbins and Mm. Boggs »?*
rived
week
and opened their cottigtt
last
rick, is ill with typhoid fever at Stoning_

for the

ton.

War Declared,
Who Will

4._Rae.

Enlist

In

This

Movement'."
War ban been declared by

SOUTH BLUEKILL.

Massapaqua grange met April 30,
eighty-nve present, the gentlemen

A-

SIMiCTtiBnnriUs.

The Golden Rule circle met with Mrs.
R. A. Elwell Wednesday. The circle will
meet with Mrs. Ada Allen next Wednesday afternoon, and choose officers.

May

summer.

May 4._

Mr. and Mrs. Bracy, of Brooklin, who
have been with their
daughter, Mrs.
Maude Thurston,
for a
week, have
returned home.

ing druggists.
They are going

with

preAfter the usual business, recess
called and a social time followed. All
repaired to the dining-room, led by the
assistant steward and lady assistant steward. The clam stew supper was prepared
with great care by the gentlemen, unassisted by the ladies.

siding.

to

light

Popular
our

lead-

stomaca

was

troubles with Mi-o-na Tablets. They
feel so sure of success that they guarantee to refund the price cf any'•>
satisfaccent box that does not give
it.
tion and do all that is claimed for
Mi-o-na is an absolute strengthen

piano

and cure for the stomach and

was

After

recess the following
programme
announced by the lecturer:
Music,
and violin; reading, Floyd Hamilton; music, tambourine and bones; Irish
jokes, L H Sibley; songs, Roy Henderson;

music; sketch, Fred Sylvester, B. K. Sylvester, Leslie Candage and Roy Hendermusic; sketch, “Taking the Census;’’
music; military drill.
The programme was ably carried out.
Remarks were made by visiting members
from North Sedgwick, North
Bluehill,
East Bluehill and Brooklin granges.
May
Sec.

palpitation,
mouth, nervousness, coated tcJg®

son;

distress after eating, try Mi-o-na.
these
It will not be long before all
and ye
symptoms have disappeared
are strong and well.
unde
G. A. Parcher sells Mi-o-na
t°*
an absolute guarantee to refund
money unless it cures.

4.__
SARGENTVILLE.

'CaWin BiTHnjjk&turned to South Boston

last week.

Hamilton, who has been employed
Deer Tele, is at home.
Capt. C. L. Babson is spending several
Ira

at

_

They
Maintain
Good Health
i9°6-_,
Monroe, Me.,
“We have used the true L.
Atwood’s Bitters in our family

BASS HARBOR.

Dr. Eugene Tapley. of Belfast, made a
planted.
Japan planted three million young trees short visit to friends here recently.
since 1900, to which are to be added half
The infant bou of Eugene Stanley and
a million planted this year, and hereafter
wife died Monday. Their
many friends
750,000 annually.
extend deep sympathy.
Mrs. Van Tanner has accepted the posiIf you want a tight roof and one that tion of matron in the Y. W.
C. A. at Bar
can be easily kept in repair, insist
upon Harbor, and will enter upon her duties
using Carpenter-Morton Roofing.
This Boon.
is
made
from
Roofing
Long Fibre Wool
May 4.
X. Y. Z.
Felt, treated with Natural Asphalt. Nothing else is equal to it for durability. Mr
NORTH ORLAND.
H. F. WeBcott carries a large stock' of this
Roofing and sells it under an absolute
Roy Trundy is ill.
guarantee of satisfactory results.
Mrs. Carrie Gray visited her
mother,

diges.*rp

organs.
dirtf
If yon suffer with headache,
bad taste in ihe
ness,

weeks at Eggemoggin.
Charles C. Billings, who is employed at
Camphor Trees.
All true camphor is supplied by Japan South Boston, is at home for a tew weeks.
Mrs. V. B. Black, of Cape
and China, eighty per cent, by the former
Hosier, was
the guest of Mrs. George
Jordan last
and twenty per cent, by the latter. In
week.
Telegraph Kates Reduced.
The Postal Telegraph-Cable Co. and obtaining camphor the trees are destroyed.
Mrs. William A. Hooper
spent last week
Northern Telegraph Co. have abolished Both countries have passed laws compelwith her daughter, Mrs. Charles
Doritv,
3'
the doable rate, and substituted practiling the planting of young camphor trees, at Bar Harbor.
the single, or state, rate to all BanMay
| rallyand
Sim.
China being more radical than Japan in
4.__
Aroostook points, effective May 1.
| gor
this particular, as for every camphor tree

The Postal also

Mrs. E nma Gray, of
Fond, a !e*
days tast week.
Fred Richardson bought a horse ii

Bangor
NORTH SEDGWICK.

paper

inscribed with the words:

its foot
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rwenty-five years with good resultsWe always keep them in the house
tro
They are excellent for stomach
lie. Respectfully yours, J. A. Braley-.

i

Some of the most common causes
11 health are hasty meals, unwise die
»
ind over-eating.
The stomach reo
inder stfch abuse and sickness if’-1®
Such errors may be quickly righted n>
lew doses of the “L. F.” Atwood s »«'

■

ers.

sweeten stomach, cf
arouse liver, and purify
druggists.

They

lowels,
15c. at

&loou'

